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Friday night, February 11,
Six young ladies have been
will
mark
the annual selected as candidates for the
No more telephone books for homecoming celebration of the 1972 Laker Homecoming Queen.
the hospital please. They have Calloway County High School Cathy Lovett, Susan Pigg,
plenty. We found out too why so Lakers.
Rhonda Black, Beverly Starks,
The Lakers will play the Becky Burchett and Brenda
many are missing. People take
Benton Indians in basketball Collie are the candidates for
them home with them.
action on the homecoming queen. Miss Jan Brower, 1971
night.
Mrs. R.W. Key, who passed
Laker Queen will crown the
Honored guests will be 1968 young lady who is selected.
away recently requested that
The Lakers have previously
the following poem be read at graduates of Calloway High.
The graduates will be given a beaten the Indians in basketball
her funeral.
reception in the school cafeteria play, 9641, on December It
- Fourteen)
"7...Don't watt to give your immediatley following the
(Continued on Page
basketball game.
flowers,
A special feature of the night
Till some lonely soul has
will be the crowning of the 1972
gone;
basketball queen. This will take
Give them while he's living,
place during the half-time of the
Time passes swiftly on.
ballgame.
"Kind words that are timely
spoken,
Flowers that are given today
. _Two traffic collisions were
May heir some heart thatiii-.
investigated by the Murray
breaking
Police Department on WedOr brighten someone's way:
nesday. No injuries were listed

Gun Safety
Class-To Be

"So don't wait to give your
flowers,
Tomorrow may be too late,
The Soul you meant to oomfonti
May have passed beyond the

Fifteen Murray youths took
part in the first series of--Gint
Safety and Handling classes
held at 9 a.m. February 5, at
the Murray State University
Mrs. Chlora Farmer recently Rifle Range. Barry Polston,
was presented with her 50th. city recreation director, Dennis
great grandchild. She is the Buckley, a Murray State
mother of five daughters, student doing practice teaching
grandmother of 19, and great in recreation and Col. Palmer
greatgrandmother of three.She Peterson, Professor of Wain
recently observed her 81st Science.at M.S.U. conducted the
first meeting for young people
birthday.
over 7 years of age.
The project came about as a
This fine lady also recently
had a pacemaker for her heart result of the need felt for such a
"installed" and is reported -program in an .where
hunting is so popuTar, a
doing well.
spokesman said. -"The first part of theprogram
A good subscriber at Hazel
Park, Michigan writes to say will be on safety and-handling of
they are receiving the Ledger the weapons," Col. Petersen
and Times and enjoying it. said. "About 5 more one hour
Enclosed a clipping from the Saturday sessions will cover all
New York Daily News which aspects of gun safety with
was a picture of Nancy Jones, several films to add to the inChildren completing
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. struction.
course will be given a
Conrad Jones of Murray. The the
certificate in recognition of
picture showed Miss Jones
their accomplishment."
walking her two dogs and was
Persons who did not attend
sent
out by the Associated.
the class on February 5th are
Press Wirephoto.
still encouraged to participate
in the upcoming safety conThe subscriber reports that
ference at 9:00-a.m. Saturday,
Murray will always be home to
February 12th. Saturday's
them and that they had been in
meeting will be held in Wrather
Michigan since the 1930's. Said
Hall on the Murray State
It was five below zero there in
Campus.
Hazel Park.
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ bulletin
recently had Paul Harvey's
"Will the Squares PLEASE
Stand Up" in it. We are
reprinting this because we
believe you will find it interestini,,
"Square",another of the good
words, has gone the way of
"love",
"modesty" and
"patriotism". Something to be
snickered over or laughed
at outright. Why, it u,sed to be
that there was no higher
compliment you could pay a
man than to call him a "squareshooter". The ad man's promise
of a ''square deal" used to be as
binding as an oath." Today's
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Partly cloudy and a little
warmer today and tonight.
Highs today in upper 30s. Lows
tonight mid 20s. Mostly cloudy
Friday and Friday night and
warmer. Highs Friday in low to
mid 40s. Saturday mostly
cloudy and mild with a chance
of showers. Probability of precipitation near zero today and
tonight, 10 per cent Friday.
Kentucky
Extended outlook, Saturday
through Monday
Cloudy with a chance of precipitation Saturday and Sunday,
becoming fair and colder Monday. Highs in the upper 40s and
low 50s Saturday ahd Sunday,
falling into the 30s and low 40s
Monday. Lows in the upper 20s
and 30s Saturday and Sunday
lowering into the low PO Monday.

Murray Woman's Club Executive
Board Reports On Year's Work
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
monthly luncheon and business
session at the club house on
Monday, February 7, at 11:30
a.m. with Mrs. George Hart
giving the invocation.
Mrs. John Belt, corresponding secretary, presented the

Rescue Squad
Called To
Bu
The Calloway County Rescue
Squad answered a call to the
home of Joe N. Burnett on
Route 1, Kirksey yesterday
afternoon at 12:35.
No one was home when the
fire started. A passer-by saw
the blaze and reported the fire
to the rescue squad.
The home was too far gone to
be saved by the efforts of the
rescue squad.Some of the living
room furniture was saved from
the fire.
Two units responded to the
fire. Aaron Dowdy was the
driver of the truck, and Bob
Schumacher
drove
the
emergency van. Other personnel answering the alarm
were Mike Farley,Gordon Wirt,
Jerry McCoy, and Max Dowdy.
The fire was extinguished by
the use of the booster, and the
truck returned to the firehouse
at 2:25.
The home was a frame house,
and the cause of fire or-where it
started.was unknown. ."

Bryan Tolley was presented
with a special award for perfect
attendance for thirty-one years
with the Murray Lions Club at
the annual Valentine party and
ladies night held Tuesday
evening at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Other high perfect attendance
awards were presented to M.C.
McCuiston, 28 years; Rue
Overbey, 24 years; James D.
Clopton, 22 years; Maurice

Traffic Collisions
Are Investigated
By City Police

on the reports.
Vehicles involved in the
collision at 3:34 p.m. on South
4th Street were a 1967 Chevrolet
half ton truck driven by Hugh
Retter Brandon of Murray
Route Three, and a 1966 Oldsmobile two door owned by Earl
C. Horan and driven by Leiser
Chandler Horan of 1102 South
16th Street, Murray.
Police said the Horan car was
parked on South 4th Street in
front ofthe'First Baptist Church
and Mrs.Horan opened the door
in front of the Brandon truck
going north on the street.
Damage to the truck was on
the right front and to the car an
the left side.
—The second accident report
was filed at six p.m. involving a
1965 Chevrolet two door driven
by Joseph Emil Decker of
Louisville, and a .1971 Chevrolet
four door driven by Billy Joe
Utterback of 505 Walnut Street,
Murray.
Police said Decker was going
north on 16th Street, stopped for
the four way stop sign at Main
Street, and then started across
the street. Utterback, going on
Main Street,failed to stop at the
intersection and collided with
the Decker car,according to the
police report.
Damage to the Decker car
was on the left quarter panel
and to the Utterback car on the
right bumper.

board with a card from the
Murray Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Center
acknowledging the donation of
$150.00 from the Murray
Woman's Club.
An enlightening and entertaining report on the winter
board meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
held in Louisville on January 2527 was given by Mrs. J. Matt
Sparkman. Delegates other
than Mrs. Sparkman were Mrs.
Bethel Richardson, Mrs. Sam
Knight, and Mrs. Don Keller.
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, club
president, announced that tne
International Students' Banquet
would be held on February 20 at
the club house. Proceeds from
this affair go toward financing
scholarships for other foreign
students.
The board members elected a
nominating committee to
choose the slate of 1972-73 club
officers. Those elected were
Mrs. Thomas Brown, Mrs. Don
Keller, Mrs. Joe Prince, Mrs.
Ewen Allbritten, and Mrs. Ted
Bradshaw.
The Kappa Department's
"Haunted House" was chosen
as the outstanding project of the
club year and is to be reported
on by Mrs. RichSrdson at the
First District Workshop to be
held February 24 at Paducah.
Members of the club wishing tc
attend are requested to contact
Mrs. Sparkman by February
19.
Mrs. Ted Bradshaw, finance
chairman, reported on a recent
meeting of her committee.
These women recommended
that thern sale of cookbook;
(Continued on Page Fourtesir
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Little Girl
Injured Here
Med
Little Miss Kenitha Fowler is
listed th' good condition this
morning by officials of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being injured on
Wednesday when she was hit by
a car at Main and Broach
Streets. -The little girl, age seven,
SIGNING OAKHURST PRINTS—Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of Murray State University,
daughter of Mrs. Sylvia Fowler
signs one of the first 500 prints of Oakhurst as painted by C.G. Morehead of Owensboro. Commissioned by the Murray State Alumni Association, the painting of the building which has served as Murray, suffered a broken left
the home of Murray State presidents since 1937 will be unveiled this spring as part of ceremonies leg, broken rib, and lacerations
marking the 50th anniversary at_the school's I1922. Sparissimt-Illsrebead, nation*
, of the face, -according to
recognized as "Kentucky's artist of property," will sign each of 5,000 Utbeseepli plats to be Maw) hospital officials.
for sale. Profits from the $W purchase price of the It x 14-inch prinla will be sued le Ibmwee
The accident occurred at 3:03
university scholarships.
--p.m. Wednesday as the little
*1,a second grade student at
Robertson Elementary School,
was enroute home from school..
The Murray Police Department report said Lester Hildred
Paschall of Hazel Route One,
The regular ladiag_day lun- driving a 1962 Chevrolet four
the
lair
at
cheon will be
door sedan owned by Ethel
Calloway County Country Club Paschall, was going east on
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- in north-central Kentucky, on WednesdaFebruary 16, at Main Street.
itrict
Three of the most controversial shifting counties
along the dis- 12 noon will AfFs. James Frank
Police said the little girl was
bills of the current legislative trict's
eastern and southern as the luncheon chairman.
standing on Broach Street and
session have made it to the borders into the adjacent 7th
Reservations should be made as the Paschall car approached,
Senate floor, their final hurdle and 5th districts and adding
by calling the child darted out in front of
Monday
by
before reaching the governor's portions of three northern KenMesdames Frank, Dick Orr, the Paschall car which skidded
desk.
tucky counties presently in the Ted
Gary approximately ten feet before
Billington,
The bills, already approved 4th district.
Marquardt, E.J. Haverstock, hitting the child.
by the Houpe and reported fa-George Ed OverThe second grade student
The bill has drawn strongest T.C. Doran,
vorably Wednesday by the SenWilliam Dom, or Jaynes ,,was taken to the hospital by a
ate State Government Com- opposition from Northern Ken bey,
TT
ambulance
Blalock-Coleman
mittee;include the Ford admin- tucky residents upset because it Sullivan.
Bridge will be played during after the accident where she
istration's congressional redist- would divide heavily populated
morning with Mrs. Bob was given emergency treatricting bill, reported out by a 5- Campbell and Kenton counties the
and Mrs. Prue Kelly ment and admitted to the
Billington
between the 4th and 6th Dis3 vote.
as bridge hostesses.
hospital.
The others were a bill to al- tricts.
Sens. Wilson Palmer, D-Cynlow the governor to appoint the
state personnal commissioner— thiana; John Chris Cornett, Dreported out by a vote of 7-1— Hindman; Donald Johnson, Rand one to raise the salaries of Fort Thomas; Lacey Smith, Ddepartment heads and state- Louisville; and Pat Mc Calton,
wide officials—reported by a 6- 13-Pembroke, approved the bill
while Sens. Carroll Hubbard; D2 vote.
HB112, to redraw the bound- Mayfield; Gus Sheehan, D-Vo- - Mid-year graduates at
aries of the state's seven con- ginton ; and Ray White, R-Bowl- Murray'State University tottl atates and four foreign countries.
gressional districts, would take ing Green voted against it.
454, including 390 with
No
formal
mid-year
The bill passed the House 75- bachelor's degrees, 62 with
its greatest toll on the 6th disgraduatidirexercise is held at
18, despite warnings that it
master's degrees and two with
Murray State. Students who
would be challenged in court. associate degrees.
graduate at the conclusion of
Both Sheehan and Rep. Arthur
Wilson Gantt, dean of adSchmidt, R-Cold Spring, said missions and registrar, said a the fall semester receive
Wednesday a suit was being final check has been completed degrees by mail and have the
option to return .in May to
planned in Northern Kentucky.
to certify that each candidate
participate in cap and gown
alSchmidt had offered an
for graduation has met
A meeting to instruct team
ternative House bill based, he requirements. He said the ceremonies.
counselors to serve in the
Among
the
mid-year
said, on more current census newest graduates represent 17
SPIRENO evangelistic rally to
graduates are these from
figures than HB112. His bill
be held February 13-16 at the
Calloway County:
would have kept all of CampMurray State---University
degrees-Bachelor's
bell and Kenton counties in the
Fieldhouse will be held Friday.
Charlotte J. Adams, Wilma
4th District.
February 11, at seven p.m. at
Stark Beatty, Beverly Jean
Earlier the committee rethe First Baptist Church,
Brittain, James B. Buchanan.
jected 4-3 an amendment by
Donald Story, assistant
Educational Annex.
Sheehan which would have kept professor of music at Murray Lynda Kelso Coleman, Thomas
All persons who are willing to
all of Campbell and Kenton State University, will present a Wayne Colson, Kyoko Cooper,
serve in this capacity are incounties in the 4th District but clarinet recital Sunday, Feb. 13, Vickie Elain De Witt, Lester
vited to attend. Special inKeith Donelson, Danny Way
shifted about 56,000 people in on the campus.
structions and training is Jeffe,-son County from the 4th
Geurin,
James A. Gibson,
Recital
p.m.
in
To be held at 3
necessary to qualify for the to the 6th,
Andrea Kay Kemper, Thomas
Doyle
Fine
Price
A
of
the
Hall
counseling service. Counseling
Only Sheehan, Johnson and
Arts Center, the concert will Earl Lane, Shirley Cochran
with each person who makes a
Hubbard voted for the amend- include works of Brahms, Martin, Jerry Ray McCoy, Ken
personal response during the
ment with White abstaining.
Delmas and Cavallini. Mrs. Alan Miller, Mary Susette
crusade is an effective way and
A.
"I don't think it makes much
Marie Taylor, instructor of Moghadamian, Barry
persons for the counseling are difference to ('urlin Rep WilMurray State, will Murphy, William Clayton Nall
music
at
required to attend the special liam Curlin, who represents the
L. Nanny,
accompany Story on the piano. III, Donald
instruction period on Friday. 6th District in Congress) if you
Open to the public at no ad- Jacqueline L. Oakley, Phyllis
Richard Hogue, nationally- take the people out of Jefferson
mission charge, the program is Cunningham Orr, Rebecca
known youth evangelist from County
or Northern Kentucky sponsored by the music Hendon Page, Richard A.
Houston, Texas, and an ac- but it does to the people of department in the School of Payne,
Vicki
MeGary
companying musical group will Northern Kentucky."
Ragsdale, Jerry Wade Riley,
Fine Arts at the university.
be featured in the evangelistic
He said when the heavily
Story, who joined the Murray Bruce Edward Rudd, Margaret
rally to be held at 7:30 nightly
Moore Sims, Doris Jennings
Populated counties of Boone, State music faculty in 1967,
starting Sunday, February I3. Kenton
and Campbell were serves as assistant professor of Steeley, Ray Darrel West,
and continuing through Wed- lumped
woodwinds and music education- Larry Dan Wilson, Beverly
with Jefferson County
nesday, February 16.
during redistricting in the 1960s and conducts the clarinet White Wyatt.
This special rally is being "the center of interest moved
Master's
degrees-Marilyn
choir. He also travels widely in
sponsored by many of the from Northern Kentucky to Jefthe .. arsa maintaining contact Jean Barrett, Masako K.
churches in West Kentuck and ferson County."
Cornell, Fred Thomas Hart,
with,directort and students.
is being coordinated by the
The 4th District is'representA graduate of Wichita State Luna Phynett Kelson, Bobby
Baptist Student Union of ed by Gene Snyder, who lives
University, Story has 4one.,1 Lynn Key, Gene Walker King,
Murray State University.
additional work at the 'Barbara Dubis Merino, Edward
in Jefferson County. Johnson
There is no charge and
University of Arkansas and at Anthony Thomas, Joe Darell
. the_
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
tic is invited.
Want,Sonja Kay Wilson.
Southern Illinois. University.

Ryan, 20 years; Betnel
Richardson and Joe Pat Ward,
16 years; Joe Pat James and
Bob Ray, 15 years; C.C. Lowry,
14 years; Max Beale, 13 years;
George H. Ligon, 12 years;
Robert Melugin, 11 years.
Attendance awards were also
presented to Lloyd Boyd, Clifton
Cochran, and George T. Lilly,
10 years; James Harmon and
Rex A. Thompson, nine years;
Lester Nanny and James A.
Rogers, eight years; Vernon
Anderson, seven years; Z.C.
Enix, six years; and Johnny
McDougal, five years.
The other awards for attendance were to John Belt,
Codie Caldwell, R.L. Cooper, Robert Hendon., Howard
Koenen,said Fred Schulte,*E._
years; Hera—Beaman, O.B.
Boone, Jr., Eugene Flood, C.B.
Ford, Henry Fulton, Finis
Griffith, Hal Houston, W.B.
McCuiston,
and
Dewey
Ragsdale, three years; 0.C.
McLemore, Tom Shirley, and
John Thompson, two years;
Orrin Bickel, William Burnett,
L.M. Holloway, David Lanier,
Paul Maggard, Aaron McConnell, Groover A. Parker,
and Kennetp Winters
‘
one year.
Joe Pat James, past
president,' wilirdiniligter or
ceremonies. A special tribute
was given tomer Lisa -H33.
Bailey, Jr., whose chair at the
table was left vacant and a
black napkin placed on the
table. Lion Bailey died
February 2 and had a record of
25 years perfect attendance
with the Lions Club.
A special program of music
was presented by an eniemble
from the Music Department of

the Murray Woman's Club. The
group was
composed of
Mesdames Don Burchfield,
Kathryn Elliott, Max Brandon,
Bob Ray, 0.8. Boone, Jr.,
Charles Simons, Keith Hays,
James Carlin, Tommye Taylor,
ernon Shown, and Donald.
Story with Mrs. Joe Prince as
accompanist on the piano. --(Continued on Page Fourteen)

SPIRENO Meet
Will Be Friday

Rev. Asa Sparks

Revival Planned
Nazarene Church
Rev. Asa Sparks and his wife,
Pansy, will conduct a revival at
the Murray Church of the
Nazarene beginning Monday.
February 14, and continuing
through Sunday, February 20.
Services will be held nightly
at 7:30 at the church located on
Doran Road at Plainview.
Rev. Sparks of Nashville,
Tenn., has had a wide ministry
serving as pastor, college
full-time
professor, and
evangelist in the Church of the
Nazarene. He is the author of
two booklets: "Witness to Win"
and "How To Make A Call".
His wife. Mrs. Sparks, has
organized about one hundred
choirs in churches where they
have served and she also sings
solo. Rev. Sparks conducts the
song service and together they
carry the entire program of the
revival.
The church and its pastor,
Rev. Paul Thornhill, extend a
welcome to the public to attend
these services.
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LEDGER at TIMES-MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1
Dear Editor:
I raise my voice in support of
the proposition that we rezone
that portion of the city park now
in question.
In so doing,I would remind all
of you that the proposition is not
(and I emphasize pot) to sell the
property, only to rezone it so we
can proceed with a study to
determine whether it is
desirable to sell the property or
leave it as it now is. We can not
proceed with the study unless
the property is rezoned. After
rezoning, if we do not, for any
reason, wish to sell the property
then we, of course, would leave
the park as it now is.
I fully support all recreational
programs; but, it is in;
conceiveable to me that we
would play baseball, basketball,
soft ball, tennis or any other
game or just have pavillions on
property that may well be worth
$16,000 to $18,000 an acre when
we can buy property for one
third, one fifth or maybe only
one tenth as much money.
Particularly, when we can get
almost completely matching
funds from the federal government with which to purchase
the new property.
While on this subject, I am
going to respond to part of a
letter to the editor of our local
newspapers and written by the
Chairman of the Murray
Planning Commission. The
letter to which I refer was on the
subject of rezoning the city
park
In paragraph 2 of this missive
he states, and I quote "The

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916.
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True Deficits And Inflation

Ere

According to President Nixon's budget
calculations, the 1972 fiscal year (ending June 3(1)
will incur a deficit of $38.8 billion dollars and he
projects a deficit of $25.5 billion in his 1973 budget.
This is deceptive.
The Nixon budgets, as did Lyndon B. Johnson
budgets in the previous administration, lump all
,Leceipts In nne pocket-including the trust funds,
such as Social Security, unemployment compensation, etc.
The trusefunds ereifiectal, separate and distinct
from general government spending. They are set up
for specific purposes. The money belongs to those
who are entitled to Social Security benefits or
unemployment payments-it is not for general
government use.
4.1s-em
Moreover,these funds usually have a surplus-it is
--LoPIDP-Mmispepri.
eliding-tact for insbince, that tru.st lurid receipts in
1973 will total $83.2 billion while outlays will amount
EE
.
P
. A TlGNT REM, NE SUCKS'
to only $72.5 billion. This is why the budget makers
lump them in with other receipts-makes the whole
budget look better.
The fact is that without counting receipts and expenditures from the trust funds,.the government
deficit for this fiscal year would be 45 billion (not
$38.8 billion) and for 1973 the deficit would be $36
------------ billion (not $25.5 billion).
terms
of
talk
in
This is why it is more accurate to
By Anthony Harrigan
increases in the federal debt-which Nixon estimates
The anniversary of the founding of the Boy Scouts
INICUrive via PlasemiT
wilLhit $493.2 I:align at the end of Juneo‘ext- ear, America---,is- this week, when, the Scouting
751101
4 Industrial Council
from its present level of $425 billion. That is the real organization becomes 62 years young. The Boy
some
in
measure of the government's red ink, as
Scouts of America was incorporated in Washington
LESSONS FROM SOVIET ART
Congress now are pointing out- Senate Ap- D.C., on February 8, 1910 and for 60 years, Boy Scout
WASHINGTON, D.C.—A nation's character is revealed as
propriations Chairman Allen J. Ellender,,for in- Week has been observed.
strongly in its art as in its science and industry. Thus there is a
stance.
• One of the most important aspects of Scouting is great deal to be learned from the exhibition "Soviet Union: Arts
THE GOVERNMENT ALSO uses the trust funds an appreciation of the outdoors and of learning to and Crafts In Ancient Times and Today" that has been held at the
(Social Security and the others) to bail itself out in- live with the'most rudimentary tools of survival. Corcoran Gallery here- since mid-January.
This exhibit, which will tour the United States, is part of a
another way.
Under the patient guidance of volunteer Scout
These funds, which have surpluses against future leaders, young boys from every walk of life
equal—tt
come ti cultural exchange program with the USSR. The political content
of the exhibit is minimal, except for the stairway entrance with
obligations, buy up federal securities. Federal that ampitheatre of nature where all are
the huge Red banner, bust of Lenin and quotation from the
agencies, using trust fund money, own more than 25 130y Scout camp. They return a little wise, a little founder of the Soviet regime.
per cent of the government's debt, while the Federal
more humble and with a little more understanding of
For the first time, the Soviets have allowed precious historic
Reserve System has around 16 per cent and the the great land in which they are privileged to live. art objects to be shown in the West. The wood and gold Scythian
general public (banks, individuals and other inThe nation has a good reason to cherish its Boy art objects, dating from the seventh century B.C., are reminders
of the fact that the peoples of the Southern Russian steppe parvestors) the rest.
Scouts as never before. As they pursue their an- ticipated in classical civilization.
The Scythians, who migrated
Using trust fund money to help the government niversary observation, adults will be reminded that from Central Asia, coexisted with the
Greek colonies established
with its debt relieves the competition the govern- such things as self-reliance and good citizenship on the northern shore of the Black Sea. These Central Asians were
ment faces -16--the money market-hr-selling its
remain very much in vogue where it cotnitiiiiost- -\ enriched by cultural contacts with the Hellenic world. In recent
securities. And,,,io that extent, reduces thepressure amidst a major segment-of-the youth into whose times, archaeologists have excavated royal burial mounds along
the Dnieper River and found art objects of great beauty. A
on interest rates
hands the reins of the community leadership and° number
of these objects are in the exhibit at the Corcoran.
But the new debt created by the government's business will fall a few years hence.
The exhibit also is rich in jewelry, religious objects and arts
years,
will
be
1973
fiscal
1971,
1972
and
deficits in the
"Boypower '76", the long range plan of the BSA from Muscovite Russia of the 16th and 17th centuries. It is clear
increasingly financed by selling securities to the
continues for the fourth year in 1972 with the slogan, from this exhibit, however, that there is little continuity between
general public, thus tending to inflate interest rates.
"America's Manpower Begins with Boypower." The the classical origins of southern Russian culture and the culture of
Moreover, as the official budget analysis con- plan which will continue through 1976, is a bold at- Muscovy in the post-Mongol invasion era. The Mongols shatcedes, when the Federal Reserve System buys tempt to deeply involve in Scouting a representative tered the links with the past and permanently transformed the
peoples now living in the present day Soviet Union west of the
government bonds, notes, etc., this leads to an ex- one-third of all American boys....to help the families Urals.
pansion of bank reserves and enlarges the country's and institutions of the nation prepare a new
Nevertheless, many of the Muscovite art objects are very
money..supply. It's like printing money, and it is generation with the skill and conficence to master beautiful—superb, chalices, religious books covered with silver
encrusted with jewels, a czar's stirrups, and clothes worn by
inflatiorrai^y.
the changing demands of America's future.. to and
nobles. The art objects seem far removed from the arts of the
In short, the deficits of the Nixon Administration make Scouting more relevant to the needs and
on the basis of simple arithmetic are stunning concerns of today's youth. to bring the advantages period in the West. It is clear that by this period Muscovy was
isolated in tone and outlook from the Christian West. This exhibit
enough. but when the inflationary possibilities are of the
unique character development and underscores that point, though it is unlikely the exhibit planners
counted. they are frightening.
educational programs to disadvantaged boys of had that intention.
—Cincinnati post
Leaving the historic periods behind, the visitor to the exhibit
inner-city and low-opportunity rural America,,,to
enters a new world of dreariness and unoriginality. It is shocking
establish quantity and qualify goals for BSA units. .to view what is supposed to be a representation of contemporary
The entire community and the nation benefits Soviet arts and crafts when one knows the richness and variety of
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
from the Scouting .experience. We extend best Russian arts in the 1900-1917 years.
The exhibit stresses the multi-national character of the Soviet
wishes to the Scouts on their 62nd birthday, and we
Mrs Alice Nance, age 85, died February 8 at her home on
Farmington Route One.
salute their volunteer adult leaders responsible for Union with its more than 100 minority peoples. The exhibit
catalogue says that these nationalities have their own "national
A Murray High School student, Max Russell, son of Mr. and
carrying on the program. A man named Forest culture and art." But the arts
and crafts aren't contemporary in
Mrs. Eugene Russell, has scored the highest mark in the comWitcraft wrote these words which have been adopted any meaningful sense. They are shockingly antiquated, frozen
petitive American History examination sponsored by the Captain
as a slogan for Scout Week:
representations of popular arts of several generations ago. The
Wendell Oury Chapter of the DAR. Second place went to Richard
rugs, glass, textiles and ceramics seem Victorian or turn of the
Edrnonds, son of Mr. and Mrs. G.W. Edmonds, Kirksey school,
"A hundred years from now it will not matter what . century when compared to American and West European arts
and Jimmy Boyd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Boyd, New Conmy bank account was, the sort of house I lived in, or and crafts of today. The heavy hand of-a-iiodalist realism" hi the
cord.
the kind of car I drove. But the world may be dif- arts has resulted in materials that the unkind visitor might
The Murray Jaycees, heard Stanley Keelan, guest speaker,
ferent because I was important in the life of a boy." describe as roadside crafts manufactured for Florida-bound
discuss "Atoms At Work" at its regular meeting.

WorScouts Ohierve

SENSING
THE NEWS

&Anniversary- --

Ten Years Ago Today

Dr. Will Frank Steely spoke on "National and International
Affairs" at the meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIMER FILE

-Heart Health",a bulletin of the Kentucky State Department of
Health of February, carries a picture of Dr. Hugh Houston of
Murray and Dr. Leo P. Krell of Washington as they inspect a
model of the human heart.
Mrs. Julius F. Sharpe, age 53, died February 8 at a hospital in
Nashville, Tenn.
"S.D. Stewart,Olive Street, has a side line that is profitable. He
raises rabbits. And sells them",from the column,"Seen & Heard
Around Murray".
The Murray High School Tigers beat Morganfield 64 to 55 in the
opening round of the Western Kentucky Conference Tournament
being played here at Murray High School,

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Pain is something like politics. For example, the
difference between a broken arm and a hangnail is
not measured in the amount of pain suffered, but in
the conversational value. We may show off a fractured limb in a cast with a certain amount of swank,
but a hangnail as a conversation piece is like talking
about John Lindsay--it has no status.
"Status--something that helps to stick your nose
—Dictionary of Opinions

tourists, including a ceramic keg marked "Russian vodka." The
glass, moreover, cannot compare with the fanciful, modern
designs of Czechoslovakian glass shown at Canada's Expo in
1967.
The Soviet doctrine of cultural autonomy allows for arts and
crafts that should be -national in form, and socialist in content."
But this exhibit indicates that national characteristics have been
downgraded and that socialist sameness dominates the arts and
crafts of the minority peoples. The result is a number of art and
craft forms dull and outmoded in character.
Without straining for political points, one can't help being
depressed by the contemporary phase of the exhibit. The ancient
roots of Russian culture were splendid. Pre-revolutionary art was
enormously distinctive, though alien to the Western consciousness. But Soviet arts and crafts today, as exhibited by the
Soviet cultural authorities, have an Orwellian 1984 quality to
them. They are evidence of an appalling drabness and uniformity
of mind inside the immensely powerful modern Societ state.

1.1.3111.11.10

We will rejoice in Ilry salvation, and in the name of eisstistite
will set up our banners: the Lord fulfill alithy petitions.-Pass
211:5.
Here is anotherbariaer masks'Many an occasion.
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cordonce with the law.
I resent the inference that the
Planning Commission is the
only body in the city which
decides issues for the good of
the people. I resent the inference that theirs is the only
group of dedicated people. I
resent the inference that the
Planning Commission is the
only group working conscienciously for the City of
Murray. I resent the inference
that the Council has not
carefully considered the facets
of this problem.
The writer made another
statement and I quote, "If the
Council wishes to rezone this
property and sell it as commercial property, it has the
power to do so without the
sanction of the Planning
Commission" Close quotation.
Now, this is one statement with
which I heartily agree—And I
advocate that we do exactly
that by adopting an ordinance
rezoning that portion of the city
park now in question.
STALLS,
/WEL
E
Member
Common Council, City of
Murray

implication that the Planning
Commission is deciding this
issue for the good of the people
without regard to their present
wishes is completely in error
and totally without regard to the
facts". Close quotation. I would
say that his statement that the
action of his commission was
"fig the good of the people" is
only,. an opinion and is not
shared by all members of his
commission. They demonstrated this by their opposing
votes.
In the next_ paragraph he
states and I quote "This
Commission of dedicated
Murray residents gets many
requests that are presented for
the sole purpose of changing
zoning on a parcel of land so
that the value of that land will
be increased to the owner."
Close quotations. I would
remind him that 'This Commission" is not the only group
of
"dedicated"
Murray
residents. Further, I would
voice the opinion that, not in

many requests,as he states, but
in every request there is the
expectation of gain, in one form
or another._ Otherwise, why
would anyone
request
rezoning?
In a later paragraph of this
letter he states that the request,
of the council to the commission, to
recommend
rezoning "is asking a lot of this
commission which is conscienciously trying to perform
its duty in accordance with the
best interests of Murray as a
whole." I again,remind one and
all that this commission is not
the only consciencious group in
the city.
--later in this same paragraph
he states and I quote,"However
I would hasten to suggest that
the council carefully consider
all the facets of this problem
before it takes any final action." In this statement be
Clearly 'implies that we, the
Council, have not carefully
considered the problem.
He states that, "The planning
commission stands ready to
consider any reasonable
proposal which is made in
accordance with the law." This
statement by him implies that
the council did not make a
reasonable proposal in ac-
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March Wedding Planned

At Lassiter Home
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Thropilay, February If
The Biasilsaoship Circle of the
South PãFt Grove United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meetAt the home of Mrs. A.H.
McLeod at seven p.m.

For Bride-elect
Miss Phyllis Poole, February
12th bride-elect of Dan Carlen,
was the honoree at a delightfully planned shower held on
--Tuesday, January 25 at the
Ilome of Mrs. John Lassiter.
Hostesses for the event were
John Lassiter, Mrs.
Hafford Smith, TVs. Cletus
Richerson, and Mrs. Lynn
Lassiter.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a blue knit
dress with a blue flowered trim.
Mrs. Allen Poole, mother of the
bride-elect, was attired in a
purple knit dress. Both were
presented corsages of white
carnations.
The guests were served cake,
nuts, mints, and punch from a
beautifully appointed table
centered with an arrangement
of variegated flowers.
Approximately 37 persons
were present or sent gifts.

even to see
your grandchildren

Don't lie

DEAR ABBY: I am so heartbroken and confused I don't
know where to turn.
My son and his wife divorced two years ago, and my
former daughter-in-law took my two small grandchildren to
a distant state. [I must admit, my son wasn't a very good
heabsind or father.]
,recently remarried, and her new husAPRs'kepi& wife
ffilficf is adopting the babies.
I wrote and asked her if I could come out and visit for
a few days, explaining that I would be no trouble as I would
stay in a nearby motel. I just wanted to see my grandchildren. I miss them so.
To my amazement, she said I could come, on the condition that I do not tell the children that her present husband
is NOT their father. She says the children think he is, and
that's the way she wants it.
Abby, what am I to-do? I can't lie to them about who
Hieir father is, and who I am. Yet I want to see my grandchildren. Can you help me? HEARTBROKEN GRANNY

STALLS,

cil, City of

2-Mr., Mrs.

Kimbro

-Honored Birthday
Dinner Recently
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Kimbro
were honored with a birthday
dinner on Sunday, January n,
at the home of their granddaughter, Mrs. Keys McCuiston
and Mr. McCuiston.
Mrs. Kimbro's birthday was
on January 20 and Mr. Kimbro's on February k.
Preceding the meal, prayer
was led by Mr. and Mrs.
Kimbro's grandson, Danny
Phillips.
Those present were Raymon
McCuiston, Mrs. Mary Bailey,
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Phillips,
Janie and Jason, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Kimbro, Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborn McCuiston, Merle
Kimbro, Rickey, Tonya,
DeArus and Darren Mc McCuistcn, Mr. and Mrs. KeysMcCuiston, and the honored
couple.
Afternoon visitors were Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Kimbro,
George and Michelle Powly, all
of Paducah.

Sunday

2,13
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Miss Karen Renee Braboy
Mr. and Mrs. R.H. (Goody) Braboy of Murray Route Four<
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Karen Renee, to Hugh Randy Barnes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert C. Barnes,of Murray Route Seven.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
school. She is now attending Murray State University, where she
is a freshman, majoring in Secretarial Science.
The groom-elect, a 1969 graduate of Murray University High
School, is now a junior attending Murray State University
majoring in Business Management and Electronics.
The wedding will be solemized at the Locust Grove Baptist Church on Saturday, March 25, at orao'diwk in the atternoon. All friends and relatives are
ineKod to attend.

The
Move

Fashions For The Suin'itier_To Feature
Halter Look; Bare Midriff Makes

DEAR GRANNY: Try to persuade your former deepter-in-law to be honest with the children for their sakes, Tell
'her it's not likely that she can deceive them indefinitely,
and when they learn the truth, it could be traumatic. Don't
agree to He. Even to see your grandchildren.
DEAR ABBY: Since others use your column to air their
pet gripes, may I? It's repairmen who set up appointments
to repair your television, refrigerator or whatever, and they
don't call to say they can't make it. They just don't show
-*X I left work early last Monday to be home at 3 p. en,
when the TV repairman said hell be there. I waited until 7
m. and he never showed up! I called him the next day _
and made another appointment with him. Again I got off
work early, and again he didn't show. [Always an excuse_
Car trouble, got tied up, had to go to the dentist, etc.} He
had my number at a ork and could have called me.
Abby, I paid someone to cover me at work so I could
leave early for these appentiettla...bly_ friends. tell
they've had the same lousy experiences with repairmen._
What's the matter with people nowadays? Their word isn't
worth a thing. DISGUSTED IN SHERMAN OAKS

NEW YORK tAP— Mlether jected the bare middle as too
a woman has a good throat, a much: James Galanos, Bill
great back or a terrific set of Blass and Geoffrey Beene.
Galanos likes halters for day
ribs, she'll have a chance to
and night. They're crisped up
it off this summer.
DEAR DISGUSTED: Sorry that you find your Mendai,...have had such rotten tuck with service repairmen. There
Since long evening skir*ttilwith neat piping..
Blass has gotten barer for
must be some who have integrity, or .businesses that sell
threaten to obscure tanned
service wouldn't survive very long.
legs, designers are busy drum- summer. He's showing his halters without the matching
ming up interest elsewhere.
The halter look continues to wraps he used for spring.
DEAR ABBY. For yetrs I've enjoyed your column, and
"I don't think the bare midrblossom in summer fashions.
many times have felt the urge to write to youl,_ but never_
The bare midriff has made a iff is right for couture, it may
more than when I read the letter from "Old Fashioned,"
move. And cut-out dresses are be just a come on, with tongue
who worried about whether her virgin fiance would know
in cheek," said Geoffrey Beene,
on the way.
what to do at the right time
I'd like to add my reassurance to hers. When my husAt the Givenchy Nouvelle who's adopted the halter for his
band and I were married, we were both virgins, altho we
Truman Turner of Murray Boutique spring-summer collec- summer line, priced ;175 to
had done some experimenting, listening and reading. Betion shown Tuesday, the bare $400.
has been dismissed from
Donald Brooks disagrees.
lieve me, "Old Fashioned," you have nothing to worry
midriff turned up in a simple
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
about. My husband was soon a "pro," and I didn't do too
brown pants outfit. A caftan He's always like bare middles,
bad myself.
Laddie L. France of Hazel has was slit to the waist. A dress 'for the couture customer in a
Now, 11 years later, we have five lovely children, and
smaller size." His halters are
been a patient at the Henry back was chopped in a cricle.
we're still very much in love.
Several couture designers draped, Grecian boy style, an
County General Hospital,
--- So, never fear, "Old Fashiobed," nature g'vesspedaT
-7
have gone to the halter, but re. outgrowth of the large-ruffled
Paris, Tenn.
elp,to those who keepshaste until their Big Days__ _
tops.he did for spring.
"I have no halters in the,
OLD FASHIONED, TOO
summer line. I did that two
years ago. They're late," says
Rodrigues for Peter Clements,
who is making cut-out dresses
instead.
must be knowledgeable about
When women aren't trailing
By University Of Kentucky
the care requirements of the
around in bare-looking evening
County Extension Agents
fabric she chooses,and all of the
dresses, they may wear GaFor Home Economies
lanos's covered dresses with
When buying fabrics, be sure motiong and trinunings she
pleated skirts or Bill Blass' jer- to check labels and hang tags used with them. Both of these
sey everiing pajamas.
for any information about the factors will greatly influence
Galanos did not concentrate material from the manufac- the success of the garments she
on pants for day, as he feels tuere. It is no longer possible to makes. The performance of a
women are tired of them. He tell fiber content by looking and finished garment is no better
was more interested in "servi- feeling and how it will react than the performance of its
cable and chic" day dresses under certain situations. weakest part. This mean that if
with their own jackets, or shirt Written information by the the basic fabric selected for a
dresses.
manufactuere will tell you what dress is completely washable,
The Givenchy boutique collec- to expect and how fabric should then everything else used in the
tion featured pants with be treated. —Dean Roper, construction of that dress must
pleated, belted tops and neat Courthours, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 also be completely washable.
Home sewers should be sure
shirt dresses for day.
Phone-247-2334.that the trim, pocketing, interfacing and lining fabrics,
Homemakers Club
RIGHT AND WRONG WAYS binding tape, thread, zippers
TO PLAN A KITCHEN—A and toher accessories they use
range installed at the end of a are compatible with the basic
Organized
line of kitchen cabinets is a fabric in such performance and
potential safety hazard. Han, care properties a§ washablility
Mrs. Jamie
dies from cooking utensils can or dry-cleanability, colorA group of young women met extend over into the kitchen fastness, shrinkage, crease
Monday, January 31, at ten aisle, causing spills. Ideally, a resistance, permanent press
4
o'clock in the morning in the range should be surrounded and so on—Catherine C.
•onil
.ja, 4:A.,"
lovely new home of Mrs. Jamie with counter space on both
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
Potts to form a
new sides. Don't install a dish- Phone-236-2351.
Homemakers Club.
washer in a corner. The door is
The meeting was called to open much of the time during
According to Mary D.
order by Mrs. Barletta meal preparation, serving and Browder, Extension Specialist
Wrather, home demonstration clean-up. There should be space in Family Life, Children must
agent, and Mrs. Harold to reach wall cabinets on both not groW up without discipline.
Eversmeyer, county president, sides when door is open, and the They need to know that there
was also present.
best location is away from the are limits to what they may do
Officers elected were Mrs. most used working counter in and that there is a force in their
Jamie Potts, president; Mrs. kitchen. The regrigerator lives which makes these limits
Fred Gillum, vice-president; should be placed so that there is seem clear and reasonable. If
Mrs.
Rodney
Tidwell) a working counter at the discipline is to be effective, it
secretary; Mrs. Dwain Elkins, regrigerator's open side If it must be in relation to the child's
treasurer; Mrs. Danny C must be placed on the left side long experience of trusting his
Cunningham, reporter; Mrs. or end of counter, a left-hand
parents' love. A
youngster
Keith Hays, song leader.,
opening door is a must. — needs authority coupled with
Other members are Mrs. Juanita Amonett, Courthouse, real love and understanding. —
Darrell Parker, Mrs. Jphnny Paducah, Ky. 42001 Phone -442- Sue Fraser, Bardwell, Ky. 42023
Adams, Mrs. Don Marine, Mrs. 2718.
Phone-628-5447.
Bobby Satterwhite, and Mrs.
James Gibson.
There is More to .- it;
Did you know that Wyoming
Delicious refreshments ,were clothes than having r. A Hie was the first state to
ye
-served- eTtbrhtetens:-- ---**-*"stitertfaittiffliglit NOWT ''r"rk's'
a
The group Is meeting to choose from and the 4:11 to was the 'first state to elect a
February 10 at one p.m. at the cut and sew them in the -atest woman governor? —Maxine
home of Mrs. Danny Cun- styles. Like the apparel Griffin, Federal Bldg, Clinton,
, ninglians
manufacturer, the ham",Pwer Ky. 42031 Phone--653-2231.
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Has Regular Meet
Mesdames Gingles Wallis,
Richard Knight, Otis Erwin,
Dan McKinney, Carl Oakley,
James Lassiter, Cleburne
Adams, and Jim Old.

The
North
Murray
The Baptist Women of the Homemakers Club will meet at
Elm Grove Baptist Church will the home of Mrs. Angie Gibbs at
have its general meeting at the 1:30 p.m.
church at 1:30 p.m.
"The Caretakers", a movie,
will be presented by Student
The
Welcome
Wagon Government of MSU at the
Newcomers Club will meet at University School Auditorium
7:30 p.m. at the First Christian at 7:30 p.m. Admission
if fifty
Church. Mrs. Howard Keller
cents per person.
will give her impressions of her
trip to Russia and will show
The Town and Gown Dance
slides.
will be held by the Women's
The Mardis Gras Fiesta, by Society of Murray State
students of the Department of University at the WOW Hall
Romance Languages, will be from eight p.m. to midnight.
held in the SUB Ballroom at Reservations should be made
with Mesdames Phillip Tibbs,
MSU from seven to nine p.m.
Admissions will be fifty cents Harold Blair, Charles Homra,
and French and Spanish William 0. Price, James Armbruster, Joseph Cowin, .o
refreshments will be sold.
Walter Segrera.
Colloquim,
Philosophy
Sunday, Fe
-discussions on "Man," will be
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody will
bad at Room 213 of Wilson Hall,
have open house in celebration
HSU, at three p.m.
of Emir golden wedding an!
.
riveraary at the Community
William Lentz, Paducah, Room, Murray
Federal Savings
euphonium, will be presented in and Loan, 7th
and Main Streets,
his senior recital in the Recital from
two to four p.m. All friends
Hall of Fine Arts Building and
relatives are invited to
Annex, MSU, at eight p.m.
attend.
The Kirksey PTA Men's
Basketball team will play the
Cuba Men and the Kirksey
women will play the Almo
women at the Kirksey School at
seven p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores
of Kirksey Route One will have
open house in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary at the Mt. Hebron
United Methodist Church from
two to four p.m. .
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at the WOW
_ SPIRENCI_,_
Hall at seven p.m.
Revolution Now, fektured
_Hogue,
youth
The Baptist Women of the Richard
Grace Baptist Church are evangelist from Houston,
scheduled to meet at the church Texas, and an accompanying
musical group, will open its
at seven p.m.

The Calloway County High
School Pep Club met on
Tuesday, February 1, at the
school with Rodney Madan,
president, presiding.
-_'
Miss
Rhonda
Black,
secretary, read the minutes of
the last meeting.
The cheerleaders were
presented who led thelstudents
in yells and chants: Varsity
cheerleaders are Vicki Pat
Lamb, Wendy Williams, Gale
Broach, Lynn Erwin, and
Marsha Ernstberger.
The Calloway High School
Band played. David Hall,
member of the senior class,
gave an encouraging and interesting pep talk, a
Debbie Rogers, reporter
the
Pep Club.

THS
LOVE'TT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lovett,
1417 Vine Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Penny Lynn,
weighing six
pounds fifteen ounces, born OP
Sunday , February 6, at II:M
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Sherry Lynn, age seventeen
months. The father is employed
with Crestline Finance Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Lovett of Calvert City
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Cruse of Paducah.
evangelistic rally at the Murray
State Fieldhouse at 7:.30
No charge and the public is
invited.
Sunday, February 1.3
The Murray Shrine Club will
have its monthly fellowship
breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
nine a.m.

relay, February 11
The annual Valentine's Dance
for adult members of the
Calloway Country Club and
their out of town guests will be
held from nine p.m. to one a.m.
Tickets are $5.00 per couple and
music will be by Byron
Gallimore and The Commonwealth. Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Chrisp are in charge of
the arrangements. Others
assisting are Messrs and
Initiation Held At
Rainbow For Girls
Regular Meeting
Miss Vicki Kalberer, worthy-matron, presided at the regular
meeting of Murray
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Tuesday,
Girls held on
February 1, at seven o'clock in
the evening at the Masonic Hall.
Special introductions were for
Miss Patricia Evans, Grand
Historian; Miss Lesa Robertson, Grand Representative to
Tennessee; Miss Joyce Winchester, Past Grand American
Flag Bearer; Miss Nita Atkins,
Past Grand Representative to
Denise
Misses
Illinois;
Kalberer, Barbara Sledd, and
Paula Cook, Past Worthy Advisors of the Murray Assembly.
Evans,
Patricia
Miss
recorder pro-tern, read the
minutes.
An initiation was held with the
degrees of the order being
conferred upon Misses Tammie
Bell, Mary Doran, and Sonia.
Wooton.
Miss Janie Lamb received
her Merit Bar at the last
January meeting.
Members present were
Phyllis Coleman, Dorisanna
Steely,- Vicki Kalberer, Nita
Addis, Joyce Winchester, Joni
Scott, Kathy Higginbotham,
Barbara Sledd, Paula Cook,
Linda George, Denise Kalberer,
Lucretia
Klein,
Leslie
Crawford, Becky Edwards,
Janie Labm, Kathryn Coleman,
Irene Futrell, Patricia Evans,
Marsha Robertson, I,esa
Robertson, Tarrirnie Bell, Sonia
Wooton, Mary Doran, Francie
Elkins, and Georgia Elkins.
Adults present were Mrs
Twila Coleman, mother advisor; Zane Coleman and
Jimmy Bell of Murray Lodge
No. 105 F. & A.M.; Mrs. Lillian
Robertson, Mrs. Eva Lamb
and Dee Lamb of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star; Mrs. Nell Anderson and Rufus H. Anderson
of Chapter No. 486 of the Order
of the Eastern Star of Hatel
Park, Mich.; Mrs. June Wdoton
and Donald G. Wooton of.P.M

mon

(GP)

Pert-t-tub-:-

The next regular Meeting will
bsbld 9n. Tuesdebnthry
Ike at seven p.m.at the Masonic

Yes, You Can
Trade-in Your Diamond
Been thinking about a new diamond?
Now you can have ill Just trade your old
fashioned.djarhond for a bAauliful ,Keepsake
. . guaranteed and registered. Choose
from our complete selection
of stunning
Keepsake styles .

LAVIER $500
ALSO 250 TO 5000

smiowei $zsci
WEDDING RING 54 79

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 So. 4th St.

Ph. 753-2835

YARN & GIFT SHOP
lth& Walnut 247-3071

SAVE ON COLUMBIA-MINERVA'S
FAMOUS NANTUK YARNS
and enjoy February a little more.
Nantuk 4-ply

$1.29 Skien

Reg. $1.79

Perfect yarn for knitting or crocheting
afghans, sweaters and scarves.
Hurry white wres.have a complete
e
Machine Washable
Color Fast

•
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Two Gold Medalists
Te Olympic-Skating

n Bob Hop -Classic
PALM -SPRINGS, Calif. at-8111--inabidiog--George Knud-iiki-,T-anada, the top
(AP )-Bob Rosburg thought of son-of Tero
quitting progolf early last year scorer of the day at La Quinta,
because his game had sunk so 6,911 yards and generally rebadly and young Jerry Heard garded as the toughest of the
said his problem was trying to four layouts.
get rich too quickly.
Rosburg, 1959 PGA champion
491
from St. Louis, corrected the
Heard,
and
grips on his clubs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
24, of Visalia, Calif., feels he's
NBA
snapped out of a slump and
EASTERN CONFERENCE
made
him
still on the pace that
Atlantic Division
a first-time ;100,000 winner on
W. L. Pct. G.B.
the tour last year.
Boston
42 18 .700 66s,
six New
They shot first-round
York
35 23 .603 6
under par,for a one-stroke lead Philadelphia 23 35 .397 18
Wednesday in the $145,000 Bob Buffalo
16 41 .281 241
/
2
Hope Desert Classic, a 90-hole
Central Division
tournament being played on Baltimore
24 31 .436 four courses. At 67 were-club Atlanta
21 36 .368 4
Yorba
pro Jimmy Powell of
18 38 .321 6/
Cincinnati
1
2
HOME TOWN ROOTING SELTION FOR OLYMPIC WINLinda, Calif., and Chuck Court- Cleveland
17 43 .283 9/
1
2
NERS--Cheering members of Northbrook, M., Speed Skating
ney, 31, of La Jolla, Calif., who
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Club wave flags as Dianne Holum set a new Olympic record to
like Rosburg played the Indians
Midwest Division
Wells Country Club's 6,500-yard Milwaukee
48 12 .800 --course.
42 17 .712 5/
Chicago
1
2
Heard played the 6,840-yard Phoenix
36 25 .590 12/
1
2
S2 Dorado course, where he Detroit
20 38 .345 .XL_
had a $$-34, with his longest
PacificDivision
putt a 20-footer for a birdie on Los Angeles 49 7 .875 No. 10. He had no bogeys.
Golden St
35 23 .603 15
"I've had a dry spell," said Seattle
/
2
34 25 .576 161
Chief James Brown coached
Heard, who recently bought out Houston
21 37 .362 n
Murray Police Department
his
SAPPORO,Japan (AP)-"I
his backers. "Now I'm on my Portland
14 46 .233 37
basketball team to its second was impressed by her attracown and I've been trying to
Wednesday's Results
the season tiveness and her fine skill in
rush it ... trying to make monMilwaukee 126, Cleveland 121 consecutive win of
defeated the J skating. I would like to emulate
they
night
as
last
ey too quickly."
New York 125, Detroit 102
and S Oilers by the score of 47- her from now on," said Vera
The 45-year-old Rosburg, whó. Los Angeles 117, Atlanta 113
33.
Krasnova.
had one bogey when he hit a
Boston 139, Buffalo 112
highgame
was
Morris
Max
"She is a great champion albunker but sank seven birdie
games
scheduled
Only
-"Iputts frhm up to 15 feet away,- Thursday's Games — scorer with 17 points, followed though she is still so young,"
by Jerry Lee with 16 markers. added Ludmila Titova.
said, "I feel I'm playing better_ Baltimore at Phoenix
The Police Department is now
now than I have for 15 years.
The object of the Russian
Cincinnati at Seattle
•'After San Diego last year, I
girls' praise was Anne Henning,
Philadelphia vs. Golden State 2-0 for the season.
The League is composed''WU who broke the Olympic 500-mewas playing so bad that I was at Oakland
four teams,the two others being ter speed skating title not once
ready to quit. I came up here
Only games scheduled
the fire department and Ward but twice Thursday, giving the
to see Claude Harmon and we
Friday's Games
talked about everything."
Elkins. The teams play each United States its second 11th
Los Angeles at Boston
Harmon found Rosburg had
Wednesday night at the Murray Winter Olympic Games' gold
Detroit at Buffalo
pressure points on his grips in
Middle
-School gymnas
medal in two days, comAtlanta at Chicago
the wrong place. And- Rosburg
In last night's game between pliments of Northbrook, Ill.
Baltimore at Houston
said, "It had been that way for
Ward Elkins and the Fire
The 16-year-old whiz, who
New York at Milwaiikee
2-3 years."
Department, the firefighters will be battling with teammate
Philadelphia at Portland
Jack Nicklaus, shooting a 68
took the match 51-47.-- •
Dianne Holum for the gold in
Only games scheduled
at 6,765-yard Bermuda Dunes,
Game high-scoringThonors Friday's. 1.000-miter race,
ABA
_
said it was "by and large a
went to Alton Swift of Ward whizzed around glittering
East Division
fairly solid round- without "too
W. L. Pct. G.B. Elkins with 20 points to his Makomanai Stadium in 43.75
many chances" for improve- Kentucky
credit.
seconds, fast enough to win de44 12 .786 ment.
High point man f_or the spite being fouled by Canada's
35 23 .603 .11k.Virginia
Nicklaus, who won here in New York
firemen was David Torran with Sylvia Burka.
27 31 .466 18
1963 and has passed it up the Floridians
22 35 .386 221
/
2 17 points.
And because of that foul-inlast three years, was tied with Carolina
SCORING
22 36 .379 23
terference on Miss Burka's part
Chi-Chi Rodriguez, Dave Stock- Pittsburgh
P.D.(47)-Wilson
5,
Murray
21 35 .375 23
the two skaters switched
pa and Mike Wiggins.
Morris 17, Parker 5, Lee 16, lanes-Miss Henning was given
West Division
Defending Hope champion
King 4.
Utah
38 20 .655 a second run and another shot
Arnold Palmer, playing in only
Oilers (33)-Hughes 4, at her own world mark of 42.75.
Indiana
33 24 .579 41
/
2
his third tournament of the
Stallons 8, Dunn 6, Rose 8,
28 34 .452 12
Dallas
She didn't make it this time
year, shot a 69 at Bermuda
24 33 .421 13/
Denver
1
2 Baker 5, Zachpretti 2.
either, although she did manDunes despite what he called
F.D.(51)Rutledge
12,
Murray
Memphis
23 34 .404 141
/
2
an "unbelievable cold" which
Bucy 8, Hornbuckle 11, Gardner
Wednesday's Results
be said he caught last Friday
3, Torian 17.
Kentucky 126, Carolina 106
*hen he shot a 76 in the rain
Ward Elkins (47)-Swift 20,
_Indiana 128, FloridianslaInd cold of Hawaii.
Hooper 8, B. Crick 11, D. Crick
• Virginia 124, Denver Ill.
‘;. Palmer was in a group of 12 ----Utah 154, Pittsburgh
131---- - -414-Ifinn 2.
Only games scheduled•
LOSE UGLY FAT
Thursday's Gaines
You ten dors being weight today.
Pittsburgh vs. Virginia at
MONADEX N. tiny tablet end IININ
Richmond
is take. trIONADEX will noes; curb
your desire for •soses food. Ern lees
Kentucky at Floridians
eselels less. Centime no denderede
Wednesday's Results
drugs end *rib not rnak• you 'sorrows.
Only games scheduled
No strenuous oscine...es. Cherept your
College
Friday's Games
start totter. MONA0E)( cods
life
By TOM EMORY
43.00 for a 20 day suessly. Lose uy
Louisville 65, Wichita 64
Memphis at Floridians
lot or your money will be ref undid
Associated
Press Sports Writer
Transylvania
76,
Union
61
Denver
vs.
WinCarolina
MONAOEX
at
rntti no quernons asked.
Louisville-college
basket4 sold wenn the guarantee by
Toledo 105, Morehead 88
ston-Salem
ball's wonder ingredient. Just
WaWs Drug Store-Murray-Mail
Ky. St. 126, Bellannine 71
Pittsburgh at New Yorkl
put the Cardinals on the court
Orders Filled
Southwest Mo. 81, Wesleyan 60
Utah at Indiana
and the opposition automatically gets better.
"We seem to bring out the
best in everybody," Denny
Crum, Louisville coach, said
Wednesday night after his team
skimmed by Wichita State 6564. "All the teams get real
emotional against us and really
go all out. We just have to play
better."
The fourth-ranked Cardinals
trailed the high-flying Shockers
until the final two minutes of
the Missouri Valley Conference
It's an old saying, but it's never made
H & R Block's charges start at $5 and
contest, when a foul and technimore sense. There are some jobs in life last year averaged under $12.50 for
cal foul were called on Wichita
tiat you just don't tackle by yourself. over 7 million returns we prepared.
State's Steve Shogren when he
The preparation of your income tax
And, if we make any error in the
swung at a Louisville player
should be one of them. r
preparation of your tax return
after receiving an elbow in a
And that's where H & R
that costs you any interest
rebound tussle. Louisville went
Block, The Income Tax
or penalty on additional
ahead for good on a jump-shot
People, come in. H di R
taxes due, while we do
by Jim Price following the inBlock is America's largnot assume the liability
bounds pass after the technical
est tax service with
for the additional taxes,
foul shot.
more than 6,000 conwe will pay thail inPrice finished the -game as
veniently located ofterest and penally.
Louisville's high scorer with 17
fices to serve you.
Our one time fee enpoints while Terry Benton,
Your H & R Block
titles you to year
Shockers' center, had the
representative is ape- •-•‘"`
'round tax service and
game-high 25 points.
cially trained and can
assistance.
Crum's forces hiked their
provide information on
Come to the company
_..Ps
record to 17-2.
legitimate income tax
x"that more than 7 million
Second-ranked Marquette.
benefits and opportunities
Americans placed their confound an easy time beating Xathat the average man on the
fidence in last year. Come to
vier of Ohio 89-59 behind the 22
street doesn't even know exists.
the people who will fill out your
points and 21 rebounds of Jim
For instance, do you know all about next income tax return efficiently,
Chores.
deductions for child care or casualty quickly, confidentially. Come to H &
"I think that should get us
losses? Or, that if your income increased Block.
going. We're off to the races,"
over the last few years, you may save
exclaimed Coach Al McGuire of
tax dollars by "income averaging?" And DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
the 18-0 Warriors. His team sufeven if you did, would you know how to
fered a letdown for five games
HO
BLOCK'S
JOB.'
go about "income averaging" to begin
before coming alive against De.
with? Probably not. And there's no reaPaullast Saturday and Xavier
son why you should. After all, you're
"We're not trying to bury anyan amateur when it comes to doing
one, we just want to gerout of
Tk lease tax petek.
income tax.
the doldrums."
Another ranked team. VirOpens A.M.- 7 P.M. Week991% 9-5
599.
ginia, needed an accurate free
P1insi
throw from. sophomore Steve
NO APPOINXMONT NECESSARY
Morris with four seconds re

41"

ji6414
ot
'Ory

Standings

Police Department
Wins Over 1 and S
Oil In City Action

Kentucky College
Basketball

ir

1. .fd.
win the women'a 1500-meter speed skating event. Anne Henning from Northbrook later won the 500-meter speed skating
event, for the second U.S. Olympic gold medal.
(AP WIrephoto)

Takes SecondS2oldlledal,
Anne Henning Wins In Skating
age to shave almost half a second off her first time, finishing
in 43.33. Miss Krasnova won the
silver medal with a 44.0 clocking and Miss Titova took the
bronze in 44.45.
Anne's triumph, which demolished the Olympic mark of 45
seconds, came just 24 hours after Miss Holum, another Northbrook skating star, won the
Games' first gold for the
United States in the 1,500 meters.
In Thursday's other medal
_competition, Norwegian farmer
Paal Tyldum won the tough 50kilometer (31-mile) cross-country ski race in 2:43.14.75 and
Gustavo Thoeni of Italy captured the men's giant slalom
with a two-run time of 3:9.62.
In Thursday night's luge doubles finals, Italy's team of Paul
Hildgartner and Walter Plaikr and the East German duo
Horst Hornlein and Reinhard
redovt finished in a flat-footed
e for the gold with identical
two-run times of 1:28.35.
In hockey, the United States
kept its hope of a bronze medal
alive by beating Finland 4-1
with goalie Mike Curran, the
hero of the Yanks' earlier 5-1

upset of Czechoslovakia, once
again displaying brilliant goaltending in the face of the
Finns' 36-sbot attack.
The victory, die. second in
four games for the United
States, put the Americans one
point back of third-place Sweden, which lost 2-1 to the
Czechs.
The defending champion Soviet Union gained sole possession of first place in the'Class
A standings, a point ahead of
the Czechs, with a 9-3 pounding
of Poland.
Craig Sarner of St. Paul,
Minn., put the United States on
the scoreboard after just 15
seconds of play, but Lauri
Monomen tied it for Finland
four minutes later on a power
play.
The United States took the
lead for good midway in the
opening period as Henry
Boucha of Warroad, Minn.,
fired in a pass from Sarner.
Then, while Curran held off
the rest of the Finns' attacks,
Frank Sanders of St. Paul and Kevin Ahearn of Milton, Mass.,
wrapped up the American scoring.
Miss Henning's coach, Ed
Rudolph,from-you guessed it,
that same Chicago suburbsaid the instant of the fool
might have wrecked the winning chances of many competitors.
"How many girls of her age
would have survived a moment
like that'? She came through it
with the poise of a veteran.
ifibe's a marvel!" he said.
Anne, on the outside lane
maining in overtime to defeat coming to the cross-over, had
West Virginia 89-88. The sixth- precedence. "We were pretty
ranked Cavaliers, 17-1, were even ... maybe Sylvia was
tied 80-80 at the end of regu- slightly ahead. She crossed in
lation when Mountaineer Wil front of me and, to avoid a colRobinson hit a jump shot at the lision, I stood up and slowed
buzzer. Jim Hobgood led Vir- down.
ginia with 21 points while Rob"I thought I had lost the lap.
inson had 40 for West Virginia.
But I kept telling myself to
Maryland's late rally toppled keep skating and not look
20th-ranked Duquesne 85-71. down."
The Terps held the Dukes to
just two field goals in the final
41
/
2 minutes with a zone de• e Sophomore center. Len
Elmore scored 27 points for the
15-3 Terps while teammate
Um McMillen had 20. Mike
Barr scored 22 points for the
Dukes, also 15-3, and Lionel Billingsy had 20.
In other college basketball
action, American University defeated Navy 70-63, St. Joseph's,
Pa., downed Fairfield 97-78,
Boston College edged Massachusetts 75-74, Syracuse
trimmed Fordham 90-89, and
Lafayette beat Lehigh 87-74.
Elsewhere, it was Niagara 89,
Villanova 83; St. Bonaventure
88, Creighton 73; Pittsburglo75,
Kent State 68, and Louisiana
I
State 75, Tulane 71.

Later in the evening, when
NORTHBROOK, M. ( AP)The Village of Northbrook is films of the 500-meter race
saving the party for when its were shown on television,
Olympic gold medalists return neighbors dropped by the Henhome, but there wasn't a TV in ning home to say they had seen
town Thursday night that Anne on television. The phone
didn't stop ringing.
wasn't tuned to Anne Henning.
Salley and Tom Henning hudAnne, a 16-year-old sturdy
blonde speed 'skater from dled in front of the television as
Northbrook who got her start Anne made her first swing
on the village's Meadow Hill around the rink in an Olympic
Park rink, captured a gold record-breaking time of 43.73
medal Wednesday-the second seconds. But judges ruled she
gold for the United States and was fouled and gave her a secthe second for Northbrook-in ond skate around-then she betthe women's 500-meter speeds- tered her first run with a time
of 43:33.
'Eating event.
At the Henning home, Anne's
Anne's grandmother, Mrs.
sister Salley, 14, and brother, William C. Henningiof WashingTom, 18, had heard the news of ton Island, Wis-., who is staying
Anne's win shortly after she with the Henning children while
crossed the finish line in Sap- their parents are in Japan with
Anne, couldn't resat bragging
poro, Japan.
"Oh, she really must be hap- a Mlle as the gold- medal' was
py," squealed Salley. "She has hung around
her grandworked really hard for this and daughter's neck.
I'm really proud of her."
"She is just so dedicated,"
"I can just see my mother. she said. "She runs every day
She goes nuts when Anne wins and bicycles 20 miles a day in
a race," she said.
the summer and skates as
There were squeals of ex- much as six hours a day when
citement at the Meadow Hill she's in training."
rink, too, as the Northbrook
Anne, who says she owes all
Skating Club, of which Anne is she is to Snoopy, the Peanuts
a member, heard the news.
cartoon dog, and peanut butter,
Asked how the club felt about 'Is "hard as a rock when you
two of its members winning hug her," her grandmother
gold medals in the Olympics, said.
George Martin, a club spokesSally explained about Snoopy.
man, said, "Make that three.
"'That's her good luck. She
Anne's going to win again takes a stuffed Snoopy dog
Thursday in the 1,000-ineter along whenever she races, and
women's speed-skating event." the Snoopy pin she wears on
Northbrook's other gold med, her jacket is a Christmas
alist so far in the llth Winter-'present," Sally said.
Olympics is Diane Holum, who
Luck or not, Anne has her
WCIII the women's 1 500-meter gold
medaL--And_may _
eVant Wednesday.
more.
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'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES

Opposition Plays
Better Against
Louisville Cards

A doctor

who operates on himself
has tufoolior
a patient.

H81 Block.
100B No. 6th St.
Murray, Ky.
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Developed originally for Yamahas
pions, the newly designed 5-port

GP chamcorvine of

the 250 DS7 mikes this the most exciting
machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fade

To

Speaks

the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes.
PUT
only

Tr TO

THE. TEST!

:77900

YAMAHA

It's a better

machine

H&H Cycle Shop
Phone 753-8078

816 Coldwater Rd.

-411
0
111111
tf-14
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At Bass CIubMeet

111
—agor
1972 Ambassador Brougham

•

"Fishing Kentucky Lake and
New Fishing Equipment," was
A. A. Toney's topic at the
meeting last itight _oil the
Murray Bass Club.
Thirty-eight members were
present at the meeting, held at
Captain's Kitchen. Guests included Gene Maddox. Russell
Curd, Kenny Dean, Robert
Lowe, Mike Sykes, Tommy
Harrell, Jerry Atkins, and Bob
Strode.
Solon Hale was the winner of
the door pri7e.

•

Get the exclusive Buyer Protection
Plan with any '72
American Motors car. We want to take
better care of you
after you buy the car.

II

r-4

r

free brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel

The
---Buyer Protection Plan.—
Won't Wash Off
'With The Sticker
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by THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kareein Adbul-Jabbar, the
towering center of the Milwaukee Bucks, was just too
much for the Cleveland Cavaliers Wednesday night.
Jabbar exploded for 53
points-tying a Cleveland Arena record he set last year-as
the Bucks scored a hard-earned
126-121 National Basketball Association victory over the Cavaliers.
Jabbar's outburst was jusl
one point shy of his season high
and three short of his career
high.
In other National Basketball
Association games, Los Angeles
nipped Atlanta 117-113, the New
York Knicks downed Detroit
126-102 and Boston beat Buffalo
139-112.
Despite Jabber's productive
night, the Bucks did not pull
away from Cleveland until John
Block bit-a three-point play.
with just 36 seconds to play.
The game was tied 65-65 at
the half._The_ Bucks moved
ahead by eight, the Cavs came
beck to tie at 84-41L,The Bucks
moved ahead by healthy margins twice and twice the Cavs
came back to within four.
Finally Block, a 6-foot-10 forward, hit his three-pointer to
put the game on ice.
A pair of lay-ups by Jerry
West sparked the Lakers. The
first came with 2:23 to play and
tied the score,.111-111. The second came at ttie-1:11 mark and
put Los Angel**. ahead to stay-,
115-113.
The Lakers had trailed by 11
points with just 6:40 left triplay, but pulled back into the
game with the help of six quick
points by second-year forward
Jim McMillian. -West led all scorers with 31
points, McMillian had 24 and
Gail Goodrich 22. Pete Maravich tallied 28 and Walt Bellamy 27 for Atlanta.The Knicks outscored Detroit
40-18 in the third period, turning a 54-52 halftime squeaker
into a 94-70 laugher at the
three-quarters mark. Walt Frazier scored 31 points and Jerry
Lucas 26 for New York, Jimmy
Walker had 24 for.Detzoit.
Seven players hit for.slouble
figures for the Celtics, who led
by 12 points going into the final
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Woribiad In
College Play

period, then outscored Buffalo
-29-24. Jo Jo White was Boston's
high man with 24 points while
Bob Kauffman topped Buffalo
with 23.

SY DON CAN It
TOP NOM TEAM - FEBRUARY 6, 1972:

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
After edging outWtchtta 85-84
in Wednesday night's Missouri
Valley Conference match,
Louisville coach Denny Crum
said, "We'll have to play better
to win on the road."
Crum explained that the Cardinals "seem to bring out the
best in everybody.. all the
teams
get real emotional
against us and really go all
out."
Louisville has a lot of hard
fly THE ASSOCIATED PRESS playing to do, if Crum is right.
Eau Claire of Wisconsin, The team's next five confersporting a 16-1 record, collected ence games are on the road.
10 first-place votes and retained
In other college basketball
the No. I ranking in this week's action Wednesday night, Toledo
Associated Press small college defeated Morehead 105-88, Kenbasketball poll.
tucky State dumped Bellarmine
Louisiana Tech, which re- 126-71, Transylvania handed
ceived two first votes from a Union a 76-61 defeat, and Wesnationwide panel of sports leyan was downed by Southwest
writers and broadcasters, Missouri 81-60.
moved into second place ahead
Tonight's college action will
Tennessee State, witch see Cumberland play at Northdropped to third.
ern Kentucky, Georgetown at
The
10 teams remained Campbellsville, Thomas More
the same as last week while the at Ashland, iiiaTiVesleyan at
Blugolds increased their poll- Southeast Missouri.
leading points from 266 to 340,
Denny Crum may have been
and picked up four more first- looking ahead to the Cardinals'
place votes. Louisiana Tech road games, but Wichita coach
garnered 285 points, and Ten- Harry Miller sounded pretty
nessee State 263 and one vote upset after the MVC basketball
for first.
cliff-hanger. Miller said, "This
Akron received a first-place kind of game is the story of our
and was fourth, up two places life this season. We get ahead
from last week. Cheyney State and then seem to lose out in the
dropped from the fourth TO NO. final minutes."
5, followed by Alabama State,
Louisville came from behind'
Eastern Michigan, Stephen T.' In the -final two minutes fiejkiAustin,, Western Washingtall final 65-64 win.
State and Evansville.
Trailing at the half, TransEastern Michigan and West- ylvania outscored Union 8-0 in
ern Washington State each re- the first two minutes of the secceived two votes for first place ond half to go on to win 76-61.
while Willamette got one.
Dale Cosby paced Transy
with 20 points.. Roger BalCol•Bkb Poll:'one. The Top dridge, Greg Wilson and Grady
10, with first-place vote in par- Wilson each poured in 14 points
entheses, won-lost records for Union.
Travis Grant stuffed in 48 ---,
_through Sunday's games and
total points on a basis of 20 for points to pace Kentucky State
first, 18 for second, 16-14-12-10- to a 126-71 victory over Bellarmine.
9-8, etc.
Bellarmine stayed with Ken1. Eau Claire (10) 16-1
340
2. La. Tech (2)
17-2
28t tucky State in the early stages,
3. Tenn. St.(1)
11-1
263 then lapsed in both offense and
4. Akron (1)
18-2
190 defense, allowing Kentucky
5. Cheyney St.
16-2
171 State to run away with the
8. Alabama St.
14-2
168 game. 7. E. Mich.(2)
Six-foot-eight center Tom Ice15-4
162
8. S.F. Austin
17-2
158 zelko pumped in 33 points and
9. W. Wash. St.(2) 16-0
141 grabbed 22 rebound* 10 Pace
10. Evansville
15-5
128 Toledo to a 105-88 college basketball win over Morehead
State.
Morehead, led by Howard
Wallen with 24 points, outshot
Toledo from the field 41-38 per
cent-but the Ohio team won
.11Ite game on the beirdt, taking
.IIKrebounds to 43for Morehead
Toledo, currently at the top
of the Mid-American Conference standings, improved its
record to 14-4. Morehead, tied
for the Ohio Valley Conference
lead, is 10-8.

EST!

N\

8078

horn

448

LBs.
Heart

CHOCOLATES boxedshaped
Candy
at

Dale & Stubblefield
Rexall Drug
Court
Squar

Michigan State's co-captainsIn swimming are freestyler
John Thuerer of Rhinelander.
Wis., and breaststroker Jeff Lanini of Pleasonton. Calif
Hialeah race track in Florida
be closed on Friday, April
X so that the meeting , will end
the following day, a Saturday.
Will

Jim Cahoon of Melville,
Sask stars for the North Da- r
kota hockey team Eleven other Canadians are,on the squad.

Girls Dress & Car
Sizes 9 mos. to
14 years

Special Fri. & Sat. ONLY

Men's %Zit SOCKS

Reg. 59

cents.

251 pr.

Settle-Workman .
306 Main St.

.,..4
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Eau Claire-- Still In
First Place

2, 3

Pbone 753-2447-
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I - U. C. L.
-105a2 - MARQUETTE
.
NORTE CABOLINA
LOUISVILLE5 - SOUTH CARIZT.E3, '77
6 - OHIO STATE- '5.2
7 - PENNSYLVANIA
8 - VIRGINIA
.41,9
9944
3.
..32
9 - BATMAN NOOK
10- S. W. LOUISIANA

ccaaaaa-aaviston
•

- LOUISIANA ITCH
- EAU CLAIRE
- TENNESSEE STATE
- S. F. AikaDi
- EASTERN MICHIGAN
- AKRON
- EVAESVILLE,
- ASSUMPTION
NILA.Thjauz
10: CAPITAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11 - MARYLAND
- FLORIDA STATE.
LONG BEACH STATE
MARSHALL
S
PROVIDENCE
13
EENTUCEY
17 - MISSOURI
18 - MINNESOTA
19 - MEMPHIS STATE
20 - VILLANOVA

- 93.1r

'

•

-

- 92.6
- 92.3
- 91.8
- 91.4
- 91.2

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - FEBRUARY 6, 1972:--""
89.8
84.1
82.3
82.2
80.7A
80.5
79.8
79,3
79.1
78.1

Industrialiams:Complete Cage Action
For

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

GREYEST STATE
SAM ipusT0A
TRANSYLVANIA
FAIRMONT
MORRIS HARVEY
ST. LOUIS-U.M.
ALABAMA STATE
KENTUCKY STATE
GARDNER WEBB
EASTERN ILLINOIS

•
-

TuS
77.7
77.6
76.9
76,6
76.3
76.1
75.4
75.8
75.7

OPPONENT
-NORGINOPPONENT
FAVORITE
FAVORITE
MAR=
GAMES OF 2-11-72 - CONTINUED;
GAMES OE 2010-72;
ARIZONA
1.6
BRIGHAM YOUNG
WESTHIKSTER-UTAH,
ADAMS STATE
OREGON
ARMSTRONG
10
2
CALIFORNIA
AUGUSTA
ROOSEVELT
MARTIN
25
CHICAGO STATE
11
BETHEL-TENNESSEE
LINCOLN CHRISTIAN
20
BRIDGEWATER-MASS.
CONCORDIA-MO.
17
BOSTON STATE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
DRAKE
CULVER STOCKTON
28
12
BRADLEY
OREGON COLLEGE
NORWICH
EASTERN WASHINGTON 25
25
BRANDEIS
STEVENS POINT
29
EAU CLAIRE
3
GEORGETOWN - KY.
CAMPBELLSVILLE
COLORADO STATE
5
TUSCULUM
EL PASO
40
CARSON NEWMAN
12
TARKI0
EMPORIA COLLEGE
WASHINGTON -MD.
24
CATHOLIC
JACKSONVILLE-ALA.
4
GEORGIA STATE
FLORENCE STATE
20
CHATTANOOGA
COMMIX/ times
6
6
RUTGERS'
POIT LEWIS
CINCINNATI
BECKLEY
27
GLENVILLE
LOYOLA-1LLINOIS
10
DAYTON
U. S. INT.
43
HILLSDALE
HAWAII
EASTERN MICHIGAN
SANTA FE LAKELAND
5
. 34" JOHN JAY
-A. NEW MEXICO
SOUTHERN U.LO
LEMOYNE OWENS
15 • Lock HAVEN_
EDINBOAO
WOFFORD -•
LITTLE ROCK
-Al-- EVANGEL
8
INE
BASSO!!
W.
MERRIMACK
.
•
27
'
1
$
BAPTIST
_EVANGEL
BRIAR CLIFF
MISSOURI SOUTHER* 29
19
DAVIS & &KIES
FAIRMONT
MID-AMERICA NAZ.
31
MISSOURI WESTERN
ASK
19FISK
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
19
LAVERNE ,
8
MOUNT ST. MARYS
GRAND CANYON
CLEMSON
22
CENTENARY
NORTH
CAROLINA
19
HOUSTON
GEORGIA TECH
20
NO. CAROLINA ST.
14
FRESNO STATE
.
LONG BEACH STATE
GREENSBORO-U.N.C.
21
16
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN
NO. CARO. MEIN.
MARYMOUNT
MANKATO
1
OGLEINORPE
NORTH DAKOTA
23
MERCER
AMERICAN INT.
10
WYOMING
NEW MEXICO
NoRINRAGTERN _
t#
RIVER FALLS
SOUTH FLORIDA
ositkoStf 21
NEW ORLEANS
.1.1• SANTA BARBARA
pAcirm
II. W. LOUISIANA--...- 2 S. E- LOUISIANA
SUPERIOR
WILBERFORCE
111
15
NORTHWOoD-IND.
CALIFORNIA TECH
32
POMONA
COLUMBIA
PENNSYLVANIA
24
03RNELL.N.Y
21
PRINCETON
16
ST. MARTINS
PORTLAND SATE
EUREKA
21
PRINCIPIA
FITCHBURG
- RHODE ISLAND COL. 24
GO1A4RAJX) WESTERN
REGIS
12
A --MEMPHIS STATE
ST. LOUIS'
QUINCY
BENEDICTS
1
ST.
4
PORTLAND
SEATTLE KNOX
24
ST. OLAF
McNEESE
21
- S. W. LOUISIANA
NORNINGSIDE
15
SO. DAKOTA STATE
a SAM HOUSTON
.
$.. F. Aosta
WASHINGTON
1
SO. CALIFORNIA
6
SEION HALL
FORT HAYS
SOUTHERN COLORADO , 12
4
NORTH TEXAS
TULSA
N. M. HIGHLANDS
3
SOUTHERN UTAH
WILLIAM I. MARY
5
VIRGINIA TECH
PITTSBURGH
3SYRACUSE
DANA
16
-- VAINE-NEBRASTA
TREVECCA
TENNESSEE TEMPLE
12
6
SOUTHERN UTAH
V. NEW MEXICO
- 34
WASHINGTON STATE
U. C. L. A.
GAMES OF 2-1.1-72:
-14E7-SO4JTHWESTERN66-19JkS?-OAGIA
--ADBANY-OEORBIHR
32
SAN DIEGO-U.C.
WES1M7NT
UTAH
ARIZONA STATE
8
18
LACROSSE
WHITEWATER
RUTGERS-S.J.
34
BEETLE
MISSOURI VALLEY
21
WILLIAM JEWELL
EDWARDSVILLE
BEINEL-TENNESSEE
12
ERJOR COLLEGE GAMES'CW FEBRUARY 12, 1972:
VERMONT
14
NEW HAMPSHIRE
ALABAMA
6
L. S. U.
COLORADO STATE
1
NEW MEXICO
BRIGHAM YOUNG
ARIZONA STATE
MIAS
,
WASHINGTON
WEST
NEW sexico STATE
2 GEORGE
'Ert -10MA
141ACARA
1V- TEXAS TECW'---BAYLOR
.2s GEORGIA:
NORTE CAROLINA
Al- ST. PETERS
-CANISIUS
CLEMSON
12
LOYOLA-N.O.
NO. CAROLINA ST.
CENTENARY
I
INDIANA STATE
NORTHERN
ILLINOIS
14
3 _J4CKSONV1LLE-FLA.,
CINCINDATI
3_ 1:142AJA.
NOIRE DAME
WESTERN MICHIGAN
DAYTON
PURDUE
OHIO STATE
12
XAVIER-OHIO
11
arrxolf
FRESNO STATE
ORAL ROBERTS
16
1, WILLIAM 1. NARY
DUKE
CALIFORNIA
"2'
OREGON
STATE
AMERICAN U.
10
LOS ANGELES STATE
PACIFIC
MURRAY
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7
CORWELL-N.Y.'
24
PENNSYLVANIAEL PASO
L2
waamoc
7*° =ATE
11
NAVY
EVANSVILLE
BUTLER
9
LOYOLA-CALIF.
TEE
WAGNER
FAIR. DICKINSON
A2
21INCET021
19 . COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
:r1LAUBDRA
BONAVENTURE
PROVIDENCE
TuLANc
FLORIDA STATE
31
RICHMOND
RHODE ISLAND
12
22
V. H. I.
FURMAN
FORDHAM
,
40
JOHNS-N.Y.
ST.
VANDERBILT
8'
GEORGIA
DRAKE
4
43
ST. LOUIS
U. S. INT.
HAWAII
SAM FRANCISCO
3
SANTA CLARA
LaSALLE
HOLY CROSS
5
OKLAHOMA
my,
7
SEATTLE
MICHIGAN STATE
IOWA
S
DAVIDSON
SOUTH CAROLINA
18
7
OKLAHOMA
KANSAS
WASHINGTON STATE
9
SO. CALIFOR:11A
COLORADO
KANSAS STATE
5
ILLINOIS STATE
I
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MISSISSIPPI
KENTUCKY
3
TEXAS ASM
6
S. 4. U.
12
BUCKNELL
LaFAYETTE
10
OREGON
_17
SO. mississ1pr1__
smaroau
LAS VEGAS
WEST VIRGINIA
3
SYRACUSE
22
SAN DIEGO STATE
LONG BEACH STATE
MISSISSIPPI STATE
8
TENNESSEE
TULSA
_LOUISVILLF.
7
MIDDLE TENNEStEE
5
✓EarieSste reci4
14
BOSTON U.
-MAINE
RICE
5
TEXAS
36
AIR FORCE
MARQUETTE
ARKANSAS
I'
U.
T. C.
PO
BOWLING GREEN
MARSHALL
KENT STATE
8
TOLEDO
LANG ISLAND
,- MARYLAND
16
WASHINGTON
20
9
CONNECTICUT
U. C. L. A,
. MASSACHUSETTS
ARIZONA
8
UTAH
NORTH TEXAS
12
MEMPHIS STATE
DENVEr
9
STATE
UTAH
5
OHIO U.
' MIAMI-OHIO
5 -TEMPLE
VILLANOVA
6
ILLINOIS
MICHIGAN
WAKE FOREST
21
VIRPINIA
•47 NORTHWESTERN
MINNESOTA
EAST TENNESSEE
2
WESTERN KENTUCKY
MISSOURI
25 )OKLAHOMA STATE
LOYOLA-ILLINOIS
6WICHITA
AUSTIN PEAS
MOREHEAD
12
Wialaii6
WISCONSIN
4., . 2
6
IOWA STATE
NEBRASKA
PCT-845
miSSED-575
SEASONS RECORD:
HIT -3125

aLABAnk

pLATTEVILLE

•

OTHER GAMES OF FEBRUARY 12. 1972:
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
KENNEDY
33
11
ADAMS STATE
SOUTHERN UTAH
MAXYNOUNT
BELLEVUE
AKRON
28
WESTERN ILLINOIS
METRO STATE
JOHN HAY
34
ALABAMA STATE
23
MOREHOUSE
MILTON
WORCESTER TECH
19
ALBRIGHT
15
FRANKLIN & MARSH.
M. I. T.
NEWARK ENGINEERING
13
MONMOUTH-N.J.
AL CORN
ir
MISS. VALLEY
TENNESSEE TEMPLE
14
10
ARMSTRONG
SOUTHERN TECH
MONTEVALLO
S.
W. MINNESOTA
15
MORRIS-MINN.
ASHLAND
12
WESTERN NEW ENG.
WEST VIRGINIA TECH
27
ATLANTIC CHRISTIAA 19
WILMINGTON-U.N.C.
NORRIS HARVEY
ST. PAULA
21
AUGSBURG
NORFOLK STATE
16
CONCORDIA-MIAN.
NORTHERN IOWA
22
15
ALLEN
BARBER SCOTIA
NORTH DAKOTA
MANKATO
10
14
BEREA
CENTRE
NORTH DAKOTA ST.
'
S. E. LOUISIANA
4
31
PALM BEACH AT.
BISCAYNE
N. E. LOUISIANA
03NCORDIA-S.P.
16
WEST CHESTER
BLOCMSBURG
NORHIVESTERN-IOWA 27
SAGINAW VALLEY
21
ST. ANSELMS
BRIDGEPORT
17
NORTH WOOD-MICH.
-OKLAHOMAOCLAIRMATAPTIST
30
GOZENIPIAC
BROCKPORT
HOPE
IS
55
-LIFE BIBLE
CALIF. BAPTIST
OLIVET
SUPERIOR STATE
30
OSHKOSH
CALVIN
26
ADRIAN
BAPTIST BEALE-MO.
23
29
BALDWIN WALLACE
CAPITAL
PARK
N. E. ILLINOIS
4
22
'PARSONS
CARSON NEWMAN
CHATTANOOGA
NEWARK STATE
'
28
3
EASTERN
PATERSON
CIFTRAL MICHIGAN
ILLINOIS*
ELIZABETHTOWN
25
12
SHIPPENSBURG
PHIL?.. TEXTILE
ONITNEY STATE
WASHBURN
14
6
PITTSBURt STATE
CHRISTIAN BROS.
BELMONT
GLA.RESON TECH
27
17
CLARION
FREDONIA STATE
POTSDAM STATE
FRANCIS maim
23
PRESBYTERIAN
42
WE
S/A7E
CLEVELAND STATE
PRATT
27
6
cucENs-m.v.
CULVER STOCKTON
MecMURRAT
PORT LEWIS
8
28
LUBBOCK .
REGIS
DALLAS BAPTIST
Tr-TOWSON-STATEIT
DAVID LIPSCOKS
-ROANOKE
EVANSVILWITC11.TRINITY-CONN..
18
ROCHESTER
14
DAVIS
HAYWARD
QUINCY
3
12
ROCKHURST
DELTA STATE
JACKSONVILLE-ALA.
FLORIDA PRISSY. .
16
18
ROLL INS
DOANE
MIDLAND .
ATHENS •
4
19
DOMINICAN -W:,
ST. BERNARD
NORINLANO
NEW ENGLAND COL.
36
24
BRIAR CLUE
ST. FRANCIS-ME.
DRURY
PLATTSBURG
I8
FISHER
11
, EARLHAM
ANDERSON
ST. JOHN
HAMLINE
1-1
22
KUTTRAN
EAST STROUDSBURG
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
NORTINEOOD-INDIANA.
12
23
EASTERN CONN.
LOWELL STATE
ST. JOSEPHS-IND.
15
ALASKA
11
EASTERN MICHIGAN
STOUT STATE
ST. MARTINS
DULUTH
15
17
CARROLL-WISCONSIN
ST. THOMAS
ELMHURST '
STA*
ANGELO
21
HOUSTON
31
ALDERSON
SAM
FAIRMONT
BROADDUS
24
tog( MAVEN
19
SLIPPERY ROCK
GA. SOUTHWESTERN
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
E. - NEN MEXICO
30
CANNON
ST. VINCENT
SOUTHERN COLORADO 11
14
Sm. ROSS'
18
CORTLAND STATE
GENESE0
- S. F. AUSTIN
KINGS POINT
23
19
STONYBXOCW
PIKEVILLE
GEORGETOWN-KY.
GRACELAND
17
38
CONCORD
TARE 10
GLENVILLE
25'
IS
MARION
TAYLOR
GOSHEN
34' ALABAMA A Ih M
19
TENNESSEE STATE
ST. FRANCIS-IND.
GRACE
SOUTHERN U.-B.R.
19
SOUTHERN
3
ARKANSAS A-M & N
TEXAS
GRAMBLING
6 "BELLAEMINE
39
TRANSYLVANIA
CHICAGO CIRCLE
GREEN BAY
HUNTINGTON
11
ST. MARYS-MINN.
TRI STATE
GUSTAVUS ADOLPH1S 20
SUFFOLK
IN
23
MANCHESTER
TUFTS
HANOVER
BUENA VISTA
19
29
UPPER IOWA
ROCHESTER TECH
HARTW1CK
CALVARY
41
i8
URBANA
NO. CARO. CENTRAL
HOWARD
PIEDMONT
39
1
VALDOSTA
JUDSON
ILL.BENEDICTINE
INDIANA CENTRAL
12
22
VALPARIASO
ALLIANCE
INDIANA-PA.
'YORK -PA.
30
15
WASHINGTON & LEE
GREENVILLE
IOWA WESLEYAN
17
AUSTIN
10
CHICAGO STATE
WAYLAED
KENTUCKY STATE
COLUMBUS .
12
UNION-TENNESSEE
WEST FLORIDA
KENTUCKY WESLEY AN 19
GALLAUDET
24
27
WESTERN MARYLAND
SHORTER
LAGRANGE
•
, 27
WESTMINSTER -UTAH
12
W. NEW MEXICO
CALUMET
LAKELAND
OREGON TECH
31
14
LINCOLN-MISSOIRF
S. E. MISSOURIW. WASHINGTON
CASTLETON
IS
26
WESTFIELD
MARTIN
LIVINGSTON STATE
PAINCIPIA
4
WESTMINSTER-MO. .
zo HAMMEN SYDNEY
LOYOLA-16811ANP
ALLEGHENY
22
14
WESTMINSTER-PA.
CEDARVILLE
MALONE
PASADENA
12
22
WESTMONT
MILLERSVILLE
MANSFIELD
OTTAWA
As
WOFFORD
WILLIAM SMELL
MARS HILL
pa-845
yt.A.,AS LLEGO
M1SSED-575
a*InTIII:Nri.972 NY
tARA KATIPCS SERVICE

game by the score of 80-88.
Doran was high scorer with 33
points for the Car Wash.
Backing him up were Scaggs
with 21 and Blackford with 15.
played.
Donelson led the losers with
Monday's first game saw the 19. Joseph added 16, Tynes
Ledger and Times fall to the chipped in 12, and Brame pitStalls team by the score of 88-37. ched in with 11 points to pace
Rushing was game high- the losers.
scorer with 32 points to lead the
Three games were played last
winners. Cunningham and D.E. night:In the first match-up, the
Stalls backed him up with 19 Faculty Five fell to the Bank of
and 12 points respectively. Benton hi w herd•flught battle
Paschall chipped in 11 points. by the score of 6342. Perry led
James Stom led the Ledger everyone with 30 points for the
and Times with a total of 14 bankers. Back-up bankders
points. Mike Holton added eight were Dowdy with 16 and
markers for the losers.
Saperwine with 13.
In the second game of the
J. Hiestand led the Faculty
night, Parker Ford wiped out with 18 points. Franklin added
the Firefighters 51-26. Nor- 14, and M. Hiestand and Ford
sworthy led all scorers with a threw in 11 and 10 points
me high 28 points. The only--eespectively.
'her man to reach double . The Yellow Submarine was
figures was Hart, with 10 marks---defeated in the second game by
for the firemen.
_-...theacore of 52-37. Warboys was
The last game Monday wit, &eluding scorer with 15 points
nessed Towery's come out on for the Sub. Snyder chipped in
top over Blanton's by the score 10 points for the losers.
Hill and Henson led the
of 58-32. Leading all scorers was
Ernstberger With 17 points for Hardin team with 12 points
the winning side. Clapp added each. Other scoring was spread
12 and Riley chipped in 10 for evenly, as the Hardin team had
Towery's. Simon and Cogdale an unusually large roster. -Wednesday's third game saw
led the losers with 9 and 8 points
in their favor.
the Dexter Eagles run over the
The first game Tuesday was Swishers 83-41. Lee grabbed
declared a forfeit. Jones and scoring honors with 28 points.
Barnett was declared the Stalls and Pritchett each totaled
winner over the Patriots by the 16 points for the winners.
Leading scorer for the Swishers
score of 2-0.
The -third game of the was Hornbuckle with 11 points.
evening, to be played between R. Windsor added 10 for the
Burkeen's and the Douglas All- losers.
Stars, was declared a forfeit,
Industrial league action will
and the All-Stars the winners. continue next week for Monday. The Astro Car Wash downed Tuesday, and Wednesday at the
Brame's in the final Tuesday Douglas gymnasium.
This week's cage action in the
Murray Recreation Department Industrial League has
been completed for this week,
with several games being

In Automatic Car Wash
With-Purchase-of- 8.0 to 12.0 Gallons _Gasoline

*Begins Friday, Feb. 11

with a specially-equipped
Plymouth Fury.
r,.; order a Fury III, or a ForyGrar Coupe
with special features like power front disc
brakes. air conditioning AM/FM radio and a
few other popular options, the factory doesn't
charge us for the vinyl roof. whitewalls, deluxe
wheel covers and remote r----yof
control mirror
So we don't have to
charqP you
411111Slift

We want to be
the kind of Dealer
America wants.

4

ITAYL03111/0.1;e
tlletRt, Inc.
'''Phone 7534372
•••-••••••••,••••_-...#
9
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Hospital Report
ADULTS•1972
5,
Februars
-- •
106
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN
_Mrs,./..or_etta Jean Turner awl
Twin Boy and Girl, Route 2,
Mayfield, Mrs. Karen Collene
Reeves and Baby Girl, 313
Broad, Murray, Mrs. Nancy
lou Riley and Baby Girl, Route
3, Benton-.
DISMISSALS
Darrell Edward Hopkins,
,Route 2, Mayfield, Mrs. June
Lockhart, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Betty Rose Wyatt, 400
South 16th St., Murray, Fred
Taylor Lee, Route 4, Murray,
Master Stanley Allen Griggs,
512 South 13th, Murray, Mrs.
Linda Kay Workman, Route 1,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Outland,
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Hontas
1.yda Mitchell, Route 1,
'Murray, Burney Wilson Brown,
-411 West 12th, Benton, Mrs.
:Lorene Colson, Route 3,
Murray, Omus Oliver Flora,
lioute 5, Murray, Mrs. Helen
Shipley Wall, Route 2_, Hazel.
SMOKING-SAN
On Jan. 21, 15199, New York
City enacted an ordinance
making srnoking by women
illegal.

Right to read_program
is getting offihe grou-n
•

Editor's Note: The national
Right to Read effort finally is
making an impact on the nation's schools. This is the first
of four articles bringing readers up to date on the entire program. The author won the International Reading Associatloe's 1970 major newspaper
media ward for outstanding reporting and writing.
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
After 28 months of bureaucratic bungling, backbiting and
impotence, the Office of Education's national Right to Read
effort is putting practical programs into operation
These new programs have
been drafted. refined and_recently pur.hed through the U.S.
Office of Education by Dr. Ruth
Love Holloway. She became director last August of the much
publicized and foundering at-

MARKET 414 SALES
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
414 N Market St -Don Veazey, Mgr.
Paris, Tenn. Phone 901-642-6996

WE SELL FOR LESS
Over 30,000 sq. feet of fine quality •
furniture and appliances for you to choose from. Name brands.
CASH AND CARRY
PRICES
Rat Palling

w

- W
Program1

YOUw
SAVE

tempt to improve reading instruction in the nation's schools
and reduce drastically the
number of functional illiterates
by 1980.
Functional illiteracy is not a
fatal disease, but it is deadly to
mind and spirit. If you are
among the approximately
seven millibn children and 18.5
to 21 million people age 16 and
over who cannot read well
enough to get a job, find a
house, read the newspaper
sports or comic pages, complete applications and forms or
read directions and instructions to keep from being hurt or
killed, you have functional
illiteracy.
If you are a parent, you probably will spread it to your children. It usually is not contagious - outside"of -families:Studies show functional illiteracy pushes the rate of crime,
drug addiction, unemployment,
welfare and venereal disease
higher and higher. It is a
shameful and tragic national
problem.
The Right te Read program,
launched in September, 1969,
promised to help. Until now, it
has done nothing -ANC--spin
wheels and spend money.
Today, there is action in the
USOE's Right to Read office
and a second headquarters for
the highly touted program is
going through the motions..

and involving itself in intra-department power struggles and
internecine warfare over trivialities.
Dr. James A. Sensenbaugh,
Maryland's state school superintendent, says his colleagues
are concerned about the program's fragmentation between
the USOE, council and center
and its lack of clear lines of authority and responsibility.
Despite the many problems,
recent USOE Right to Read efforts could benefit the millions
of pupils and adults who cannot

FRANKFORT—The State
Health's
of
Department
Program, in
Pesticides
cooperation with the Environmental Protection
Agenei,Tidiriiionsor a special
training conference on pesticide
usage and safety March 7-8 at
the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
program
to
According
director Edsel Moore, "we are
very anxious to contact all those
people in Kentucky wh apply
pesticides commercially, or
sell, recommend or
who
supervise their use. This con-

read well because of incompetent instruction and lack of
educational leadership.
Public schools in California,
Minnesota, Ohio, North Carolina and Vermont received
USOE Right to Read funds in
mber as part &a $7 million package that will include
grants to nonpublic schools in
1972.
Right to Read officials believe principals are a key to a
successful reading program
and administrators of schools
receiving the grants have been
invited to a special Washington
briefing in January.
Another $2.4 million will be
allocated to special adult and
dropout programs outside of
schools in community facilities
later in 1972. In the next year,
120 USOE Right to Read cen-s
ters or programs will operate
That organization is the in schools and communities.
teacher's pet of the Nixon ad- Technical assistance teams in-.,
ministration, the National eluding reading specialists and
Reading Council and its operat- administrators will be availing arm, the National Reading able to participating schools far
Center, both in Washington. the first. tirue.
The USOE program marks a The center is under congressional scrutiny and General radical departure from tradiAccounting Office investigation tional grantsmanship. Instead
for alleged mismanagement of reacting to frequently fuzzy
and exceeding authorized ex- proposals suteritted by school
systems, Dr. Holloway's office
penditures.
schools that seemed
sought
In December, the center
federal
kicked off a drive to recruit and able to make best use of
to partrain 200,000 volunteer reading funds and invited them
tutors in 20 states in 1972 in-co- ticipate. They have accepted
operation with the National tough accountability reteuireCenter for Voluntary Action. merits before receiving a dime.
Such projects typically have
The NCVA will provide facilities and coordination at 48 or been conducted in a vacuum
more community locations. with a school three blocks away
Based an reactions frosirlead- unaware of the new projece
ers of oarionarirgasisatimt
v-While something similar was
asked to drum up volunteers, being done in a neighboring
prospects are slim for realizing county or across the country.
To avoid such isolation, readthe 200,000 tutor goal.
At the same time, the entire ing programs in what are conRight to Read program is un- sidered satellite schools will be
der attack by schoolmen monitored carefully. Informathroughout the nation. In No- tion on what made the successvember, the Council of Chief ful programs work will be pubState School Officers, an or- licized and distributed widely.
ganization of state school
N:'1bUSOE Rd to
superintendents, blasted the Read program figbb for reprogram for being ineffective form in its own agency.

ference is designed especially mix and apply pesticides; safe of pesticide use and application.
for them."
pesticide use on the farm;
"Our speakers are experts
Invited to participate are all minimizing fish and wildlife who can answer many questions
county agricultural agents, —losses from pesticides; her._
—about pesticides and provide
custom pestieide applicators
*useful and necessary__Ag.,
; problems in the.
(both aerial-11-- ground) disposal of pesticide wastes and formation."
pesticide dealers and control empty containers, and the
The two-day conference is
consultants, pest control viewpoint and problems of
operators, public health of- pesticide dealers and retailers. free to all participants. Copies
of the program, containing an
ficials and representatives of all
federal,state and local agencies...........1!Pesticide usage patterns are advance registration form, are
Moore said. available from the Pesticides
having pesticide respon- changing,"
"Newer chemicals present a Program, State Department of
sibilities and interests.
Topics to be covered include greater potential health hazard Health, 275 E. Main Street,
to the user, and the trend is Frankfort, Ky. 40601; telephone
the following: hazards to and
protection of individuals who toward more stringent control (6061 5644722.

8 piece Bedroom Suite, double I drawer dresser, framed
mirror, 4 drawer chest. Full size panel bed, 2 dresser
lamps, Innerspring Mattress and foundation.
$148"

SPECIAL! BUNK BED COMPLETE

O li n..
New Oily...
Maple finish spindle style outfit makes
a perfect Colonial setting for boys.
Heavy bunkies foam mattress assures
comfortable sleep

SPECIAL, DUO LOUNGE

2,00
Day-iv-nil' comfort? Handsome Modern, so
., '1
well styled no one would guess +et boles
a boil full sae bed with .^."*.40 ^e mattress.

-'"

said Sandy Schuler. a 20-yearBy KAREN V1TLIP
old physiology major after she
Copley News Service
from a wine vat-like
emerged
a
of
One
—
SACRAMENTO
tub in which she had been
long list of things a female child
weighed underwater, one of the
growing up in America cannot
expect to find under the group of tests performed.
"My muscles feel tightened
Christmas tree is a set of
and toned and I actually feel
barbells.
More than likely, the typical stronger. I feel healthier."
Sheryl Prince, 21, who swam
gifts would be in the category of
plastic fantastic dolls who cry, competitively for several
years, said she could lift 1,170
wet their pants, walk on their
hands and say "Mommy" to a pounds in the leg press when
3-year-old just learning to talk the class began and can now lift
1,250.
herself.
No muscle-bound women,
exercise Fortunately,
physiologist Dr.-Jack Wilmoie incidentally, were seen lumof the University of California bering through the laboratory.
An observer commented that
at Davis physical education
department, has some en- her roommate, who'd parcouraging ideas on the matter ticipated in the experiment,
doesn't have thick ankles
of healthy women.
"We're hoping to show that anymore -- which should be
women can safely use weight encouraging to thick ankle
lifting to train and gain in owners throughout the world.
Wilmore said he was pleased
strength and not develop bulky
that the strength of most of the
muscles," Wilmore said.
"This could prove of great women had increased 25 to 50
import to women athletes and per cent. Some-had lost weight,
others engaged in strenuous while others, who were
activities such as dancing and chronically underweight, had
skating . . where the strength gained.
"I would agree that we've
is needed, but the muscles are
been guilty of pampering
not."
Wilmore was testing about 20 women for many years,"
students enrolled in his com- Wilmore said. ''But don't ask
bined weight-lifting class and IT1C to say too much about that
research project for women. or I'll end up in hot water "
Two meetings a week, the
women have been regularly Cribbage Tourney Begins
exercising and engaging in
such Weight-lifting procedures
MANCHESTER, N.H. ( AP
as leg, military and bench — The "Edmund S. Muskie Inpresses. Measurements for vitational Cribbage Tournabody fat content, muscle mass ment" will start here next
and bone content as well as week with championship playphysical nwasucements were offs Feb. 19-29.
taken before the quarter
Sen. Muskie will take time
starteCrsind then were being
from his presidential camout
what
repeated hater to see
to play the winner of the
paip,n
changes have occurred. .
"The class has beekgroik"--"-citywide competition.
N
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1 only Frigidaire Range RSEW-36p instant hot Water
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3 only Frigidaire Dishwasher DW-DMP mobile
1 only Frigidaire Dishwasher DW-IMP imperial mobile

229°'

2 only Frigidaire Refrigerator FD-123TN cyclamatic

2875°

2 only Frigidaire Refrigerator FPD-1 21 TN 2 door frost proof
hg
1 only Frigidaire Refrigerator FPD-121TN 2 door frost proof

2875°

1 only Frigidaire Refrigerator FPD-121TN 2 door frost proof

2875°

2 only-Frigidaire Refrigerator FPCD-159VNR side by side

36995

co
,
1 only Frigidaire ReArigerator FPCT14159VNR side by side

3749*

399_9_1_
39991

1 only Frigidaire Refrigerator FPCD-205TP 2 door Ref. Fr.
) 2 door Ref.Fr.
9P
1 only FrigidaireItetrbgerater FPCD-2051
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Appoves Bill Seth :111111
Quality Standards For Streams
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP).— cess to the insurance requireKentucky's approved witer ments ( FAIR )flan,,which now
quality standards for interstate exists'under an executive order
streams would become min- that expirres this year.
imum standards for state
Under the plan, property
streams as well under a bill ap- owners in high-risk areas can
proved Tuesday in the state obtain coverage from a pool
Senate and sent to the House.
maintained by all companies
The federal Environmental writing property insurance in
Protection Agency already has the state.
approved the standards, drawn
The plan also would create a
up last year by the state Water reinsurance association to enPollution Control Commission. able insurers to qualify for fedThe vote was unanimous.
eral reinsurance and a riot or
Another bill which won unani- civil disorders reimbursement
mous approval would make fund.
•
statutory Kentucky's fair ac- - The Senate also passed and
sent to the House:
-SB157 to allow banks to invest funds in real and personal
property and to make improvetheir homee opra branch
roved For
ssed
moffeinctses.'The
a vote of 35-1 with Sen. B. E.
Billings, D-Stanton, opposing.
-SB143 to repeal the statute
establishing special ballots for
been
has
Notification
judicial candidatei-r-Rn: John
received at Murray State Chris Cornett, D-Hindman, said
University that federal funds prohibiting a candidate from
have been approved for five running on a major party ballot
continuing and six new two-year created additional expense to
fellowships in the graduate the candidate. The vote was 33program for community college 4 with Sens. Walter Baker, Rteacher preparation.
Glasgow; Norman Farris, RDr. Charles Tolley,director of
Somerset; Gene Huff, R-Lonhigher education and program
don; and Ray White, R-Bowling
coordinator at Murray State,
Green dissenting.
said the latest funding of about
SB171 which woukf
lintr-an
$65,000 from the U.S. Office of •
existing law to -Prohibit any
Education brings the total
child under 10 who is Comallocation since the program j _
nutted to the State Department
was initiated in 1969 to about
of Child welfare from being
$290,000.
placed in one of the departTo begin next fall and 'conment's delinquent institutions.
of
summer
through
the
tinue
Sen. Tom Garrett, D-Padu1974, the new fellowships
cah, said it was the departbring to 27 the number financed
„ment's opinion that such chilat Murray State, including 10
dren would be better off in foefor the 1969-71, six for 1970-72,
ter homes.
and five for 1971-73.
-of 80 • The Senate also recommitted
Murray gtate wds 66e
to the Judiciary Committee
colleges and universities
SB170 which would require the
located in 41 states and the
temrr
sta
rrteier than a court to deDistrict of Columbia to be apwhether a child should
funds
;
proved for felloship
ht tried for a suspected felony
Education
under-----the
iniuvenile court or under.regu-_
-Professions Development Act,
lar criminal laws.
Part E. The original ap-,
university
proiiriation to the
was for more than $100,000.
•
Tcriley said he is pleased with
the interest that has been shoGfanted
the program to
LONDOIY, Ky.*•( )-Hyden
personnel for teaching in titts
mine owper Cherl
nley has
year colleges.
"These new fellowships will been granted' a continuance of
provide the university an op- his trial on charges of 24 violaportunity to improve the tions of the federal Coal Mine
structure of the existing Health and Safety Act.
The charges, stemming from
program and to make a
significant contribution to the a December, 1970, mine exgrowing two-year college plosion at Hyden that killed 38
men, include misuse of exsystem," he added.
Fellowships include PrivIsion plosive-I-and equipment, alio*:
"for $2,400 for the first year and ing coal and coal dust to •
$2,600 for the second year, with cumulate, failure to search
an additional $500 per year for miners for smoking materials,
each eligible dependent and and failure to provide self-respayment of resident or non- cue breathing devices.
Finley's counsel had requestresident fees.
Part of the two-year program ed a continuance of the trial,
for fellowship recipients will be originally scheduled for Feb.
a semester as an intern in a two- 14, and a chance of venue.
-—4 The counsel, former Kenyear college.
Applications for the six new tucky Gov. Bert Combs and pofellowships must be received by laical advisor Edward F. PritMarch 1. A committee on the chard Jr. of Frankfort, concampus at Murray State will tended a continuance was necselect fellowship recipients essary to let prospective jurors
.from the eligible graduate forget "prejudicial" publicity in
students who apply. Awards newspaper and television rewill be announced by April 5. ports of the disaster.
They contended a change of
Applications or requests for
additional information may be, venue was necessary to bring
addressed to: Dr. Charles trial proceedings closer to witTolley, Director of Higher nesses.
U.S. District Judge Bernard
Education,School of Education,
Murray State University, T. Moynihan Jr. granted a con- tinuance in the trial and also
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
declared a continuance on requests for a change of venue.
No new date has been set for
the trial.
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LINCOLN*S BIRTHDAY
*
*

7-oz. Size in
3 Fragrances
_
FRENCH MODERN EARLY
* SPRING • FLORAL SACHET

Birthday
Sale!

Reg.

FERRY
HAND

TV TRAY
TABLE

Purch-ase 4 at
Regular price.
e. 4
With
this coupon.

11'.1

Large-Size

1

Lt 4 free -towels per
_MONINIf,,

BONDED:
KNIT

Purchase 1
at
Tra4...—Table
„
Price.
_Regular
Ge14 FREE with
this coupon.

48

:Customer.

6viriT41- 11C RUG

CAFE CURTAINS

100% Nylon Pile

Beautiful curtains in a wide array
of prints and solids. Permanent press.
Use in any room. Fade resistant

Latex back. Tweed or solid in a large.
selection of colors.

Reg. $2.38

•41t.

Thursday-Friday-Saturday

ROAST BEEF
Choice of 2 Vegetable$
Hot Rolls - Buffer
Coffee or iced Tea

.17

BATHROOM
SCALES
Keep up with those extra
pounds.
Green-Gold-White

Reg.

Purchase 3 pair
at Regular Price:
Get 3 pair FREE
Sizes 6x-14
44% Rayon-66% Cotton with this coupon.

Coupon Expires Feb. 12

WEDDED FOAM

TELEPHONE
STAND.'

16-0z. Poly Bag
Non-allergenic.
Ideal for furniture, stuffed
toys, pillows, outdoor iurniture

Black Wrought Iron
Light weight. Useful, attractive!

Regular '2.84

Reg. 57'

$182

$222

2.99

GIRLS
PANTIES

Limit 3 free pair per
customer.

Coupon Expires Feb. 12

FAMOUS HERM-METER

88

=•.,„

*LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL*

$1

Reg. 1788 .

-30

2
Limit 2 free pair per
customer.

free---yortLinr--

Coupon Expires Feb. 12

Coupon Expires Pb. 12

- Purchase 2 pair at
Price.
Regular
Get 2 pair FREE
with this coupon.

at

PUrchase 1. yd.
Regular price.

60wirlra-771sett1
with this coupon.

IL.

KATHY
PANTY
HOSE

RegOlar 88'

Limit 1 free TO .Trayt_piir•
customer.

Coupon Expires Feb. 12

-

Keeps hair in place, natu
looking. 7-oz. size

2 for $ 1

62'

Stolen Adding Machine

COURT APPOINTMENT
President John Adams appointed John Marshall to be
chief justice of the United
States on Jan. 20, 1801.

(C"
}
'

Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sunu February 10-13
SAVE
GLADE
ROSE'S GLADE
AIR
HAIR SPRAY
GLADE
FRESHENER
Lincoln's
by JOHNSON
FOR MEN
Gigantic

Coal Mine Owner Is
Continuance

REDDING, Calif. (API When the adding machine in
the Redding police station
broke down last week, it was
taken to the local dealer for repair.
The repairman told police the
1
2
machine had been stolen 2/
years ago from one of his customers, veterinarian William
Brink of nearby Whitmore.
Police Chief Robert Whitmer
said Tuesday a partial explanation found that the adding
machine was part of the loot
recovered when a burglary arrest was made 22 months ago.
He said the department had
been unable to locate the owner.
A sticker on the front identified the dealer who sold the
item to Brink.

THURSDAY-FEBRUARY 1K 19711$

tEfilltitt Sit0Pflftt- CEN TE R

Federal Fund
App
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95

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

2'
..........

13-0Z. SIZE

HAIR
SPRAY

66'

AQUA NET Of
JUST WONDERFUL
Purchase 1 can at
Regular price.
Get 1 can FREE
with this coupon.
Limit 1 free can hair spray
per-customer.

Coupon Expires Feb. 12

*Loom

BOY'S
SOCKS
Orlon & Nylon

Purchase 4 pair at
Regular price.
Get 4 pair FREE
with This coupon.

MEN'S
SHOES

Purchase 1 pair at
Regular price.
Split Leather Work Shoe Get 1 FREE pair
with This coupor,_

$367

Limit 4 free

customer.

Coupon Expires Feb. 12

pair per

Limit 1 free pair per
customer?

Coupon Expires Feb.'12

TH. LEDGER 41 TIMES—

LICH1

Br

Musigal-Te
Be Preserifed

A Valentine

SAVED BY HEART SURGERY, Gwendolyn Jones, 9,
of New Haven, Conn., has every reason to smile because
she is wearing a battery-powered unit which broadcasts
oats to her heart ,helping it beat.pormally Gwendolyn.,
one of 25,000 children born annually with heart derects
who are benefitting from advances in heart surgery aided
by Heart Fund contributions

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing
an estimated 368,346 board feet. The timber is located in
Land Between the Lakes in Lyon County, Kentucky, approximately 13 miles north of Golden Pond.
Sealed bids will haseatohloili hy the Forest Management
Section. Land Between the—Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, GoldesPend, Kentucky, until a-a.,4,012ervi
Standard Time, February 24, 1972.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m.
_
to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms
detailed information may be obtained from the forester in
charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky,
telephone 502-924-5602.

Bowling Green,Ky.—Western
University's
Kentucky
Department of Speech and
Theatre, in cooperation with
the Department of Music, will
present a joint production of
Meredith Willson's -The Music
Man" on campus Feb. 24-26 and
again on March 2-4.
The musical hit that brought
Iowa to Broadway will be
presented in Van Meter
Auditorium on the two consecutive weekends at 8:15 p.m.
(CST).
Tickets will be on sale at the
Gordon WilsOrt Hall Box Office
daily from 9-2p.m. starting
Thursday, Feb. 17. Reservations may be made by calling
843-9139.
Under the direction of Dr.
William E. Leonard, coordinator of theatre activities at
Western, "The Music Man"
features a cast of some Western
Players and local students from
Bowling Green schools. A
nostaiiiie treat far those who
have lived in whistle-stops and
just as much fun for cityslickers,-!1-The Music Man" is
the third major production of
the Department of Speech and
Theatre this year.
Blake Chambers, a junior
from Washington, Ind., plays
the traveling salesman of
musical equipment who comes
to River City, Iowa in 1912 and
falls in love with Marian Paroo,
played by Miss Mina Howard, a
senior from Louisville.
Mayor Shinn of River City is
played by senior Taylor Pope
Lawrence and his wife, Eulalie,
is played by Miss Rebecca Hall,
senior from Wood. Their
daughters are Zanetta, played
by Shannon Johnston, Owensboro sophomore, and Gracie,
played by Jane Chilton,
sophomore from Cambellsburg.
PUEBLO INCIDENT
North Korean patrol boats
seized -the -U.S. Navy's intelligence ship Puthlo on Jan.
23,1968, and took the vessel and
83 crewmen into custody.
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-comes Brasil '77

When the year 1972 came in, group he signed. Herb took me
Sergio Mendes was more than with him on a national tour
when the Tijuana Brass was
ready.
His Sergio Mendes- arid i3ra-sil
'66 had already become Sergio
Mendes and Brasil '77.
The ninth -LP by the grotp
was out in late 1971, titled "Pais
Tropical" and bearing the new
name.
"I felt that our music is a
thing in constant movement,"
says Mendes, a man with an
intelligent, expressive face who
smiles often. "And I felt a little
old-fashioned with the '66 date.
I said to Gil Friesen. an executive vice president of A and M
Records, feel like Ern trying
to come up with a new sound
and I feel
wearing old
shoes. Should I change every
year, Brasil '72, Brasil -73. and
become like wine, a vintage
sound?' He said,'That would be
SERGIO MENDES
cute but that would be conreally the hottest thing in the
fusing.'
"Brasil '77 was his idea. I dug country."
Another tour that thrilleci.
it."
The group structure has Mendes was the last U.S. tour
stayed the same, Mendes says, made by Frank Sinatra. "We
while the music has changed. opened for Frank. There were
It's two girls who sing and six 14-15 concerts in 1967. The Budmen who play instruments-and dy Rich.Band was.along. I wish.
sometimes sing. (Three are I had recorded and filmed that
Percussionists.) All are Brazi- time. It was historic."
The first single by Brasil '66,
lian except one American girl.
Tn concert, the group is Easel-- renamed from Brasil '65, was
"Mais Que Nada." a hit, and
- nating, even exciting.
--Mendes says, "Musically I'm the first two albums were gold.
open to all sorts of sounds. And (Four of the albums have been
I'm influenced by everything. gold.) "We did a third album
But I try to play my own way and that had a song, 'The Look
and to adapt the group to it. I of Love,' which had about 80-90
still feel my music is deeply recordings on it and we had the
-legit our first hit
very Brazilian and very Latin, biggest.
even if we do American songs. I singing in English.
"I think the biggest change in
think we Brazilianized American music more than we Ameri- our repertoire was the first
canized Brazilian music. The time I attempted to do an
pulsation, the rhythm, is Latin, American song. Until then I
was doing Brazilian originals in
whatever we do."
Mendes and a group were Portuguese. I didn't want to be
sent to the U.S. in 1965 by the just framed into a Brazilian
Brazilian government, for repertoire. I could dress other
about four months, as a musical people's songs my way. 'Fool
shcwcase. He soon returned, on on the Hill" we do my.way. and
his own, hoping to stay. "I al- 'Scarborough Fair,' which was
ways liked to put sounds togeth- a hit at the end of 1968."
When Sergio Mendes and
er and I wanted to have a group
that would represent Brazilian Brasil- '06 performed at the
music and integrate into_ the_ White House last year, Mendes,
American sounds of jars.and as a- ja-e,Wdfc-iNif—FarOn
the Hill" to the Senate.
P0P.
He says, "We make tours all
-"Herb Alpert came to a re- over the world. We're going in
gnedie
d
-beariat one dai-earid
to Japan to do about 20
A and M Herb -prOduced my
concerts,
all over. It'll be our
first album We were the third

_I

Link

Citiples Ylaollitrm
CUT SANK, Mont. CAP) -The citizens of Cut Bank,,customanly one of the nation's coldest spots, are trying to do
something about the weather.
_

fourth trip to Japan. We're ver4,„ be hot on records all the time to
big there.
get work, but it sure helps If
"We went to Brazil twice to you don't have a record going,
perform I was worried. I didn't you get less. The record is the
know if they were going to dig vehicle to popularity."
it. Both times we went to my
A petition started by Marvin
home town, Niteroi, a • little
Owens, a local sporting goods --GOLD DISCOVERED
place across the bay from Rio,
dealer, and signed by 128 resi- On Jan. 24, 1848, gold was
and played. It went good. My discovered at Sutter's Mill in
dents is to be given to Gov,
heart still remains very BraziForrest H. Anderson.
Northern California.
lian. I go back once a year. It is
It reads: "We ... do hearby
the roots the roots talk louder.
The male, or buck, deer vile,
I feel I have to go likk and get ies from about 32 to 47 inches in petition the honorable governor
with the people; there's some- height at the shoulder, while the of the State of Montana to dething about us Latins. We feel female, or doe, stands from 27 clare the extra day of Leap
very heavily attached.
Year to fall on the 32nd day of
to about 40 inches in height.
"My wife was born in IpaJuly. In this way, the citizens
nema. She wasn't the girl. That
On good range, male deer of Cut Bank could enjoy one
one I missed."
will weigh from 225 to 300 more warm day in July rather
The most important thing for pounds, with a few going as than a cold one in February."
the group, Mendes says, is a high as 375 pounds.
good song. "I believe in good
melodies, good pulsation.
"You get them all over A
neighbor in'California will call
with a song. My maid will write
one. I used to. I haven't written
a song in a long time. I like to
perform more.
"I always get material from
Brazil. I try to listen to songs
whenever I get back.
"I still believe that Brazilian
muslc,-cornposers,-feetings. are
very important, very beautiful.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Whenever the timing is ready
again.
again, it will happen
FEBRUARY
"Antonio Carlos Jobim, I
consider him of the same stature as Cole Porter. He doesn't
force himself into any style; he
9:00 am - 5:30 pm
is natural of his own style. And
there are a lot of good, unknown
Order Your Free Tickets
cats in Brazil.
Now from Your Farm
"Our thing came after bossa
Implement Dealer or
nova faded away. It's not as
troni NFMS.
Another grand farm machinery
soft as bossa nova. It always
exposition . . . the best in a
had the hard Brazilian sound
five state area . . is in the
and rhythms. I would say my
making. Visit the booths of our
music has got the flavor and
ingredients of bossa nova and -.450 exhibitors, get the latest
data on farming techniques
the pulsation of jazz and rock.
- and methods . . . see today's
They call it Latin rock in Japan:
Innovations in farm equipment.
-We're the third musical
68% of the Nation's populaBrafrom
happened
that
thing
tion lives within a day's drive
zil. There was Carmen Mifrom the Kentucky Fair & Ex.
•
randa, bossa nova and us."
Don't miss the tractor pulling championposition Center in Louisville.
ships in World Famous Freedom Hall.
Make a date now. Remember,
A and M releases a single
Si, Contest Classes (One Hot Rod Mess)
too, your free ticket stubs are
from every one of the group's
THREE RITES 7 P.M. •
VCR. 16, 17 & iS
good for a prize's-day drawing,
albums. "A single is still what
Admission mil tes 5harged for
plus
a
color-TV
if
grand
And
prqe.
sales.
album
generates
Tractor Pull only.
you-have a hot record on the'
radio the demand for you is
bigger and your price increases
NATIONAL FARM MACHINERY SHOW TICKETS
and crowds are bigger. After
P 0 Box 21129. Louisville, Kentucky 40221
you have the status of an estab(502) 366 9592
lished group, you don't need to
A

^I

FARM

16-19

MACHINERY

SHOW

12's
Bel-Air-Shopping
Center

Regular
49'

Hours: 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Now

Phone 753-8304
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(This is the first of a series of three articles presented
during Heart Fund Month by your Heart Association to
inform readers of this newspaper about the latest
...(4V011CeS in combating heart attack.)
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Receives'

NASHVILLE—The Tennessee Mid-South Regional
Medical Program has been
granted $2.2 million by the
Federal Government to continue its operations for 1072,
according to Regional Director,
Dr. Paul Tschan.
The money will be used to
fund nine new and thirteen
continuing health projects in the
region and to maintain the
operational staff of the
program.
The Tennessee Mid-South
Regional Medical Program
(TMS—RMP) is one of 56
programs established in 1965 to
help establish cooperative
arrangements
between
hysicians, nurses, health
professionals, hospitals,
medical schools and other
health agencies. Its main
purpose is to help improve both
quality and accessibility of good
health care throughout the
region and to makesuch service
avaiable to all.
The nine new programs approved by the Executive
Committee of the
Regional
Advisory Group are: use of
nurse practitioners at three
rural clinics in the Mid-East
Tennessee Region, use of a
liaison nurse at the Oak Ridge
Hospital of the Methodist
Church, a program to provide
follow-up care by nurses on
hypertensive ( high blood
pressure) patients at the Alton
Park Health Center in Chattanooga, the Infant Intensive
Care Unit at the University of
Tennessee Memorial Research
Center and Hospital, the
Knoxville Neighborhood Health

•

Services, Inc., the regional laryngectomees at Nashville
biomedical library program, a Memorial Hospital; the health
state-wide kidney project and communications system in
planning funds for two area Southwest Kentucky; a comhealth education centers, one in prehensive network to assist in
at
Knogville and the other in planning radiotherapy
Vanderbilt Hospital; the East
Chattanooga.
Some of these programs will Tennessee training program in
be totally funded by TMS— cardiopulmonary resuscitation;
RMP. Others will receive the Mid-East Tennessee
Comprehensive Rehabilitation
partial fund support.
Regional
the
The thirteen continuing Program;
projects are: Project for Diabetest Education Service;
Professional Development and the regional program for imService, Meharry Medical proved control of hypertension;
College; continuing education the regional program for
for physicians at Vanderbilt assisting new coronary care
University School of Medicine; units and developing holding
screening units and the cancer education
the multi-test
laboratory at Meharry Medical program and central registry.
College,'cardiac screening of
school children in Southeast
speech
Tennessee;
rehabilitation for aphasics and

WASHINGTON UPI — Many kinds of
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clean-ative.f......JERMALEalaq
tered under Israeli law and
plants, the U.S. Department
of ,
Uriculture points out, can itlanS should "look beyond their also charted in the state of
be
grown
under. ,..9wn noses" to get acquainted Minnesota.
If a contagious epidemic • See your doctor regularly now
Young, a biblical scholar and
ran rampant throughout the for a physical check-up. This fluorescent lights at home in with their mother religion—
United States striking down will enable him to find out if an indoor garden. Indoor Judaism, says Dr. G. Douglas authority on Semitic culture, is
more than 600,000 persons, a you are one of the millions of gardens come in many shapes- Young. His American Institute the founder and president of
state of disaster would be de- Americans who suffers from and sizes, each with its own for Holy Land Studies here is the institute. He is an Americlared and the halls of Con- high blood pressure or high decorative purpose. Some may dedicated to just that.
can citizen born in Korea of
gress would echo with de- blood cholesterol without real- brighten up an otherwise dull,
'Our prime mission is to give missionary parents.
dimly lit, corridor, while others
mands for preventive meas- izing it.
future Christian leaders a
In an interview, he said he
ures, while across the country • Eat less saturated (ani- may divide a room or light a
chance to see who Jews are, was
men, women and children mal) fats and cut down on wall,
motivated to create the inThe rimary requirements learn what they believe and stitute during a visit to Israeli
would line up in emergency foods with high cholesterol
have
what
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for
an
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are
a
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content.
Jerusalem in 1956. "I found no
An epidemic is taking place • Don't smoke cigarettes. planter box, a good lighting made and are making," Young
American institution for Chrisn the United States. Heart Studies have revealed that system, properly selected says.
tians and I wanted to remedy
ittack is killing more than men who are heavy smokers plants, and care. The planter
He says he views the institute this," he
said.
170,000 men and women an- have twice the risk as non- box can be made of pine, fir, or as helping to right the wrongs
nually.
"Combined with this feeling
smokers of having a heart veneered plywood, which can that "the Christian church did
Why don't Americans react attack.
was the anti-Israeli propaganda
be painted, stained, or oiled to
to Jews for 2,000 years."
to heart attack as they would • Maintain normal weight suit your tastes.
and anti-Semitism I had seen
The institute is the „ only all over the
to any other mass killer dis- for your height and age.
***
world," he continease?
American-operated school of its ued. "The
• Adopt a program of regidea struck me as
Some of the reasons may lie ular, moderate exercise comInside the planter is a kind in the Holy City. Located
Company,
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in the fact that heart attack, patible with your age and water-tight liner, best made on historic Mt. Zion, it serves being useful to bring young
appliance and
diversified
American
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over
here
which is the nation's leading physical condition.
with
from sheet metal painted
graduate scholars or junior to tell
cabinet manufacturer based in
them about Israel, the
cause of death, is not conta- These are simple hesilthi epoxy paint or asphalt to
Mansfield, Ohio, announced
gious. although there may be rules that any family ean fel- retard rust. Twolayers of thick year-level students who want to Jews, and their relationship to
entitled
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a family history of this form low without a radical change polyethylene stapled inside the study early Christian" history, Christianity."
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Sports
Wear

Cancer, ci ots,
contraceptives

SLACKS
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PANT SUITS
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Sandyluncan'ffirsttlainrirfame Was
A Series of Television Cgmmercials

I..
.41
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she has no use for the new
consolidated shools of today. — rust thing ttte-gov
ever did was close the commuidW schools. The children up
re used to really learn something. And there was discipline.
They didn't dare mess around
at school because they knew the
teacher wouldn't stand for it
and their folks wouldn't either."
Miss Willard began a lifetime
of domestic work at an early
age and "I washed and dried
and tended and fed more than 25
babies."
But she always returned to
her mountain home nestled in a
secluded valley far from paved
roads.
From 1928 to 1934, she
manned the Foxville fire tower.
"Many's the fire that was set
on purpose too," she said.
"They'd set fires to burn off a
clearing in the wood. Then the
huckleberries would grow up
thick in the burned:out places_
Huckleberries were a big cash
croti in those days.Miss Willard doesn't come
down the mountain much anymore.
She's content to stay in her
own little valley, tend her livestock and just sit inside and sew
when the weather's bad.

-

wel

1,..1.1

is alive arid
neer
. America
_
:
well in the fohn of Alice E-At 76, Miss Willard drives her,
own tractor,- farms, cuts firewood, feeds livestock, keeps
house. quilts, sews her own
clothes, bakes bread. cans fruit
and vegetables - and loves ever, minute of it.
*Living in the same, thin,
weathered two-room house, in
the Catoctin Mountains near the
Presidential retreat of Camp
David that her father built in
1895. she cooks and heats both
water and the house with a
heavy. 1932 cast iron wood
stove.
A root cellar has been dug
below the house in welch Miss
Alice stores her canned fruit
and vegetables, the potatoes
and apples and all the other
homegrown produce that she
needs for the harsh winter
_months.
"'Can't rii-slid' too mu
to suit rne,- she says. "Then I
get to work indoors. I love, to do
my sewing. I've pieced three
quilts already this year."
She and her brothers and sisters all attended a one-room
school at Philip's Delight and

AT THE KEYBOARD at left, a duo-pianist team learns harmony at the Third Street Music
School Settlement At right, more students are learning together at the non-profit institution_

Music School Settlement Wants
Students To Be Own BestCritics

The oldest music school settled in the area, the modern by Miss Emilie Wagner, daughsettlement in the United school has a different ethnic ter of a Lutheran minister. In
States is teaching music group. mainly Puerto Rican the beginning lessons cost 10
black, although more than cents for those who could afford
with techniques inspired by the and
40 nationalities are representelectronics age, says Harris
Danziger, director of the 77- ed. One-third of the approximately 850-member student
year-old Third Street Music
body is on scholarship and is
SANDY DUNCAN is shown in scenes from "Star Spangled Girl," her latest iturile.
School Settlement in New York
front the immediate neighborLayout by Joe Darnbue
- City. hood.
In a climate of poverty, the
NEW YORK (API - to be benign. I wasn't really who have problems are the ones
For those who can afford to
school has managed to:
Sandy
Duncan is a blue- scared. I'm sort of an optimist. who are aloof."
for a lesson that
. . Crash-program teen- pay the 70.50
There was never any problem
eyed
mite
of an actress, But looking back I get scared."
includes
theory
and
ensemble
agers into a music world hereLooking extremely fit, and for Miss Duncan in choosing an
work,
the
fee
is
considered
who
first
captivated
TV
auditofore considered impossible
relaxed - almost lost in the acting career. "I don't even
small, considering the profesences when she stood her
for late beginners.
cushions
of a big sofa in the remember saying acting is
calibre
of
the
75
memsional
ground against all sorts of un: Teach children music by
apartment
,where she was stay- what I wanted and would do,"
couth customers in a series of
relating it to their own cultural bers of the faculty. In addition
ing,
Miss
Duncan
didn't want to she said "I just knew it since I
to many well-known personbank commercials.
language.
go on about her operation, but was a little girl And I never
number
of
members
alities,
a
Miss
Duncan
is
hack
on
TV
regretted it."
... Encourage students to be
of the Philharmonic pit orcheswith a series of her own called she admitted there had been
When she was 12, her dance
self-critics.
IA 0,
•
tra teach six or eight hours a
—
"Funny Face," about a girl lasting effects, "Something like teacher in her native Tyler,
that does bring everything in
. Provide incen. fives to week. Danziger was associate HARRIS bAN'tICER, direcJr
.
41
working her way through collife into perspective," she said. Tex., took her to Dallas to audi"
4
46
drop-outs to continue their edu- conductor of the musical, "My tor of New York's Third
lege. On a recent trip to New
ic
"Like
I used to get upset over tion for summer theater there.
cation.
School
SettleStreet
Music
Fair Lady,- and before that he
York, Miss Duncan talked
bad reviews. Now I don't. And I She was successful and re"Music is one of the most was a member of the Man- ment uses contemporary
about how the series had to be
seem to be more honest with turned the following four seamethods in his work.
primitive and elemental forms hattan String Quartet. Profesinterrupted, however, and is yet
people and more selfish of my sons. She attended junior colsays.
of education," Danziger
sionals charge about half.their
to be resumed because she unlege for one year and studied
"In the beginning the easiest normal fee because they considderwent a serious operation.
Friendly and outgoing, Miss drama, but she moved on to
way to teach it is to learn a er their involvement socially
The whole time was doing Duncan
In addition_ to.nett11.1VOnr_
didn't mind saying thaf New York where she appeared=-structure- that is based on the liaTtiable
f
there are chamber music' the series I had a tumor," she
.a-b-c's, and to provide quesAlumni include some out- groups of adults who attend said. "I'd complain of a head- "the autograph thing" with her in -The Music Man" at City
tions-and answers in the rhythm standing personalities in the classes with teachers once a aehe, and they'd tell me to take fans is kind of fun. "People'-Center.
of the alphabet:' he explains, music world, such as Ray Lev. week for a fee of $70 for 42 an aspirin. Finally I went to come up to me and say, 'Are
DRY TIMES
humming the alphabet to dem- Anthony di Bonaventura, Jea- weeks. The current group of 40 UCLA Hospital_ That's really a you Sandy Duncan?' and I say,
The United States went dry
onstrate. "Young people in mu- nette Scovatti and the concert includes retired people, secre- good place. If there's some- 'yes, do you want my auto- on Jan. 16, 1920, when the
sic improve in their school masters of three major sym- teries, accountants, a perfume thing wrong with you they'll graph'?" she laughed. "I've Volstead Act, enforcing the
work because they learn to con- phonies in Chicago, Cleveland,' mentifacturer,
Ond it. It took them about a never had any bad experiences Prohibition Amendment, went
centrate,on their music in a Dallas. aiso
- give a -Concert.
week, and the tumor turned out with niffins. I think the actors into effect.
They
PIONEER SPIRIT - At 76, Alice E. Willard drives her own
pleasurable way, and it makes
"One must provide different
tractor,sews her own clothes aitcans fruit and vegetables.
their school concentration easi- learning incentives for Puerto
•
er.
Ricans and black youngsters.
And he also points out that than you do for the older int:musical education helps over- migrant groups who were accome self-consciousness _ customed to a background of
learning. For example, When Verdi and Tschaikovsky. About
Danziger was- a young man 10 per cent of the young people
studying violin, teachers would are involved in rock and jar.;
say "your bow isn't straight.
programs with steel bands.,
it is too high . . . it is too low
One thing that sets the Thinit
." Such remarks make a Street School apart from others,A
yougg person uncertain of him- is the one-to-one relationship --;
self', lot says_
the teacher-pupil atmosphere.
Buflat the Music school the It is expensive to operate hf
WASHINGTON
A frequent argument of youth Violin lessons are given in a that fashion, Danziger points
presidential year usually starts cultists that more than half the room where a television cam- out, but such individual attenwith an uneven blend of fact population is under 25.
era is recording the lesson It is tion helps a young person sucand nonsense and, fortunately,
replayed on a monitor and the ceed. In many instances the
enough of the light stuff has
young person will immediately youngster is in a large family
*
*
*
G.E. —
,.
emerged in January to assure
look, iny and a large classroom at school
volunteer that "
he is never heard. At the
there may be-some relief for
gosh,I'm out
While a substantial portion of bow is terrible
the citizen in what promises to the American populace is now of tune .." etc._ In being self- music school, the largest class
,.._ .7-PIECE
long Atid-ifilielerating at least mildly interested in the critics the creaticre procest
—
The
most
popular
instrument
1972.
Democratic Party's 1972 comes part of the students' own
AT CLOSE OUT PRICES
at the school is the piano folOne such example appeared presidential
nominee, habits.
Unlike the early days of the lowed by the guitar.
in a press release from Robin Congressional Quarterly, a noG.E. C-350 Canister Cleaner with
'
• Avocado • Harvest Gold
settlement when seminary stuFicker, an attorney from the nonsense Washington research
The
school
was
Italian
All Attachments
Jewish,
established
dents
taught
the
Maryland
suburbs
near group, has already printed a
8-PIECE COPPERBOTTOM
Rdt WA
Washington, who is off and composite of who the vice and German immigrants who around the turn of the century
running as a Democrat for a
Cleaner w ith Cord
G.E.
presidential choice is to be.
seat in the House.
Analyzing the backgrounds of
Reg.'
69 95
VT2Reel.
On a letterhead identifying a 58 veeps over a 112,year period
group as a "Committee of of U.S. history, the Quarterly
G.E. 18" Color
10,000 to Elect Robin Ficker," report:tr
We Have Used
3-Piece Set
the barrister plunged headlong
The
average
vice
into one of those peripheral
presidential candidate is 55, a
issues which seem to fascinate
member of Ciitigress, front
young politicians. Ficker says
with Casters
New York, a lawyer by
2 Years Old
•
the Democrats should scrap the
profession, a Methodist, and of
donkey as the national party
British descent.
Sold at $ 9450
Reg.
$999
SAVE
symbol and "get with the Space
'PRICE $399.95
To teat the average, compare
Age."
1
'8.95
the "consensus" vice president
$9.51
Ficker has no suggested
Spiro
Agnew.
with
alternative to the jackass as a
INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC - Miss Gertrude Barlow teaches
party emblem but said he
He is 54, never served in
ONE TABLE OF
ALL REMINGTON and
One Table with Large --4--tyland, -pre-whool children how to feel" music by learning bac
s,is from lor
would-offer a $100 savings bond c-Aye
sic
rhythms.
to any Maryland high school a lawyer by
ion, an'
Assortment of
WINCHESTER
student submitting a pleasing
Episcopalian and of Greek
idea. The press release was descent.
signed with another legend
sure to win the hearts of many
Values to
a bumper strip -composer - 'roofer! TA( Proposed
At
"Your Friend Ficker."
'4.95
Ficker describes the donkey
BOSTCN ( AP)-"The forces Some important gardening can they have
as an :tottorable animal but
acjungle in their
2 (6-Gun)
not the type of transportation of subversion would do any- be done when it is too cold to yards.
*
work outdoors -r and :you can
we need today." He adds that thing to destroy the old-fashionBeg,
borrow,
or
buy
a
few
On All
by
your
fireplace
ed
do
it
sitting
hot
dog,"
says Malcolm
he recommends no change in
with a clipboard. It is, in fact, sheets of graph paper and
the Republican elephant em- McCabe,executive secretary of
make a scale drawing of your
the Massachusetts Grocers As- the essential part of successful
blem.
will save property. It isn't a hard task,
gardening
and
home
sociation.
"It is appropriate," he noted.
One Walnut and One
you money, time, and labor and it's necessary for serious
"All they have going for them
2-Piece
"A turkey dog or a chicken
With Ventilated Rib
r:ing. In addition to the
when balmier breezes blow.
Antique Green
is memories."
dog or a tuna dog must be
and other structures.
What do you want from the
stopped," McCabe told a heargrounds around your home? A driveway, and walks, shoe
ing Tuesday of the legislature's
backyard that is little more existing plants. You will find it
than an outside "attic" for useful to lutopt symbols for the
Joint Committee on Commerce
The statistics-minded U.S. and Labor.
storage and discard? A different - kinds of 'plants hodgepodge of incidental grass and ground covers, low Bureau of the Census has also
The committee was considALL
plantings and accidental lawn? growing shrubs, high shrubs,
taken some of the edge off one ergtg a measure to permit
Your backyard can be a specimen trees, and shade
of the most overused bromides ground turkey meat to be used
garden -or just a backyard. trees. For ease in working with
in the youth rebellion of the in bologna and hot dogs.
difference is phinnint.
the plan, use one color for the
The
1960s - that is, "Don't trust
Here are some guidelines items already on the property
anyone over 30."
We need the room for storage
from the US. Department of and another for the plants ”m
Agriculture:
want to add. •
What the Census Bureau has Sofa styles
Excluding 1
Remember that it takes time
•5 *
concluded is that if you don't
NE.W YORK WM)
space and our new merchandise.
for trees and shrubs to grow.
trust anyone in or near this age Many factors influence the
In
your
IU70
plan,
Colt
you riiii)
Allow for this in the planning
group, you don't trust a style of sofa a consumer
want to arrange for public,
stage.
Some
trees
can
achieve
a
majority of the people in the selects. These include the ages
good deal of height in a few private, and service' areas,
of children, whether snacks
United States.
years. This you wilt need to including the driveway and
will-be eaten on it and if the
many
thin
recognize,
too, for they may. approach to the house; play
of
t11
As one
slices sofa will be wad for-.naps. to
outgrow your house - and areas for thildren, a pleasing
of American life the bureau name only a few.
-preckeeel4res4-4ie-194c
ower g
s; an
make the mistake of forgetting —
was the conclusion that the the room to help the
arle
aa
ccwthr
°ern
e'llia
alr,
den
and
took
-v
can be
that
trees
.
and
!shrubs
gro'w
two
soweditaiboie
h_eid
jar
or
wall
median age of Americans is get *ome idea of the
210
MAIN STREET
-- PHONE1515617
77.9 years, Aceortling
the-. area'where was will be -wed. tr
and
- and before they know it two
'a out urned
to dry.'Sundry
bureau, this cuts down a
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Successful garden
takesgood planning

TOOLS

1/2 Price
— ALL —

SHOTGUN

SHELLS

HUNTING CLOTHES
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SUIT
Now
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All These Items
Priced To Move'

•Refrigerators
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•Color and Black
& White TVs
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CH. 3
WS16.
6.00 News
.4 :-.5,.efari
...
6
'.
'
ii.
!ewe/
'
- —,treet

i

-

6:30 Lalanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 The Life
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child,
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2 00 Gen. Hosp.
2 - 40 One Life
3 ,.'.., Love Am.
.3.30 Matinee
5:00 Hugh X.
5:30 News
6:0i.) News
6.30 Sports
7.00 Brady
7
Patridge
8
Room 222
8
Odd Couple
9:00 Love Style
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12:00 Movie

Cu. 5
WLAC '
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Me A Chimp
7:30 My 3 Sons
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
1130 Movie

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Primus
7.00 Flip Wilson
8,00 Winter
Olymp
10:00 News
IQ:30
. winter
Olymp.

•

CH. 6
WPSD
6:30 Accent
7 00 F. Wilson
8:00 tronsIde
9:00 Winter
Olymp.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonrght

C14.-I
WSIX
6:00 Griffith
6.30 Golddiggers
7:00 Smith Jones
8:00 Longstreet
9:00 Marshall
10:00 Chaparral
-

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Primus
7:00 Me & Chimp
7:30 My 3 Sens
8:00 Special
900 Reports
10'00 News
10:30 Griffin

6:30 McCoys
5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
5:45 Sun. Sem.
7:00 Bozo
4:00 News
9:00 Dinah
6:15 Break. Show
6:30 N'Ville
8:30 Romper
AM 9:30 Concent.
7:00 News -7:55 Kitc.
9:00 Lucy
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen
8:00 kangaroo
8:00 Kangaroo
10:30 squares
11:00 Bewitched
9:00 Lucy
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 Hillbillies
11:30 Barbara
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10:00 Fam. Affair
11:45 Sewing
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
11:55 C. Duvall
10:3e Love-Life
10:30 Love of ;Me 12:00 News
12:00 My Child
11:00 Where Heart
11:00 Heart Is . .
12:15 Pastor
12:30 Make-Deal
11:25 News
11:30 Search '
12:30 Romp. Rm 1:00 Newlyweds
11:30 Search
12:00 iriging Con. 12:55 Calendar
Pic.
1:30 Dating
12:00 Farm
12:25 News
1:00 Lives
Gen.
Hosp.
12:05 News
1200
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
1:30 One Life
12:20 Weather
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
12:30 World Turns
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
1:00 Love
3:30 Love Am.
Many
2:00 Secret Storm 3:00 Somerset
1:30 Guiding Light
4:00 Jeannie
2:10 Edge of Night 3:30 Popeye
4:30 Green Acres 2:00 Sec. Stela.
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 4:00 Gilligan
2:30 Edge-Night
5:00 News
3:30 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone
3:00 Lassie
6:00 Griffith
..
3:30 Virginian
4:00 Movie
5:30 News
6:30 Your Lite
5:00 Hazel
5:25 News
6:00 News
7:00 Brady's,
6:30 Green Acres 7:30 Partridge
6:00 News
5:30 News
4:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Sanford
6:30 Buck Owens
8:00 Room 222
700 O'Hara
7:30 Winter
7:00 O'Hara
8:30 Odd Couple
8:00 Movie
Olymp.
LoveA m.
8:00 Ent. of Yr.
9:30 Don
Rickles 9:30 FelonySquad 9"
Rickles
10
Chaparral:009:30 Don
10:00 News
10:00 Nevis
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:30 Mason
10:30 Winter
Movie
10:30
11:30 Movie
11:30 Movie
_01mo.

_

ns are the ones

M155 5ii)EETSTORY 15 STILL
GRINDING TNEM OUT, I 5EE...

?.r. any problem
in choosing an
'I don't even
ng acting is
nd would do,"
knew it since 1
And I never

Ml55 SLJEET5TOW 00E5 NOT
ttalSiO TR41 OUT"!

BLONDIE
DAGWOOD,
HIRED
A NEWCLEANING
LADY
- QOAY

CH. 28
WCIXR
6:00 Movie
7:27 Mews
7:30 Theater 21
9:40 News
9:S3 Harvey
1G:00 Croat. Feat. ,_
-if
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

6:00 R. Emery
700 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Coricen.
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:" WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
130 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
52$ Wea.-Spts.
5:30 News
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Sanford - Son
7:30 Winter
Olymp.
9:30 Primus
10:00 News
10:10 Winter
Olymp.

$t

12, her dance
native Tyler,
Dallas to auditheater there.
ssful and rearing four sealed junior color and studied
moved on to
? she appeared
Man- at City

Si-1ES AN EXCELLENT
WORKER AND SHE GETS
'
'TWENTY
00U-AS
A DAY.'

IMES
ates went dry
20, when the
enforcing the
lidnient, went

/41 7W5 JUNGLE.,,PESINTE
THE EFFORTS Of THE iiCN.465W,.. THE EPIDEM/C S0PE405--

'THERE ARE T/MES;
Jusiszt fah"SAY, "MAVEN
7NE ANAH7041 ['AYES
TNE

AN FRANCISCO IUPII
- Betty Jean "Jr' Jarboe,
blonde and attractive mother
of four children, wants women
to enjio being housewives and
mothers.
-11" is the founder of the
-International Anti 'Women's
Liberation' League."
Its symbol is a giant safety
pin and Mrs. Jarboe says
members'wear it with pride."
"It shows you are ALL
woman," she says.
Mrs. Jarboe is the wife of aSan Francisco glass company
owner who enthusiastically
supports her cause. In fact,
while she went East to try to
swell the ranks of her
...1. organization, her husband of
!,eitritittryettliOnfead-ran
the household.
HOW COULD ANYONE `‘ GRIND
Asked for the message of
OUT"SUCH AN OBVIOUSLY GREAT
eax.46.THE 51X f3t/NNY-lOUNNtE5 her organization, she opens a
AND THE FEMALE VETERINARIAN"?' pastel blue briefcase to
produce' the league's commandments.
Number one is:
,
"I will always acknowledge
male supremacy." Number
_ two
"I will at all times be feminine, charming and
beautiful as possible.'- She feels a woman who
follows the first two commandments "will soon have a
-man, and it is her role,
designated by life, to keep him
supreme and to nurture the
family unit."
Her motive
She said she decided to
start her counter-movement
"because some of the Women's
Lib movements are undermining our family striae-

."4/49 emors THE
STREETS .OF
THE TOMOV AS
44/ORDINARY
MAN

RS

'4"
4"
Used
NANCY

id Black
e TVs

and

is

lib

Yo OFF

417

...•••••

ALUMINUM
PLATES

AKC TOY Poodles, two males.
F12NC
Phone 753-9869,
ZENITH TELEVISION, 23",
black and white. Good condition,
reasonable price. Phone 489Fl2NC
2326.
BARGAIN!! SINGER Sewing
machine, nice cabinet. Excellent
working condition with all attachments. $60.00. Phone 753FI2C
6496.

Mom gets her high
in an 'aerial ballet'

23-1/1035"
.009 Thick
rhese plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25' each

Ledger & Times

I

O

BE,ATLE BAILEY

100

national organization, which
she hopes could be turned into
a non-profit foundation some
day.
But what if this activity
and all these demands on her
time should landerrnine her
own family structure?
If that happens, she says,
put the Mitt-Women's
Liberation' League in other
suitable hands.
Address of Organization
- Post Office Box 890. San
Francisco)
—

spin, and roll, and all the other
By RUTH YOUNG-BLOOD
HONOLULU (UPI) - maneuvers that look so fancy
The tiny plane, 4,000 feet and complicated are -just
CalFat
above the earth, flew upside combinations of those three".
Mrs.
Kelley
helps
her
down, sideways, tail upright,
and twisted, looped and rolled. students learn timing by
Later, it landed and out playing tape recorded music
103 N. 4th St
stepped Jane Kelley, a trim, and finds air sickness is
36-vear-old'mother of five who usually overcome when the
Murray, Ky.
saki with a smile that she had flier knows where to look.
'The comely brunette is
nas been performing an
teaching aerobatics to an
:aerial ballet."
In just three and half years, increasing number of fliers and MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
Mrs. Kelley, who "never has found that although she 13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
seriously thought about flying feared men might shy away Estates. Central heat and air, all
before,' obtained her private, from a female instructor, she's electric, heat tape, underpenned.
commercial and flight in- received. an enthusiastic Two bedrooms, large bath,
structor's certificates, special reception from both sexes.
'Most women seem to washer and dryer included, fully
training in aerohaties and
prefer
to fly with apothez carpeted, new drapes, recently
-ratings in muki-engine and
woman
because they're afraid painted. Many other extras. You
instrtunent flying to become
female of getting sick, panicky or must see to appreciate. Drive by
- only
hysterical and they'd be less and look, then call for apaerobatics ihstructor.
"Aerobatics is just coming embarrassed with another pointment, 753.4307 after 5:00 or
into its own.'• Mrs. Kelley woman. Men are afraid too," 762-2851 work).
March SC
she said,"but they don't admit
said. "It's great fun."
Plying with the sea above
Mrs. Kelley owns her, own- - JAP STRAW for bedding. 40
41414- She supports' -many of- the and the sky below, she said,
Women's Lib battles for equal gives her "a high as though Piper Chereikee and takes her cents per bale, 35 cents for 50
'edu(-ation, job opportunities I've been shot through with children on tripe but uses the bales or more. For lease, 2.07
aerobatics plane of a friend for dark fired tobacC0,400_004411
and adequate childadrenaline." _ _ _
her tricky flying. Her family is Byerly, Route 6, Murray,pbona .
proframs.
"One of the big problemlis fascinated with her skill, and 753-4733.
'But I do believe that
F15P
'denying male supremacy, that aerobatics used to be Mrs. Kelley finds the escape to
stripping the male of his linked with stunt flying at the quiet and freedom of the MOVING!!MUST sell fast. Port.
„identity and his masculinity._ carnivals, making it seem like skies well worth a hectic -tape
recorder, Mono tape
are contrary to the basic laws daredevil recklessness," Mrs. Schedule, juggling lie frying'
recorder,
8 track tape deck, two
Kelley
"But
actually
it's
said.
with
her
responsibilities
at
f nature, she says,
very precise flying and
home.
-- - lamps, set of encyclopedias,
"Men must be men
"I love it," she said. "It's portable television, stereo, shag
ven must be women. When dangerous at all if taught
ititre's laws are nat properly." Mrs. Kelley, the like,performing a ballet-in the. rug, braid rug. Phone 753FI1P
•
rearcted, there is chaos. Look wife of a pathologist, said hcr sky.
4699.
at the neurotic manifestations interest in flying was sparked
to
Africa
by
a
family
trip
in our socity today: the drug
TWO REGISTERED polled
he
arethaiey.flew around in a 'Defensive medicine'
problem,
promiscuity, swrn
DURHAM, N, C. IUPII Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
alcoholism, suicide, the one-in"When' I came back, I - A Duke University study bloodline. One 9' metal garage
three divorce rate."
thought
if I didn't take up -indicates there is little basis for door. See Hewlett Cooper or
Women's Lib
When
Fl1P
flying
then,
I never would,' the frequently heard claim that phone 753-3336.
aroused her ire, she ran Bay
large numbers of doctors are
she
recalled.
Area classified ads askiN for
• racticin_c_medicine
• Aerobatics- are
me-Abets tot her IWtte. Th
REPOSESSED SINGER Touch
to
etiiiiity
she Appeared on local talk in small planes with short
and
Sew.ildt
yments of
Altainat
-tikc
dire*
-that-we-be* te
shows.
only $15-par
of malpractice suite.
achine is
The response was so extreme stress. But: Mrs.
The study, conducted by just like
Cab
has
bruise
Kelley
emphasised
the
overwhelming, she says, that,
the Duke Law Journal, on it. 1970
Has cams, 2.he now is seeking to create a techniques learned can mean concludes that malpractice
step bu
er and the famous
the difference between "life or
death" for any pilot in a jam.. litigation has been much Sing
tton bobbin. Just
Fined
Company
contributor
to
Steel
overrated as a
touc
Gives confidence
sew.
See at Murray
rising health care costs. Those
' "-I- took ,up aerobatics for iAto ley
PITTSBURGH i AP) 'maintain doctors SewinM nter, Bel Air Shopping
Steel Corp., already fined $15,- confidence,"'she said. "The practicing defensive medicine Cente , your Singer approved
000 tor excessive smoke emis- precise,disciplined movements over-utilize diagnostic tests 'dealer. Buy from a dealer you
a flier for and procedures, just to be on can depend on.
sions at several of its plants, required prepares
FlOC
unexpected swoops or spins in
the safe side in case a patient
has been fined for using con- the air.
1969 MOBILE HOME, 10'x51', all
sues.
taminated water to quench hot
"For many fliers, there is
electric. Also 16' Starcraft boat
coke.
the nagging fear of a spin or
with 75 H.P. Johnson motor. Will
Magistrate John Chandler turbulence putting the aircraft
BOSTON STRANGLER
sell cheap. Phone 753-6995. FIIC
fined the giant firm $300 plus in an unusual altitude.
costs Tuesday for violating Al- Aerobatics teaches the pilot to
A Massachusetts judge
legheny County's air pollution react to these eireumstances. imposed a life sentence on AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
infew
"Since there are
code at the Clairton Works.
Albert DeSalvo, who claimed to puppies, 6 weeks old. Special
aerobatics
be the "Boston Strangler," on prices of $50.00 and $60.00. Phone
Witnesses testified the water struments in an use
visual
plane. you have to
F16C
753-4469 after 6:00 p.m.
Jan. 18, 1967.
used to cool the coke contained reference.
It's good for fliers
phenol, cyanide, chloride and because it makes them get
ammonia and the resulting -their-eYes-eut--of the eoskp
steam was polluting the air.
A member of the InONG 01300 012018
ternational Acrobatic Club,
ACROSS
9 Long legged
MMR OCIMM MEMO
bird
SOCIALLST VICTORY
Mrs. Kelley find* that
1 Goal
OUMOCIMM3 MOO
Transgress,
10
The Socialist Party won a
Coniunction
4
aerobatics are quite easy.
M0033 M0000
12 Bone
6 Polishes
large victory in German
14 Compass
"'The basis is the loop, It
0300 M300 OW
Breast pin
point
OUOU MONNE!
elections on Jan. 23, 1919.
13 Beginning
Prrioc:15 Of time
15 Note of scale
0100303 OBIMMOO
20 Nation, sheep
16 Beef animal
001100 EOM
24 Matures
18 Sea eagle
OMM 000O 02001
Guido s high
19 Abstract being 25 note
0031R OMOGO
21 Paddles
Stberia
27
River
in
BOMB OOMEIBOOM
22 Compass point
28 Chinese 'action
23 Tell
0330 30M3 OUM
29 Quarrel
26 Small child
VIIIMM 0=0 MUO
30 Row
29 Male deer

at

LE
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' 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low
TWO WHEEL trailer, 3;i'x61
F14C
bed. Hardin Morris, 1517 Car- mileage. Phone 767-2032.
dinal Drive. Phone 753-7911. F12P

9:45 Devotional
10:00 Movie
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 Match
1:00 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Game
3:30 McHale
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Death Valley
5:30 Munsters
5:57 News
COO Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
10:00 Creat. Feat_
10:30 Movie
12:00
_., Sports
- -- ---
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31 Trade for
money
33 Negative
34 Greek letter
35 Cloth
measure
38 Period of
time
39 Preposition
40 Diphthong
41 Oceans
43 Tolled
45 Attempt
47 Clothing
50 Printer's
measure
5? Path
53 Writing
implement
56 Turkish
regiment
5R Heavenly
being
60 Note of stele
Cl Individual
63 Draw-out
65 Ancient chariot
66 Rupees (abbr.)
67 Ritter vetch

The Colonials
BUT THE I DEE
S6-40IZE PERKS
UP MY ,..PUFF
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DOWN
Competent
2 Country'of
Asia

HIGH SKILL— Fireman performs acrobatics atop
oe•workers durTng annual rev ew
-WW1. Kat
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4 Performer
5 Cut
6 kind of fabric
live_gWpr
aker•s
woduct-(ig.)

32 Old musical
instrument
36 Meadow
37 Scandinavia
42 Reach across
44 High
mountain
46 Periods of tune
48 Ire
49 Walk
unsteadily
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Unmarried
woman
Mohammedan
commander
Insect eggs
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organization
(out 1
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62 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
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1953 FORD, good condition and
1970 Kawasaki Trail Boss. Phone
753-2300 or see at 1713 Calloway
Fl1C
Ave.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
'East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wilt
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
month. Call 753-6202 or 753TFC
3648.

CLEAN CARPE 1-b the save a
safe way with Blue Lustre. Ren
electric shampooer $1. Big K
Belaire Shopping Center. Fl

nem

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

.
- REAL ESTATE FOR

F0RSA-LE
APPROXIMATELY FOUR ACRES OF LAND

•

on corner of Oliver and West Wood Streets,
Park Tennessee.
Has four-room house and .full basement
For residential or commercial use.

CLAUDE L MILLER, Real Estate
=AIL

418 Main St.
John C. Neubauer, Assoc. Broker
MIMS_
- •
75.1-7531

PHONE 753-3147 - MURRAY

------TileareameatherofIleIliddple Limanthirsloc-

REAL ESTATE FOR LUX REAL ESTATE FOR SALE STAMPER COAL Company has
plenty. at Tiat washed lump and
0
0
No.6 oil treated stoker coal, The
WHEN COMPLETED,THIS WILL BE ONE OF MURRAY'S FINEST HOMES.Has a large
best is cheaper. Stamper Coal
foyer, open staircase, living room, dining room,family room with fireplace, powder room,
Company, 501 West Broadway,
'kitchen- with built-ins and a large pantry on the main floor. On the second floor there are 4
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247spacious bedrooms arid 2 full ceramic baths. Also has wall to wall carpeting throughout,
Fl5P
1808.
central heat and air, two-car garage and a large lot.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
"MI.0

011111110. .1=l1r.04=111.0

DEMONSTRATOR 1971 Golden
Touch and Sew in floor model
' St sewing
cabinet. Get the1
0
machine made
attractive
0
walnut caftt 4a makes a
41 -JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM-BRICK-ROM in Puryear Heights Subdivision;12 miles 1
odel 750 in 701
handsome d
•'South of Murray, on US-641. Hai wall to wall cametim central heat nnkeir, ceramic batik
binet Monly to'sell at this
-•
concrete patio, spacious lot.
lftwir. Must sell now: See
v Sewing center, Bel Air
0 ROOMY AND COMFORTABLE is the best way to describe the house located at 107 South !
14th Street. Features wall to wall carpeting, 2 baths, family room, large kitchen, separate I Sho mg Center, your Singer
FlOC
garage, corner lot.
0 approved dealer.
WELL BUILT 3-BEDROOM BRICK home at the corner of 17th & Olive Street. Has a living
room, dining room, kitchen with built-ins, ceramic bath, family room, enclosed garage,
chain-link fenced backyard.

*.•

45 ACRES FENCED,SOWED DOWN and with a good stock pond. Priced at only $5,500. You
can't find a less expensive place to raise a few head of cattle.

U.°

7: 0
I

1964 ALFA ROMERO Sprint
-ompletely rebuilt, 5 speed
synchronizer, double overhead
camshaft excellent condition.
Call Paris 642-6536 after 5
Fl2P
p.m.

GOOD BUILDING LOT OR a nice location far a mobile home. 135' x 271', on the West side
of US-641, approximately 4 miles South of Murray.
NEARING COMPLETION - A fine new brick home on a heavily wooded lot, just 2 miles
Southeast of Murray. It will have central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen builtins, 14,2 ceramic baths, living room, family room, 3-bedrooms, utility room, garage, attic
storage, city water. Now is the time to buy if you would like to choose the colors of carpeting,
appliances, etc.
0

4.
4.

We Need New Listings
of-A1LTypes of Property
29 ACRES OF LAND THAT WOULD be an excellent site for someone interested in building
homes for resale. Has approximately 2,000 ft. frontage on Hwy. 783, and the depth of the
property line ranges from 453' to 660'. The $19,000 price includes a fair 2-bedroom frame
home,good sized stock barn and a tobacco barn.
REMODELED 4-ROOM FRAME HOME with aluminum siding. Located on Old Mason
Farm Road,approximately 6 miles South of Murray. Has wall to wall carpeting throughout.
Immediate possession.

0,7

[Take along a sack full.
Country Ham on a Biscuit.
$.25 or4 for $.89.

TRIANGLE INN

0
0

0

30 ACRES OF LEVEL LAND and a new deep-well, located on Puryear-Underwood Crossing
Road, approximately 10 miles from Murray. Priced $12,000.
GOOD SOLID FRAME HOME in a good state of repair. Two-story floor plan that has
rt,
bedrooms downstairs and a 3-room apartment upstairs. Central heat, fireplace,
and garage. Near downtown Murray.
LARGE FRAME HOME at 506 Pine Street. Has been completely rede9ord inside and
iE'r t.
carpeting and vinyl flooring installed throughout. Located on a 61'„

Fulton Y

HAND CROCHETED children's
and adult berets,scarves, purses.
Only a few left. Priced very
reasonable. Phone 753-5964. F1 IC

•14.
I

IMMACULATE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1510 Belmonte Drive. Has wall to wall
/
2 ceramic baths, draperies, large living room, kitchencarpeting, central heat and air, 11
dining area, patio, 10' x 12' storage shed converted into a workshop.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL

00000
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

YOUNG MARRIEDS - WELCOME TO THE HOME
OWNER'S CLUB. Excellent starter home for your family.
Real cute two bedroom brick with carpets and more carpets
Only $15,000.00. Quick occupancy possible.

NOSTALGIC FOR THE GOOD OLD DAYS? Large families,
spacious high ceilinged rooms, cozy fireplaces, oversized
den, 7 bedrooms, 2 baths. "Todays" kitchen. All this and
more. Let us show you.

PEACE OF MIND! 26 ACRES OF SECLUSION.800' highway
frontage, one mile from Kentucky lake. Fields, woods. all
for just $12,800.00.

A LOVELY VALENTINE - Beautiful carpeting and
draperies, spotless interior. 3 bedroom brick home in excellent location and priced for your valentine. Only 220,750.00

Three bedroom brick, two tile baths, large den, carpeted,
drapes, gas heat, central air conditioning, built-in range,
dishwasher, two car garage. All on a large lot located at 1704
Magnolia.

753- 1 9 16

EXPANSIVE NOT EXPENSIVE -4 bedroom brick on large
lot with trees. Basement, 11
/
2 baths, lots of storage, some
furniture will stay with house. Bargain for "beginners" or
"Investors." Priced to sell at $15,950.00.

SPRING TIME FRESH. Newly listed and,newly built. 3
billirOorics, 2 baths, den-kitchen CainlifiuitiOii."-cential heat
and air,carpets garage. Be the No 1 owner.

OWNER FAUST SELL!!
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION PRESTIGE LOCATION
OWNER TRANSFERRED
EXCELLENT HOME
MAKE OFFER

•

st With Us!

ng Realty

Street Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
. Ishmael StiW753-744•
SUN;
-Fulton E. Y
LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
4th la Ma

0in
41110111041111M.041=0 IMMOin.

--

SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
upholstery with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer
Begley Drug Store,
Shopping Center.
" Fl2C
EXCHANGE SINGER St
machine 1971 M
zigsag, blind-hem
ecial
mending sti
loft
original pri
attractive
French
ial console.
Lifet*
ger-backed
!us One year free
ce
at Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Shopping Center.
FRC

HERE'S A DULL AD ON AN EXCITING HOME. Beautifully
decorated tri-level, 2 years old, gorgeous carpets, expensively draped, family room with fireplace, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, lovely modern kitchen, formal dining. Call Now.
CRUEL WORLD! OWNER TRANSFERRED AND MUST
SELL. Newly listed, two bedroom home just one block from
everything. Draperies, fireplace, carpets. Let us show you
this home.
CUTTING CORNERS? Stop and call about this charming
three bedroom two bath in terrific location. Two fireplaces,
spacious rooms, Tappan appliances in kitchen. Attractive
landscaping. Lots of house for $26,000.00.
NEW LISTING...LIL OLDE CHARMER - Artistically
decorated, attractively landscaped at 1725 Keenland. Three
bedrooms,1/
1
2baths,central heat and air,lovely drapes. This
home can be bought right for a quick sale.

1971
Cus
sed
stel
air.
owr
Ira(

CAN YOU BELIEVE 7 ACRES OF COMMERCIAL
. 4"ROPERTY with 700' highwaly frontage for only $12,9301 It's
true. Let us show you.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO GET YOUR CHILDREN OUT
OF TOWN? Northwest of Kirksey, this rolling 100 acre tract
is holding the world together and it's a steal. Has trees,
rocks, fields, creeks, the whole works for $16,500.00.

.1971
Cai
AL
6,01
Hot
agc

COUNTRY LIVING IS GREAT - 5 acres with good two
/
2 miles from town. Call us for
bedroom frame house, just 21
details. You can move in now.

U-1

WI

16 ACRES OF LAND FOR EASY LIVING and less than
mile from city. You will like this.

ens

LIKE A LITTLE 30 ACRE SPREAD ALL YOUR OWN? We
have it on Johnny Robertson Road.

_ ow
set
on
Mt
PI

JUST WEST OF TOWN ON HIGHWAY 121 we have listed 15
acre tract.
THE PERFECT REMEDY FOR GROWING PAINS - This
tri-level will suit your growing family and your pocketbook.
Ever so large family room with fireplace, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths,family kitchen, central heat and air, carpets, drapes,
only 4 years old and priced at just $30,750.0O

ass
ha
vii
ste
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HERE COMES THE TOWEL! OWNER GIVES UP. Take his
LIVED IN A LITTLE, BUT LOVED A LOT. This three
4 bedroom, 2 bath, central heat and air, double ovens in
bedroom brick on Farmer Avenue has the space you need at
modern kitchen,two year old brick home for just $32,000. It's
a price you can afford. Newly decorated large living room, - got everything but you.
_
dining area, paneled den, extra large patio. Move in promptly.
WHY KEEP UP WITH THE JONES ? Got away from the
Jaws! Beautifii WieraWrafwestat KIrksey, good
SPECULATORS SPECIAL!! How would you like a brick
fair house, good land. great!Wag ht your lake. Buy now
duplex on a lot 107'x192' in a R-4 zone for just $24,500?
'
don't tell the Jones. Minimum upkeep, maximum income. O.K. to build another
duplex on lot with zoning approval. Check this one out.
COUNTRY LIVING IS GREAT AND SO CLOSE TO TOWN.
TIRED OF BEING A RENTER? BE A LANDLORD!! Kick
22 acres just 142 miles North of Stella.
off your shoes in this redecorated three bedroom brick home.
Dining room, lots of storage. Rent the extra twO bedrooms
PLANT YOUR SAVINGS IN LAND - WATCH THEM GROW.
with private entrance to students. 223,500 buys it all.
20 acres on Wiswell Road, 4 bedroom farm house with outbuildings, land adjoins two subdivisions. City water to
NOT AN ORDINARY HOME. It has personality! Two miles
property. Around 1,000 feet of highway frontage. This can
south of town. Has five bedrooms, two fireplaces, basement,
make you money.
gas heat, on 242 acres. Large block building on highway
would be excellent clean-up or antique shop. Take a closer
1'0
DON'T LET YOUR MONEY GET LAZY,PUT IT)
look,
Nh aperfments,lully furnished,fully
guaranteed year round rentaLNat4qadx
0
-1..)1b'YOU DID!
BRAVE THE WiATAER - YOU'LL BESee this three bedroom, 142 bath brick home. Beautiful
70 acres with
SAY YOU NEED LOTS OF LAND,
fireplace in living room, large lot, lots of storage. Walking
highway frontage and backed by ri oad. Going to build a
distance to schools and grocery. Do See this!!
factory? We have just the place u'll like it.
MOVE YOUR BETTER 42 TO BETTER QUARTERS! We
have listed a spic and span three bedroom, two bath brick in
Keenland Subdivision. Central heat and air, carpets, drapes,
spacious den, modern kitchen with lots ofstorage. You will
love it.
PAD AD - TWO BEDROOM BUNGALOW. Newly decorated
an large lot. Front porch, family room in rear. A steal at
810,500.00.
HEMMED IN? How about this little two bedroom ame
,600.00.
house on Highway 121. The price is perfect. Just
EXCITED
RAVING SALESMEN!! OUR SALESME t
about this three bedroom brick home • Gatesboro. It has
slate entry hall, formal living a • •• ing rooms, large den
1, 2/
1
2 baths, two car
with fireplace, bedrooms all
ge private patio. Completely
garage with electric door
refrigerator. Magnificent home.
automatic kitchen incl
OLD MEMOR r - MIDDLE AGED but well built three
bedroom fr e 6n nice lot. Convenient to shopping and
sChools
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? WE HAVE THE BEST PLACE IN
FEELING RANCH
THE COUNTY •r you and your cattle. Perfect home
believable water supply, lots of fences, deep
building si
nd 425 acres to roam. This can be yours.
lush gr

1968
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CLOSE TO KENTUCKY LAKE. All for just $1,800.00.
CUTE TWO BEDROOM FRAME COTTAGE AT Panorama
for just $9,500.00. Hurry before your neighbor buys it.

13

PERFECT LAKE FRONTAGE 1200 ft. of it. 20 acres of
beautiful wooded rolling land.

1968
wI

LOOKING FOR A LOT TO BUILD ON? We have them in
Kingswood,Camelot,Gatesborough, Sherwood Forest, North
18th Street, Oakdale and other areas of town.All prices.---

th•
p4

4'X
I

DOUBLE LIVING! THREE BEDROOMS, bath, utility,
closet, built-in stove, carpets, central heat and air on each
side in the brick duplex. Nice home with good income. Cost
$31,000, rents for $150.00 a side.
•

4-
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TUCKER, RealWr

DONALD

----ex
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MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

111

Phone 753-4342

Associates:

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

home phone 753-4910;
home phone 753-8958

.6
,

`"Ika
"
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MODERN
THREE
piece
bedroom suite, with or without
WANTED TO PENT
box springs and innerspring
mattress. Phone 4110.2490. FlOC WANT TO RENT land for soy
beans, approximately 100 acres.
ORDER NOW for Spring 1972. Ovie Ward,492-8591.
F16P
Call Stark Bro's Salesman for
your needs. I will help you make
your selection of fruit trees,
shrubs and roses. Phones 7630061.
FIOC
GRANDFATHER
CLOCK.
BeaUtfful old looking timepiece.
Phone 753-8928.
.%
FIOP
10'x52'-1963 BARON Mobile
home. Service pole, air cononer etc. Priced to sell Ja I
E. Rickman,753-8400
F1OP

We

2;)
33 ACRE FARM. Good house
with bath, new well. 30 acre SMALL FARM: good locatiori;
cropland or will sell house with business or future investment.
one acre. Phone 435-5432. Fl2P One mile East Murray, ap•
,proximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
BY OWNER three bedroom
Cozy
older
7 room house,
conditioner,
air
with
house
drapes and some carpeting. 204 modern. For appointment call
436-2173.
TFC
South 15th Street. Phone 753- •
Fl4C
8213.
/
2story,3
KEENLAND DRIVE; 11
,bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, carpeted
,598
POUNDS-1-BURLEY living room and separall,Agigg.
tobacco; 5.85 -acres fire cured room. Kitchen with all built-Ins,
tobacco; 2.06 dark air cured family room,library and laundry
tobacco. Contact Hurt & Hurt with shower. Phone 753-7295 after
Fl3C
Farms, phone 489-2591.- F15C 4:00p.m.
FOR LEASE.
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40 ACRES of good farm land, 12
miles west of Murray, half mile
South off Highway 94. Priced at
2150.00 per acre. For information
phone 753-8072.
F14C
CORNER IAT, Henry and South
16th Street. Exceptionally nice.
To settle Loyd Henry Estate. Call
Eunice M. Henry, 753-2663. F15P
LARGE TWO bedroom brick.
Has large den, living room,
dining room,kitchen with built-in
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted
throughout. Carport with outside
storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
appointment phone 753-6650. F23C
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YOU.
TEA?
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Check With "Tucker's"
For the Best Listings in Town

'FARFISA COMPACT organ,
with Vol amplifier and ladle tone RED CLOVER and Timothy hay.
FlOP Call 753-8090 after 6:00 p.m. FlOC
cabinet. Call 753-3831.
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94,WW
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
jrionth. Call 753-6202 or 753TFC
3648.
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1916

E FOR SALE

E HOME
ur family.
re carpets.

1971 Ford, light gold
Custom 500 four doorsedan with power
steering and factory
air. &locally owned one
owner car. New car
trade in. C-114.
Was $2750.01
Weekend Price 9:295.111
1971 Chevrolet Monte
Carlo, medium green.
ALL of the extras with
6,000 actual miles.
Bought new 4 months
ago. A great machine.
Was $3750.00
U-11.
Weekend Price $3485.00

0' highway
woods. all

blERCIAL
12.900? It's

)FtEN OUT
acre tract
Has trees,
0.00,
good two
Call us for

so than one
1970 Mustang, light blue,
Sports Roof. A local one
owner cas with 11,000
actual miles. A trade in
on a new 1972 Mustang.
An exceptional car. CWas MIA
278.
Weekend PricejeSLII-

OWN? We

ve listed 15

LINS - This
)ocketbook.
edrooms, 2
Ad, drapes,

P. Take his
le ovens in
$32,000. It's

17 frau the
good tisrn,
e. Buy now

TO TOWN.

EM GROW.
ie with outwater to
e. This can

'TORK.
atfocation,

(1

acres with
g to build a

PLACE IN
rfect home
'ences, deep
'S.

ist $1,800.00.

'Panorama
S it.

20 acres of

ve them in
west, North
rices.---*
ath, utility,
air on each
icome. Cost

iod farm land, 12
4urray, half mile
vay 94. Priced at
. For information
Fl4C

, Henry and South
xceptionally nice.
tenry Estate. Call
y,753-2663. F15P

bedroom brick.
!ri, living room,
tchen with built-in
washer. Carpeted
rport with outside
1309 Overby.. For
ione 753-6650. F23C

F

1970 ChevreTeriee,
medium green two door
hardtop with black
vinyl roof, power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. A local
one owner low .mileage
car.T-126. Was $2795.00
Weekend Price $2550.00
NO Chevrolet Kingswood
station wagon, medium
blue. A local car with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
A
one
owner car.
Was;1995.06
C-461.
Weekend Price $1850.00
1969 Pontiac LeMans, dark
green,two door hardtop
with black vinyl roof,
power steering, power
A? brakes, factory air,
console and bucket
seats. A very special
automobile, local one
owner. C-264.
Was $2395.00
Weekend Price $1995.00
1958 Falcon turquoise
station wagon with V8,
power steering and
factory air. A sharp one
owner local car. C- 251.
Was $1495.00
Weekend Price $1375.00
1968 Thunderbird yellow,
two door with ALL of
the extras. A double
sharp automobile with
. black vinyl roof. U13.
Was $1995.00
Weekend Price $1775.00
1968 Chevrolet Malibu
white station wagon
_ with V8 engine and
power steering. A local
-vvatra clean car traded
in on a new 197Z Ford.
C-196.
Was $1795.00
Weekend Price $1575.00
1968 Mustang, while and
blue. California Special
(75 Built), 16,000 actuel
miles, with air con-- ditioning. An unusual
car that is extra clean.
C-263.
Was $1795.00
Weekend Price $1575.00
1967 Buick Special white
four door sedan with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
Beige vinyl interior. A
beautiful car traded in
on a new 1972 Ford. CWas $1450.00
255.
Weekend Price 91250.00
1967 Pontiac Grand Prix,
tan, two door hardtop
with brown vinyl roof.
Power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
A sharp car traded in on
a new 1972 Ford. CWas $1495.00
214.
Weekend Price $1275.00
32
filrgRE
USED
AUTO
BILES
TO
CHOOSEFROM.

Parker Ford, Inc.
Corner of ith & Main
Phone 753-527-3

FORD
-4440:a
pirt

SfriATP

"
. 106464,
OUR - WHOLE PARKER
FORD TEAM SAVES
YOU. IT'S THE WHOLE
TEAM
WORKING
TOGETHER THAT PAYS
OFF FOR YOU.
1971 Pinto, gold with black
vinyl roof, automatic
transmission
and
factory air. A low
mileage local ear. A
little beauty that was a
trade in on a new 1972
Ford. C-234.
Was $2395.00
Weekend Price $2075.00
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE
INVITATION FORBIDS

Eat Out As Cheap As You Can Cook?

The Calloway County Board of
Eclucation, Murray, Kentucky
will receive bids for the construction of Addition to Calloway
County High School, Murray,
Kentucky until 7:00 p.m. on the
6th day of March, 1972, at the
Calloway County Board of
Education, Murray, Kentucky, at
which time the bids shall be
publicly opened and read aloud.

'FRIDAY SPECIAL

011eglkop
6
b.

Our Good Tasting

TUXEDO RENTAL.

FISH DINNER

by

Highest Quality Filet Of Fish
•Chips, French Fries or Baked Potato
•Cole Slaw or Tossed Salad with choice of our HomeMade Dressings
•
Hush Puppies or our Home-Made Rolls
*With our Good-Tasting, Home-Made Tartar Sauce
40

F,... iloory Occos,o'o.or
0:ins/slate Accessories'
owl sews WOKE

The project consists of: Four (4)
classrooms; for Science, Art, &
Business.

753-3242
•

214 N. 151%

ere Or Go!

I

Proposed forms, contract
documents, including plans and
specifications, are on_ file at the
office of the Calloway County
Board of Education, Murray,
Kentucky and may be obtained
after February 14th, 1972 at the
office of Gresham & Kerr, Architects - Engineers, 215 Century
Building,P.O. Box 155, Paducah,
Kentucky, (4424439). Copies of
the documents may be obtained
by depositing $25.00 with the
Architects for each set of
documents so obtained. Twenty
Five ($25.00) will be refunded to
each plan holder who returns
plans and specifications in good
condition to the Architect within
ten (10) days after bid opening.
Copies of the documents will
be on file at the following pla
rooms:

HEIX WANTED
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE spacel-available. For information WANTED: R.N.
and L.P.N.'t,
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal full-or part time, salary excellent
Savings and Loan, Main Street in and fringe benefits. Call or write
753-4953
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC The Mayfield Hospital, 203 East
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Phone number 1-247-5320. Mr. HI! FREE grease job with oil ELEXTROLUX SALES & Set- DO YOU want to bet your house
duplex, fully carpeted, central James W. Standifer Ad-..change Cirgarettes $.25 Pack. vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.. "let catch an fire Thars
heat and air. Built-in stove. ministrator. Mrs. Nancy Scott $2.50 Carton. 4th St. Ashland, 400 'Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- me* whitYou're doing'Urn
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC R.N. Director of Nursing. F12C N.4th.
TFc don't have adequate fire
F12C mington, Kentucky.
„
iiimimmilimuninumummow t:otection. Why not see Doug
Willoughby at MFA Insurance
TWO . BEDROOM Trailer. Air EMPLOYED MAN. Repair
Company for the protection you
typewriters part-time. We train:
conditioned. Good downto
need. Homeowners, farm
location. Reasonable rent. Phone Local interview. For application
owners, mobile homeowners and
Regional
FlOC details,
write:
753-1257 or 753-5617.
renters insurance. Phone 753Manages Box 26,Glenshaw,
F15P
1222.
F12C
,
28 ACRES BEAN land. Contact L. Pa.
Ken_______
Hazel,
____
,
_
____
W. Dixon, Route 1,
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
ASSOCIATED
GENERAL
F11C WANTED BABY-SITTER to
tucky.
for rent or sale. Rent applies to CONTRACTORS
_
come to my home a few hours
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co-.,- Paducah, Kentucky
TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile1each day. Phone 753-9913 after
across from Post Office, Paris,
•
from Murray. Phone Jimmy 5:00 p.m.
F.11C F. W. DODGE CORPORATION'
Tennessee.
Stallons.Cadiz 522-6332. _. ',IP _
-,
-Pbene453-5273
Evansville, Indiana
Main
7th li
WANTED WAITRESSES. Apply
Memphis, Tennessee
Restaurant
Jerry's
to
person
in
TWO BEDROOM house trailer on
_oOri
S.t.
mechanics
on
Street.
FlOC
South
12th
TRAINED
HI!
Concord Highway by Grubb's
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
-61d- ;"7;
A
Satisfad
_
duty. AIL_work guaranteed. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Lawidromat. Phone 753bidder
and acby
the
executed
Ashland
Where?
St.
to
-The
4th
matt
WANTED
"RETIRED"
FlOC
7143.
Phono..••
ceptable sureties in an amount
operate dish machine and do Station,400N.4th. 753-9148. F12C
fio on a "Health & Wealth
equal to five(5)percent of the bid
general maintenance. Four hours
shall be submitted with each
Kick
With
Our
have
neat
and
daily.
Must
be
TWO BEDROOM furnished
---Befert.540
proposal. The successful bidder
VEGETABLE PLATE
No phonoeLanka,- OPENING, February
apartment. Gas heat, washer and good referehces.
S Standard Station in 3 for $.69 Here or Go -will be required to furnish and
.0f _
dryer outlets. $60.00 per month. calls. Apply Colonial House 12th.S &
With fill up of gas, a free
Hazel.
pay for satisfactory performance
F15C
Smorgasbord.
Risme 489-2595.
FlOC
FI1C
and payment bond. Attention is
car wash.
to the feet that not less
Between -6:00 p.m. called minimum
FURNISHED HOME; mobile WANTED: MATURE lady to dot.
salaries and
than
three
days
light
housework
home and apartment. Nice
7:00 p.m. In The wages, as set forth in the
F11C
condition. Reasonable rent. week. Phone 753-3640.
specifications, must be paid on
Evening
Phone 753-7671 or 753-8333 after
route
this project.
your
know
you
If
4:30 p.m.
FlOC
- FERRY-MORSE WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
boy's number, please call
The Calloway County Board of
Ssirsi's Art Easy Testi
New, Convenient ...
him first. If you get no
Education reserves the right to
1. Will an investment put me
FURNISHED 2 bedroom brick
results then call John
into a business I can dereject any or all bids or to waive
duplex, electric heat, air conand
_ _
on?
Pasco , Jr. at the above
any informalities in the bidding.
ditioning and carpet. Available 2. pen&
Will this business be easy
number during the hours
(Vegetables
& Rowels)
No bid shall be withdrawn for a
now! 809.N4fith,Pbone 753-- -.In--operate wiihnui large
_
_
_
_
listed
overhead?
period of forTy--tii (it) -days
5140.
Fl4C
3. Is the product I offer acopening of bids
subsequent to
cepted and easily sold?
without consefit of the Owner.
TWO BEDROOM brick house on 4. Can I depend on my supPhone
753-5787
ROWET your
pliers to provide me with
Clark Street. Electric heat, large
.
la saw repaired.
tiller or chain
itill
service
and
adprofessional
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD
room,
kitdining
room,
living
vice?
Where? 4th St. Ashland Station, OF EDUCATION
chen, utility and storage room.
The MODEX CORPORAF12C
MILDRED CANADY is again 400 N.4th.
Close to University. Phone 753- TION can give you an honest
1LD1 PLATE
Bill Stubblefield Chairman
"Yes"
answer
to
each
of
these
,
Kut-N-Kurl
FI1P
vorking
at
the
1980.
(under 12 years)
I TERRY Shoemaker, Route 2,
important questions.
Beauty Shop, located in the Hazel, will not be responsible for William B. Miller, Superinvegetables
or
Meat
and
2
MODEX supplies you with
F10-11C
Southside Shopping Center. She any debts other than my own tendent
french fries...S.49 Here o
OFFICE SPACE, adequate
nationally - advertised name
specializes in hair cuts and after February 8, 1972.
Go 7 4953
parking space. 711 Main Street. brand sanitary napkins and
AUTOS FOR SALE
for vending in inpermanent waves. Call 753-1682
Phone 753-7846 or 753-1409. F16C tampons
F16P
Terry Shoemaker
dustrial companies, schools,
for
F11C
appointment.
professional buildings, mo1964 FORD GALAXIE 500 XL,
TWO BEDROOM apartment. tels. airports, service stations,
$200.00. Also 1953 Chevrolet in
BLUE MARLIN
Also will do babysitting. Ex- etc. Your investment to get
good running shape. Phone 436started? From $625.00 to
Club
perienced. Phone 753-7503. FI2C $1,975.00. For complete de2385 after 5:00 p.m.
FlOP
tails, write or call:
Friday Night
MODEX
CORPORATION
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH. Lee
1966 PLYMOUTH Satelite four
963 S. Delaware
Apartment, unfurnished, 2
FlOP
speed. Phone 753-6728.
Springfield, Missouri 65802
Paschall
Sue
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
Phone 417-865-8663
'
i
l
1
i
17
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
and
1969 FORD GALAXIE 500,2 door
conditioned.
Dishwasher,
hardtop,
factory air, power.
refrigerator, stove, garbage FOUR DOLLARS an hour. Knapp
New Breeds
steering, extra cleans like new,•
1
Black
&
White
,
salesman
earn
part-time
Shoe
disposal. Phone 753-3865.
F16C
blue and white. Inmire at Saucy'
this much and more because
Bar-B-, 1409 Main or Phone
Pig
commissions are higher than
Only $12995 KATHLEEN TURNER'S Beauty 753-7641 or 753-8873.
FlOC
ever. No investment! Free
WANT TO BUY
Salon, 208 South 12th Street is
New Picpre Tube with 3-Year Warranty
equipment! Free training
happy to announce the addition of
program! Interested? Write E.
DO YOU need money? Wanted
Virginia Beach to her beauty
M. Bistow, Knapp Shoes, 1 Only),Used
good used light chain saw; g
We invite you to take adstaff.
02401.
F12C
Brockton, Mass.
42 ton truck, not more than fiv
vantage of Virginia's many years
years old; two used oil drums;
of experience in the field of
SERVICES OFFERED
run down, beat up Timex wat
cosmotology. Phone 753-3588 for
Only
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Flit
ches. Phone 753-2959 or 436appointment.
Per Month
5430.
F11C also bank gravel, fill dirt and
23"
Used
G.E.
1
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
SALE
AUTOS FOR
1972 Model 111
554-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
To qualified buyers,
WANT TO BUY 10' and 12' wide
cubic
SS
350
CHEVELLE
Only $225' 1972
after a down payment of
mobile homes. Must be in good INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
inch, V8, power steering, air
$195, cash or trade. The
shape. See Brandon Dill at Dill's painting; any size job. All work
New Picture Tube
automatic
speed,
onditioning,
3
balance due is 81967.75,
Trailer Court or write to P. 0. guaranteed. Use first quality
transmission,factory stereo tape
payable in 36 monthly
Box 567, Murray,Kentucky. F12C paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
1 Matched Set - Frigidaire
player and radio. Phone 753Todd,753-8495.
February 28(
installments. A finance
F16C
Used
3111.
charge of $357.81, at an
AUCTION SALE
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!:
APR of 11.08 per cent
1966 PLYMOUTH Belvedere 4
Rewiring, Service Changes,
and a total note of
AUCTION SALE every Friday Electric Heat Specialist. No job is
1967
Also
automatic.
door,
$2345.56. Kentucky state
night on Highway 641, three miles too small. Reasonable rates 1108
Plymouth Baracuda Fastback,
tax and license adNorth of Paris. This week we Sycamore. Phone 753Westinghouse Upright
273, V8,4 speed. Phone 7531
Used
ditional.
have glass, china, furniture and 2967.
Fl2P
8441.
February 15C
antiques. Shorty McBride 247 and
HRaesm Boveeedn
1TC PIANO MAJOR at the University
James E.Travis 278.
Only $125' 1967 AUSTIN Healy Sprite. Good
will give private piano lessons for
tires, low mileage. Priced to sell.
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
beginners or advanced students.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
FI2C
Phone 753-656..
F12C
Phone 753-3A9.
753-8850 800 Chestnut
1965 BUICK Electra 225, full
1969 CORVETTE convertible.
power, factory air. See at 907 iEPTIG TANK cleaning, back
P.T.; AM-FM radio. $3,000. Will 1970 MODEL TRIUMPH 500.
F12C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753New motor, good shape. Pho
Vine.
!MUM trade. Phone 753-2562.F14C
5933.
TFC
753-8527.
Fl
FOR SALEOR TRADE grocery. FOP. A.I.I. your home additions,
GOODi
riEAR
1967 BUICK Skylark two door
210
E
Main
S
)
.
r•
Doing good business, reason for alterations, remodeling, etc.
a
hardtop. Turquoise blue inside 1962-FORD % ton pickup in
selling, retiring. Phone 753- •
out. Power and factory air. condition, and . extra sharp.
and
.Fran Estimates.Phone 53Pbeee--753-5617
Phone753-4841
;
wMarch 9C
F11
7903.
Fl
Phone 753-7785.
5123.
Tt't

Triangle -Inn

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

PARKER FORD will be open on Friday
nig1t until 1:00 p.m. -for the convenfence of car or truck buyers.

PARKER FORD11 Inc

Miss--Yeer--Paper
75X.19167

753-7278

SPRING NEEDS

SEED TAPES

PACKAGED SEEDS

- MURRAY NURSERY

CONSOLE TV

Stereo-TV-AM/FM Radio
-COMBINATION
$10000

195w Down
'65"

COLOR TV

WASHER & DRYER $95m
FREEZER

BILBREY'S ,...„

urcharge

PARKER FORD BUILT
TEAM
THAT
THE
STANDS BEIRND OUR
FORD TRUCKS.
1971 Ford Ranger, blue and
white. Long wheel base
1.2 ton pickup with full
power, factory air and
automatic tranlow
smission.
A
mileage local truck that
deserves a proud new
owner. Dep.
Was $3395.00
Weekend Price $2175.00
1969 GMC blue and white,
long wheel base 112 ton
pickup. One owner local
truck with low mileage.
Extra sharp and clean.
Six cylinder engine,
standard transmission.
Was 31795,00
T-119.
Weekend Price $1595.00
1969 Ford Econolise dirk
green van. Long wheel
base ( 123.5") with 6
cylinder engine and
standard transmission.
New paint. T-142.
Was $1991.111
Weekend Price $1173.10
MO /Ford, red, long wheel
base Lz ton pickup with
Explorer package. Full
power, factory air and
automati-c-Jranmission. A local trade
in on a new 1972 Ford.
Solid and clean.
Dep.
Was $2295.00
Weekend Price $1996.1/1

pis

Ford._ white,,, long
1
2 ton
wheel base /
pickup with custom
cab, V8 engine and
standard transmission.
Sold new by Parker
- Feed and a trade in on
__am/1112Ford. T- 109.
Was $1795.00
- Weekend Price $15011*
1967 Ford, red, long wheel
base /
3
4 ton pickup. V8
engine with standard
transmission. Local one
owner, low mileag trade in on a new 1972
Ford. A clean rugged
s vehicle that is built for
tough jobs.T-198.
Weekend Price
Was $1251.11
1251
5.08
1966 Ford. white, long
._wheel base L2 ton
pickup with custom
cab. VI engine and
standard transmission.
A local one owner trade
in on a new 1972. T- 106.
Was $1295.00
Weekend Price 91150.00
1966 Chevrolet, blue, long
wheel base Iv ton
pickup with V8 engine
and standard transmission. This one
comes with a paneled
and insulated camper
top with a swinging
house type rear door. C47.
Was $1495.00
Weekend Price $1375.00
1966 Ford, white, long
wheel base '2 ton
pickup with 6 cylinder
engine and standard
transmission, A one
owner local truck. -T230.
Was $1095.00
Weekend Price $900.00
1966 Ford, red and white,'2
ton pickup with custom
cab. V8 engine arid
standardtransmission.
A double sharp one
owner local truck. T- 76.
Was 61096.99.
Weekend Price WAN
1962 Ford, red, one ton
truck with V8 engine
and 4 speed tran;
smission. Clean and
sharp with flat bed and
cattle racks. A local
truck with solid rubber
and mud and snow tires
on the duals. T-115.
Was $1475.00
Weekend Price $1275.00
1962 Ford, red 2 ton pickup
with 6 cylinder engine
and standard transmission. A local one
owner truck. T-I43.
Was $558-11
Weekend Price $400.01

Parker Ford, Inc..
Corner of 7th & Main
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Homecom'mg....—EminirResident lions Club...
jasses Away
Standards Object ot _Measure

Kentucky News Roundup fire Destroys—Occipational-11ea1tk-Safeir _

Buildings In_
Middlesboro

ICeadmiled frill.Page"
The women were presented a
—"mai teams as Sedalia, Wino' Mrs. Sallie Chrisman Dicks, check from the club in apbills letredueeir- North Marshall, and Cuba. formerly of Calloway County, preciation of their services. The
Other
--FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) edgy would:
y nearly_ .upset top-ranked Passed irwaY on Friday, meg will be used for the
Occupational health and safety
conproposed
a
for
in the Calloway FebruarytShe was a resident liei-infft of the Woman's Club.
-Ask
Mayfield
MIDDI F-SBORO,Ky.( AP)- standards would be set for all
Mr.and Mrs. Pete Hulse were
be
to
amendment
stitutional
earlier of 570 West 39 Place, Hialeah,
Tournament
Christmas
Kentucky
employers
a
under
An early morning fire broke
Fla.
presented 411 special picture in.
allow
to
voters
the
to
submitted
In
the
season.
House.
the
in
introduced
bill
out in Middlesboro's downtown
The deceased was born July appreciation of the time they
The Lakers have three more
Introduced Wednesday by lottery tickets to be sold on the
business district today, de20, 1887, in Henry County, gave during the Lions Club
by
submitted
Derby,
Kentucky
contest.
Friday's
after
games
Rep.
D-Louisville,
Yocom,
Jim
stroyed two buildings and the
John Isler and Carl Mer- Saturday night they entertain Tenn., and was a resident of Radio auction. The presentation
headquarters for a number of it would create both a board to Reps.
was made by John Belt and Joe
both Covington Demo- Paducah Tilghman in their last Calloway County until 1945.
shon,
up
draw
the
a
and
standards
firms.
Survivors are one daughter, Pat Ward, club president.
crats.
home
the
of
game
season.
commission
hear
to
appeals
No injuries were reported
WASHINGTON ( API-A 30-man delegation of U.S. Senators
Lions Z.C. Enix and Yancey
-Allow counties containing February 18, the Lakers travel Mrs. Mary Opal Thompson;
sixth major from citations, notifications and
three grandchildren, Mrs. Watkins were chosen as
and committee aides will visit Eastern Kentucky by helicopter from the fire, the
to
cities
class
second
or
first
their
up
to
variances
winding
under
and,
granted
Ballard
it.
The
since
here
commercial blaze
Monday and Tuesday to look at examples of strip-mining.
board would be located in the sell whiskey or wine by the 1971-72 season, they trek to Peggy Ann Kildow of Lawton, delegates to the 55th Lions
The delegation will represent a Senate Interior subcommittee January, 1970.
drink on Sundays if approved in Heath on the 22nd of February. Okla., Ray W. Thompson, Jr., International convention to be
.
Firemen theorized the blaze Department of Labor.
on minerals that is considering a number of bills to establish
The
a local option election, offered The District Tournament will and Robert Chrisman Thomp- held in Mexico City, Mexico,
governor
would
appoint
of
federal controls on strip-mining. Kentucky Sens. Marlow Cook started on the upper floor
by Rep. James Murphy, D- be held March 2, 3, and 4. The son of Hialeah, Fla.; two great June 28 to July 1.
12
the
board
-member
and
and John Sherman Cooper have indicated they will make the trip. one structure and then spread.
Lion Groover Parker gave
Newport.
Regional Tournament will be grandsons of Lawton, Okla.
Lost in the fire %gyre offices three-member commission,
Funeral services were con- the • invocation pm-riding the
five
to
one
of
penalty
a
-Set
required
.
11.
both
have
and
to
10,
9,
8,
equal
March
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP )-Kentucky will begin construction of the Brumbach Electric Co.,
ducted by Rev. Tuck Andrews. dinner. The tables, overlaid
representation by labor, em- years in prison or a fine of $1,Burial was in the Vista Gar- with white cloths, were
next week of a temporary bridge to replace one on Kentucky 367 in the Middlesboro School of Busi- ployers and the occupational 000 to $5,000 or both for anyone
La Rue County that collapsed Tuesday night after being struck ness, on the second floor; the safety and health field. In addi- seeking by threats to influence,
dens, Hialeah, Fla.
decorated with red streams and
Dixie Discount Store, Ausmus
by a truck.
toy lions in red and white on the
tion, commission members intimidate or impede any witfrom
miles
2.4
River,
Nolin
Store.
the
of
Jewelry
fork
south
the
The span is over
court or
a
in
table. Floral arrangements
testifying
ness
at
have
to
need
least
would
five
its
off
knocked
was
of
offices
bridge
Also destroyed were
the junction with U.S. 31-E. The 124-foot
bill
The
were used on the tables which
proceedings.
similar
retheir
in
experience
years
the Red Cross, the Comabuttment and collapsed.
were later given as prizes.
was sponsored by Rep. Bart
monwealth Life Insurance Co., spective fields.
Preceding the dinner, punch
Peak, D-Lexington.
MAYFIELD,Ky.( API-Federal officials are looking for a man and the Weight Watchers.
The Labor Department could
to
districts
school
served by Mrs. Joe Pat
_11equire
7
'was
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The South Vietnamese command reported 41 more ground have two congressmen when we
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stations tried to conserve power Boars 16.00-19.00
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by reducing voltage 6 per cent
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WASHINGTON ( AP )-The Nixon administration has sent son, Garrard and part of Jessa- she married Herbert Webb, who
this
EyeSignia's
Library,
Mrs. C. S. Wynns, 813-year-old throughout the nation
preceded her in death Jan 19,
Congress a long-awaited bill to devalue the dollar by 8.57 per cent, mine to the 5th District.
Screening "-Clinic, Delta's
Puryear resident, died at 8:15 morning. This was not effec- '
Freeman said the move was 1963.
while claiming success in trade talks with Japan and the Common
tive.
Cancer Drive, Home DepartShe is survived by two p.m. Tuesday in Henry County
objectionable to tobacco farmMarker.
ment's "Hometown Clean-Up
Hospital.
General
Under its emergency powers_
The bill would raise the official price of gold from $35 to $38 an ers in the three counties. The daughters, Mrs. Mary Mahe
Drive, Garden Department's
Funeral services will be at 11 the government has banned
ounce. Administration officials predicted prompt approval. 6th District, he said, had a tra- Marne and -Mrs: Marjorie
"Yards of the Month", and the
Accompanying the measure was a disclosure that substantive dition of being represented by Martin; a son, J. C. Foster; and a.m. Thursday in Puryear use of electricity for advertisExecutive Board's "Clearance
Howard Methodist Church with the Rev. ing displays and floodlighting
Bill
brother,
agreements have been reached with the Common Market and men sympathetic to tobacco in- a
Ted Cowan officiating. Burial for sports
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) - of Blind Corners in the City".
and other entertainJapan to remove some of their barriers against U.S. exports.
terests while Rep. Tim Lee Reynolds, all of Puryear; nine.
-be in Puryear Cemetery.. ment.
several.
Mrs. Sam Knight announced
The U.S. Customs Service at
Carter, who represents the 5th, grandchildren and
The body will be at McEvoy
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_ Cleveland, Ohio, said it is look- that the Home Department's
WASHINGTON (AP)-About 85 per cent of the nation's opposed for a time last year
1 Home until 9:30 env
With the strike iw its-fifth
ing for an unidentified man sus- "'Hometown Clean-Up" had
racketeers are engaged in legitimate business activities, with the shift from government
Thursday when it will be taken week, leaders of the National
pected of sending a large been selected as the project to
restaurants, bars and taverns heading the list, the Internal acreage to poundage allotments
to the church.
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for tobacco farmers, which
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In its 1971 annual report, the IRS said today it has information Freeman called "the salvation
County, Mrs. Wynns was a imum earnings level $57.20 a
their annual contest of local
on Army duty in Vietnam.
that about 2,000 persons are considered major racketeers in the of the tobacco program in Ken- square is a kind of guy who daughter of the late J. I. and
instead of the present
week
projects.
civic
United States. Officials provided few details, but said there are tucky."
volunteers when he does not Lena Bury Salmon. She was basic pay of $49.40.
Authorities say the man,
The next general meeting of
217 restaurants, bars and taverns in which racketeers are
His bill will be identical to have to. He's a guy who gets his married in 1911 to Mr. Wynns,
whom they did not identify, has the club will be held on March 22
engaged.
one introduced in the House by kicks from trying to do a job who preceded her in death in
The new rate was $2.60 a been discharged from the servat which time all department
Rep. Dwight Wells, D-Rich- better than anyone else. He's a 1941. She was an active member week higher than the Coal ice and hasn't been located for
chairmen will give oral and
SAPPORO ( AP)-Anne Henning gave the United States its mond, which diedin committee. guy who gets so lost in his work of Puryear Methodist Church. Board's previous offer, but was questioning.
written reports of their year's
Survivors
second gold medal for speed skating in two days Wednesday, The need for reapportionment that he has to be reminded to go
two spread over 18 months instead
include
After the 40 grams of heroin, activities, Mrs. Richardson
assuring America of its most successful Winter Olympic Games is brought on by the 1970 cen- home. He hasn't learned to cut daughters,
Mrs.
Clovis of the prevous one year.
worth an estimated $350,000 on said. The board will meet next
since 1960, when it won three. Miss Henning, a 16-year-old from sus figures and the U.S. Su- corners or goof off. This creep (Carolyn) Kemp of Puryear and
Mrs. Herbert (Wilmoth)
the illegal drug market, was month on March 6.
Northbrook, 111., won the women's 500-meter speed skating event preme Court's one man-one
we call a square gets all choked
Present were Mesdames
Giddens of Huntingdon; a sister,
in an Olympic record 43.33 seconds. Dianne Holum, another vote principal.
seized here Jan. 5, authorities
up when he hears children
Northbrook speed skater, won the 1,506 meters Tuesday.
said a "soldier on his way Don Keller, Joe Prince, Ewen
HB111 would raise from 920,- singing, "My Country, 'tis Of Mrs. Franklin Simmons of Paris Allbritten, John J. Livesay,'
Route 4; five grandchildren and
Meanwhile, the U.S. hockey team kept its hopes for at least a 000 to $27,000 the amount of
Kentucky Early Morning home from Vietnam" was A.C. LaFollette, Gus Robertson,
Thee". He even believes in
bronze medal alive, defeating Finland 4-1.
being sought because his name
money the state could pay the God...and says so...in public! one great-grandchild and a Temperatures
niece, Mrs. Kathryn Salmon.
Jr., George Hart, Ted Bradheads of administrative depart- Some of the old squares were
cloudy 26 was on the package containing shaw, Thomas Brown, J. Matt
One sister, Mrs. Pearl Ray, Nashville partly
ments, independent agencies or Nathan Hale, Patrick Henry, and two brothers, Walter and Bowling Green partlycloudy 22 the heroin.
Sparkman, Sam Knight, Bethel
other state government units.
cloudy 17
Ben
Franklin, George Loyd Salmon, preceded her in Louisville partly
Gary L. Hillsberry, an agent Richardson, Jack Bailey, John
It was amended in the House Washington;-some of the new death.
Lexington partly cloudy
13 for the Customs Service at Belt, Bob Billington, and
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Nixon returns to the capital to include pay raises for the squares are Glenn, Grissom,
-London
clear 21 Cleveland, indicated Wednes- Richard W. Knight.
today after an overnight stay at Camp David, the presidential governor and other statewide Shepherd, Carpenter, Cooper,'
Evansville
cloudy 18 day the ex-soldier was separetreat, and then leaves for a weekend visit to his home in Key office holders as well. The gov- Schirra, Borman, Loveall, and
Cape Girardeau
cloudy 25 rated from service before the
NIXON NO.37
Biscayne, Fla.
ernor's raise would come in the like. A square gets his books
clear 9 search began.
COvington
M. Niiton was
Richard
While at Camp David in Maryland's Catoctin Mountains, the
1975 while the others would out of the library instead of the
Indianapolis
cloudy 13
The recipient of the package
as the 37th
President read additional material on China prepared for him by
take effect this year. Hubbard drugstore. He tells his son it's
Huntington
clear 15 was not charged or identified inaugurated
President of the .United States
the State Department and the National Security Council, in
Word has been received of the Fort Campbell
and White cast the two votes more important to play fair
clear 28 by authorities.
On hill. 20. 1969.
preparation for his forthcoming trip to Peking.
against it.
than to win. Ifnagine..A square death of Mrs. Annie Pearl
He will make an appearance at the first annual awards dinner
"It certainly is an ill-timed is one who reads Scripture when Robertson, mother of Mrs. E.L.
of the National Center for Voluntary Action tonight, then leave for
bill and apparently violates the nobody's watching; prays when (Louise) Howe of 1510 Parklane
Florida with Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally and
federal- guidelines restricting nobody's listening. He believes Drive, Murray, who died
White House aide John Ehrlichman.
wage increases," Hubbard said. in honoring father and mother Wednesday night at the Baptist
"It invalidates the pledge of and "do unto others" and that Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
LOS ANGELES ( AP)-A superior court judge has awarded a
economy in state government," kind of stuff. He thinks he knows Tenn., following an extended
Miami man who once served as chief of French intelligence in the
White added.
more than his teenager knows illness.
United States $352,350 in damages against author Leon Uris.
Mrs. Robertson was a
Both said they had received about car freedom and curfew.
Philippe de Vosjoli claimed Uris broke a contract under which
nearly unanimous opposition to Will all answering this resident of Clarendon, Ark.
the two men were to share the royalties from Uris' best-selling
the proposal from their con- description please stand up? Funeral and burial services
novel about international spying, "Topaz".
stituents.
Stand up and be counted You will be held in Clarendon with
De Vosjoli testified the book was based on a manuscript he
Johnson noted that the bill, squares who turn the wheels the Brown Funeral Home in
wrote after resigning as a French intelligence agent. Uris conwhich passed the House 52-41, and dig the fields and move charge of the arrangements.
tended de Vosjoli broke the contract by selling the manuscript to
Survivors are two daughters,
didn't automatically increase mountains and put rivets in our
Look and Life magazines and a London newspaper.
salaries for department heads dreams-you squares who Mrs. Howe of Murray and Mrs.
Superior Court Judge Howard H. Schmidt also ruled that de
Paul Schmid of Albany, Ga.;
but merely raised permissable dignify the human race-you
Vosjoll is entitled to one half of the royalties from the movie
pay ceilings. He said in order squares who hold the world in one granddaughter, Mrs.
"Topaz", betted on Uris' novel.
to get top grade officials, stat place-STAND UP AND BE Barbara Raymond of Murray;
one grandson, El,. Howe, Jr.,
government would have to pay COUNTED!
NEW YORK 4 AP )-Pat Nixon has purchased her spring and
on a nearly equal basis with
of Lexington; four great
-Paul
Harvey
summer wardrobe, and designers say many of the clothes she
grandchildren.
private industry.
selected would be perfect for campaigning.
But White countered, "that
Old postmen never die,they just
The First Lady did her shopping Wednesday in her suite at the
presupposes you automatically
DAR MEET
their zip
lose
Pierre Hotel from selections brought to the hotel by various New
get better quality by paying
The Captain Wendell Oury
York designers.
more money for it."
Old refrigerators never die, Chapter of the Daughters of the
Mrs. Nixon told newsmen that she plans to take the same
White cast the only negative
American Revolution will meet
they just lost their cool
clothes to Moscow in May as she does to Peking later this month,
vote on HB120 which would alSaturday, February 12, at
wben she accompanies the President to his two summit meetings.
low the governor to appoint the
THREE WOMEN IN IRVING CASE-These three weeeen
—ieve Ijijd1jjeg of the life of
Oldsuldiers never die, they just eleven a.m. at the home of Mr
None of the clothes she bought Wednesday.she said, was for the
state personnel conunissiorier
Robert Trotter, 1501 Dudley, at Clifford Irving, author of the disputed "autobiography" of Mewarti Hughes'. Frees left, Edith, his
„
away.
fade
Moscow and Peking trips.
The bill, which passed the
fourth wife; Nina Vas Pallandt, a Danish cabaret singer, sad ANA Baxter, who Life magazine says
eleven a.m. Dr. Helene Visher
"I finished shopping for those trips," she said. "These are for
House 74-13, also would remove
taught Irving to scuba dive in the Virgin Islands.
program
the
give
"New
on
will
of
think
to
hard
It's
States.
die,
Old
never
fishermen
United
they
spring Andamminilettipain the
the commissioner from the
Trends In Conservation".
(AP Wirephste)
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.•
Ky.( AP )-More than $31,000 has been collected
Ina fund-raising drive for the Bernheim Forest in Bullltt County.
Charles McClure III, assistant director of the Isaac W. Bernheim Foundation, which runs the 10,000-acre forest, said the
money will go into the operating fund to expand services at the
forest.
He said public donations will add support to Bernheim's contention that it is a "public"foundation and should be exempt from
a four per cent exise tax imposed on "private" corporations.
To be classified public, a foundation must get about 10 per cent
of its revenue from the public.
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